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xi

Statement of this r>roject . This project was in

tended to study and analyse Origen 's quotations from the

four Gospels in his commentary and homilies on Luke in

order to clarify his textual affinity. This study has

been done in the field of the New Testament textual cri

ticism of which the final aim is to restore the original

form of the New Testament text.

Necessity of New Testament Textual Critic ism.

No one can ignore the significance of the Scrip

tures, which is the most important book in the world.

It is the book of life. Nevertheless, no autograph of

it is known to be extant. It is in these facts that the

necessity of the New Testament textual criticism lies.

Also it is because of these facts that a critic is most

challenged.

How can one make a comment on a word or words of

the Scriptures unless he is somehow sure about the origi

nality of the word or words? The task of the New Testament

textual criticism starts with this question, the function

of which is to recover the original text of the New

Testament in the true forms by its authors."^

KirsopTD Lake, The Text of the New Testament (London:
Rivingtons, 1959), p. i; i-'reaerTc ci. Jienyon, Hanarok to



It is true and a matter of thanks that many MSS
o

of the New Testament are extant, wholly or fragmentary,

though no two of them are precisely alike. The propor

tion of words virtually accepted on all hands is, on a

rough computation, not less than seven eighths of the

whole .

Yet, it does noi justify to neglect the necessity

of the Few Testament textual criticism, rather it empha

sizes it, as Westcott and Hort themselves discussed it.^
To recover the true original form of the New

Testament is a very complicated work because of the vast

the Textual Criticism of the New Testament (London:
Macmillan and Co. , 190X7, p. 2; J. Harold Greenlee, Intro
duction to New Testament Textual Criticism (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1964), p. IX!

2
Over 200 uncial Greek MSS, over 4,000 minuscule

Greek MSS, at least 8,000 Latin versions, more than 1,000
MSS in other versions, and more than 1,600 liturgical MSS
of the New Testament are extant. See: Kenyon, 0�. cit . ,

p. 4; Greenlee, 02. cit . , p. 16; Kenneth W. ClarF^ "TEe
Manuscripts of tEe Greek New Testament," New Testament
Manuscript Studies , -eds. Merrill M. Parvis and Alien P.

V/ikgren , Chicago : The University of Chicago Press, 1950),
p. 5*

^Brooke Poss ?/estcott and Penton John Anthony Hort,
The New Testament in the Original Greek (Cambridge:
MacmlTTan and Co. ,T882) , p , Z .

Ibid. , pp. 4ff .
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number of the extant MSS, yet it is a very important and

significant work because of the value and character of the

Bible itself with which it deals.

It is "a prerequisite to all other Biblical and

theological work."^ Sir Kenyon began his book with these

pregnant words:

Textual criticism is a humble handmaid in the
great task of Bible study, but its service is in
dispensable. Its business is to lay the foundations
on which the structure of spiritual investigation
must be built.

A rapid g^lance at the recent trend. Westcott and

Hort assumed that "a true approximate reproduction of the

autographs" has been preserved in the Neutral texts,

especially in B and X P Recently, however, most scholars

have come to recognize that the text of B and is not

original, though it is the "best" known at the present.

The efforts by many scholars have been offered to iso

lating and analyzing several families of New Testament

manuscripts which together constitute, and also to the

study of the local texts. Epochmaking works in the

-^G-reenlee, 0�. c_it . , p. 17.

^Frederic Kenyon, The Text of the Greek Bible

(London: Duckworth, 19^9), p. 9.
n

Westcott and Hort, 0�. cit . , p. 276.

^Bruce M. Metzger, Chapters in the History of New

Testament Texutal Criticism (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm.

fe. Eerdmans, 19fo:^), pp. 42ff .
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former are the establishment of the family 1, and of the

family 13, and the publication of the codex e� These

studies have renewed the quest of the local texts, and

the new text-type to which these families and 6 belong

has become identified by the name of "Caesarean" which

was given by Streeter who believed that Origen found this

text-type in Caesarea of Palestine and used it there,

though he used the Feutral type in Alexandria.^ This

theory was later revised slightly by Harvard scholars.

Lake, Blake, and Uew."'"^ In fact, it was Kirsopp Lake

who made a suggestion, in 1900,,more than a quarter century

before Streeter confirmed it, that one ought to localize

the text of some MSS at Caesarea.
'''^

In respect of this
12

theory, many debates have been made. Earlier than

Streeter, Hermann von Soden also published his monumental

^Burnett Hillman Streeter, The Pour Gospels, A

Study of Origins (seventh impression; London: MacmilTan
aSSnfeoT: T951), pp. 77ff .

�^^See their article : "The Caesarean Text of the

Gospel of Mark," I^, XXI(1928 ), pp. 207-404..

^^Lake, The Text of the Few Testament (London:
Pivingtons, l^OUJ^ vT^l, cIie'd~Hy Metzger, 0�. cit. ,
p. 47 n.

�^^arm debates between Streeter and Tasker are

famous, who later was convinced by Streeter. Also P. C.
Burkitt's ob;jection to this theory by an illustration of
"a unity of undenominational ism" is well known. Qf .
Metzger, 02. cit. , pp. 5^ff.
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work in which his famous I-H-K theory appears,
�'"^ which

has been criticized by most scholars and was never highly

regarded, though his edition remains a moniiment of broad

research and immense industry which must be taken into

consideration. "^^

The discovery of the Chester Beatty Papyri (1930-
31) shed another light onto this issue of local texts,

especially to that of the Caesarean text. The text of

the first of these papyri, p^^, which is preserved in

Mark is "closely akin to" the Caesarean text."^^ Kenyon,
the editor of these papyri, expresses that their origin
is probably from the neighbourhood of the Paynm.-'-^ A

few years later Kirsopp gnd Silver Lake"^*^, and Te<$f ilo
18

Ayuso published the same opinion independently, that there

13
^Hermann Freiherr von Soden, Die Schrlf ten des

Neuen Testaments ( Gflttingen: Vandenhoeck und HuprecBT,
Vol. 1,1902-10: Vol. 2,19i3)-

14
Metzger, The Text of the Hew Testament ( New York:

Oxford University Press, 19U^), p . 143 .

^^Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Papyr i ; Descript ions
and Texts of Twelve ManuscrTpts on Papyrus of G-ree k Bible ,

fasc icu lus"l!l r ( - Londoh ; Eme ry WaT^er Ltd . , 19:^:5), p. xviiif.

�^^Ibid. , fas. I, p. 5.

"^"^Metzger, Chapters in the History of Few Testament
Textual Criticism (Grand Rapids, Michigan :"�in. B, Eerdmans,
13b^)<, p. b4 n, citing Kirsopp and Silver Lake^ "^e
Westcott et Hort au P^re Lagrange et au-del4," Revue
Biblique, XLVIII (19^9), 497-505.

18 ^ *

Teofilo Ayuso, " Testo Cesarienee 0 Precesariense?
Bibllca (Vol. XVI, 1935), pp. 369-415.
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should be recognized two divisions in the Caesarean text-

type, instead of the classification by the category of

"better" or "worse" group one is the Caesarean pro

per and the other is the pre-Caesarean.

The Caesarean proper includes the following MSS:

e, 565, and 700; while p'^^, W, fam 1, 28, and fam 15 be

long to the pre-Caesarean.^^ Since p'^^ existed in Egypt

before Origen 's hegira to Caesarea, the group which includes

that papyrus, or the pre-Caesarean, is called "Egyptian"
21text ; it is called also by the name of "pre-Origenian"

22
text to distinguish it from the Caesarean proper which

is said to bave been found and used by Origen in Caesarea

of Palestine.

Such studies as to identify the local texts have

been of a great advantage and value in tracing back the

original form of the New Testament text. Also it has

thrown a light which is brighter than ever upon Fathers

who lived at the early dates, and has made them more

important than before.

�^^Streeter, Four Gospels, pp. 77 and 108.
on

Metzger, History of NT. Textual Critic ism, pp. 64f;
Teofilo Ayuso, op. cit ."pp. 57^; Greenlee, The Gospel Text

Cyj^^^ 2� Je�nsalem("Vol . XVII of Stud ies and !Documents ,

e^s . S iiva Lake and Cars ten Hjdeg; Copenhagen: E^nar Munks-

gaa2?d, 1955), p. 15.
21 22
Metzger, og. cit . , p. 55; Ibid.
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Significance of patristic quotation. The impor

tance of the patristic quotations for the study of the

text of the New Testament has been widely recognized.

It was Gregory that called it even "a crime" to omit

them by writing:

In the case of the New Testament it would be a

crime to fail to approach the last witness, to omit
the last quotation that could be put, in order to
gain a ray of light upon its history, in order to

solvepS problem touching the form of its original
text.'^^

The significance of patristic quotations lies in

the fact that most of those that are important in this

respect lived at dates earlier than those of most of our

oldest ?JISS, and are of great help to determine the loca

tion, date, and text-type both of Greek MSS and of ver

sions. Especially when two or more different readings

were cited in a writing of a patristic writer, the sig

nificance of his quotation is greater, and is of the

utmost importance to prove the currency of such variants

in his date and place.

-^Caspar Rene Gregory, Canon and Text of the New

Testament (New York: Charles Scribner 's Sons,'T9D77, p. �^19.

^^Prederic G- Kenyon, The Text of the Greek Bible

(London: Duckworth, 1949), P.HPf?; Bruce M. Metzger, The

Text of the New Testament (New York: Oxford University
press, 1^^), p. 86.
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Origen. Among those patristic writers Origen is

one of the most important ones. His textual evidence is

of a great value and guide for the reconstruction of the

original text of the New Testament as referred to pre

viously.

He lived (185 - 253) only one and half centuries

after the Apostles and, at least, a hundred years before

our great IBS ( B and A" ), and also at the two places

regarding the texts of which the recent critics have

assigned two different names, the Alexandrian and the

Caesarean. Since he was not only a great Biblical schol

ar but also "the first textual critic" of the New Testa-

25
ment, ^ there is no doubt in assuming that in his quotations

one can find a land-mark to trace back to the more original

reading of the text, and to find a real picture of these

text-types. In this respect Vaganay says:

What would be of e1ren greater effect would be the
restoration as far as possible of the New Testament
used by Origen, either at Alexandria or Caesarea,
Even though such a work were incomplete it would

necessarily shed much light, both upon the native of
the Alexandrian and Caesarean recensionsognd upon
the primitive forms of the Western text.

'^Frederic G. Kenyon, Handbook to the Textual Criti
cism of the New Testament (London: MacmlTlan and Co , , 1^01
p7-5lC"

Leo Vaganay, An Introduction to the Textual Cri
ticism of the New Testament, trans. B.T. Miller (London:
Sands &"7Tompginy, 1957), pp. 190f .
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In this respect many investigations have been done

on his major works, for example. Commentary on John, Ex

hortation to Martyrdom, Contra Celsum, Commentary on

Matthew, etc., but few seem to have been done yet on his

works on Luke .

Aims of this s tudy . This study, therefore, aims

first to investigate what text-type (s) his four Gospels

in his Commentary and Homilies, both on Luke, have af

finity for, and, secondly, to find a clue to explain the

relationship between the text- types.

Driven: his person. O'Meara says:

He was a man of such zeal for God and His Church;
so dead to the things of this world and so alive to
the things of the spirit; so completely absorbed in
the study of the Scripture, that he was sometimes
guilty of indiscretion . . . .

'

It is Bigg who said that "there has been no truly
28

great man in the church who did not love him a little."

He was "the profoundest scholar," Dryer evaluates him

continuing, "of the early church ... a diligent exegete,
29

one of the ablest apologists, the first great theologian."

^John J. O'Meara (tr.), Origen ; Prayer and Ehor-
tation to Martyrdom, (Westminster: The Newman Press, 1954),
p. b.

^�Charles Bigg, The Christian Platonists of Alexan
dria (Oxford: The Cha rendon Press, 1915), p. 529-

^^George H. Dryer, History of the Christian Church

(Cincinnati: Jemmings & Pye , 1896), I, pp. 150f.
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Even Jerome, who denied to be a follower of Origen during
the Origenistic controversy, always praised him everytime

that he had an occasion to speak <bf him.^^ In the pre

face to his translation of Origen 's Homilies on Ezekiel

Jerome put the words, "A teacher of the Church second

only to the Apostle. "^"^ Erasmus, in Opera (Basel: 1588)
5. 99, is said to have admired him that "one page of

Origen taught him more Christian philosophy than ten of

Augustine."^ Even when reminded of the Fifth Oecumenical

Council at Constantinople in 555 and its declaration, it

should be remembered that he had never attempted to be a

disloyal son of the Church, nor he himself was never

formally declared as to be a heretic.

What we are concerned in this study is, however,

not his dogmatic or^octrinal opinions nor exegesis, but

his New Testament, or his quotations from the Scriptures.

These references may be enough to point out the person of

Origen.

His life . Origen was born probably at Alexandria

^ John N. Hritzre (tr.) , Saint Jerome ; Dogmatic and
Polemical Works (Washington: The Catholic University of
America press, 1965), p. 48 n.

51 52^ O'Meara, 0�. cit . , p. 7. Ibid.

^^Gregory, Canon, p. 427-

^^Historical statements in this and the next para-
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about A.D. 185, being surnamed Adamant ios. He was trained

early on both the scientific and the Christian sides.

His father, Leonides, having become a Christian in

Origen 's seven or eight years of age, was a prominent

member of the Christian community of Alexandria, and per

haps was a Greek professor; he trained Origen daily in

the biblical study, often offering secret thanks to God

for his son by kissing, not only in love but also in

respect, the bosom of the sleeping boy.^^
When his father died a martyr (A.D. 202) before his

seventeenth year, Origen, being prevented from Joining

graph depend upon the following books: Bigg, Christian
Platonists; Henry Chadwick (ed.), Alexandrian Christianity
(Vol , II of The Library of Christian Classic's. Zt> vols.;
Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1954); Benjamin
Drewery, Origen and the Doctrine of Grace (London: The
Epworth Press, l^SO): Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical History,
trans. J. E. L. Oulton (London: William Heinemann Ltd.,
1942); Eusebius, The Eccle s ias t ical History, trans. Roy J.
Deferrari (New York: Fathers of the Church, Inc., 1955);
William Fairweather, Origen and Greek Patristic Theolog:y
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, l^UT); R. M. Grant, The Earliest
Lives of Jesus (London: S. P. C. K. , 1961); R. P. C. Hanson,
Allegory and Event (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press,
lyipyj; Jonn~N. Hritzre (trans.), Saint Jerome ; W. Metcalfe
(trans.), Gregory Thaumaturgus : Address to Origen (London:
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge , 19^0)";" John J.
O'Meara, Prayer; R. B. Tollinton (trans.), Selections from
the Commentaries and Homilies of Origen (London: Society
for Promoting Christian Knowle^e , 19^:9).

^^A beautiful story is reported in Eusebius, ibid.,
VI, ii, 10-11.
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father's fate only by mother's effort to hide all his

clothes from his sight, sent a letter of ecnouragement to

his father by writing, " eTcexe V^h r]\xcic, aXXo -zi cppovfjariQ"

(Take care not to change thy mind on our account.)
He had to support the family of a widow and six

children besides himself; he taught at a secular school

while also receiving aid from a wealthy lady.

After Clement, his teacher, was driven away from

the city by the persecution (A. D. 203), he reconstituted

the catechetical school and was appointed, in his eighteenth

year, as the head of the school by his Bishop, Demetrius.

During the persecution he, with a great boldness visited

and encouraged martyrs even by kissing them at their last

moments in the presence of the enthusiastic heathen, saved

37
only by "the divine right hand."^*^ Once when he was cap

tured by the heathen and was required, in a risky atmos

phere, to distribute palms to the people entering their

temple, he cried out in clear tone saying, "Receive not

the idol's palm, but the palm of Christ," yet preserved
38

marvellously from hurt.-^ His life was strenuously ascetic

^'^Ibid,, VI, iii, 4.

^Sjipipiianius , Haereses , Ixiv, 1, cited by Fairweathe
op. cit., p# 40,
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he was so strict to Lord's conmandments that he committed

an error to cut- off a part of his body taking Mt. 19:12

literally.

In 211 or 212 he visited Rome in about his twenty-

seventh year; he went on two missionary journeys to

Arabia, once to the heathen, once to the heretics in 215.

As the emperor Caracalla (211-218) ordered the massacre

of the inhabitants of Alexandria (A. D. 215), a^d drove

all the teachers of philosophy from the city, Origen fled

to Caesarea, where he was welcomed cordially by his old

friend Alexanaria, Bishop of Jerusalem, and subsequently

by Theoktistus, Bishop of Caesarea, and requested by the

bishops there to discourse and expound the Scriptures

publicly in the church, though not ordained yet to the

presbyterate . Probably in 216, he was demanded to return

to Alexandria by his Bishop, Demetrius, and resumed his

duties at the school. His literary activity began to

blosom in these days.

He was invited to meet the Emperor Alexander's

mother, Mamea, at Antioch in 228, escorted by military

forces. Two years later he journeyed to Greece because

of an urgent necessity in Church matters, and when he

was in Caesarea he was ordained by the bishops there

without the approval from his Bishop, Demetrius, which

caused to provoke him. Demetrius summoned two synods of
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bishops, by one out of which Origen was banished from

Alexandria and by the other of which he was deprived of

the priesthood.

In 252, however, Origen, voluntarily and permanent

ly, left Alexandria for Caesarea, being cheerfully wel

comed by the bishops of Jerusalem and of Caesarea.

It was "a spiritual crisis in Origen 's life"^*^ when

his degradation was communicated, with an information of

40
an erroneous deed in his youth, to all bishops. But he

strove for his^irit. He himself referred to this in his

Commentary on John which he was writing during these days.

He says:

� � e the enemy made war most bitterly against us

by means of his new letters . . , and though he stirred
up against us all the winds of wickedness, reason [or,
"the Word" ] called me to stand firm for the contest
and to preser"^� the inner self, lest haply evil thoughts
should have powers to bring the storm against my soul
also . . . ."

After settled at Caesarea he made journeys to

Athens, Ephesus, Antioch, Cappadocia, Arabia, and Tyre.

He established a new school there, and spent the rest of

his life there at Caesarea until he himself died martyr at

^^Chadwick ,A1exandr ian Christianity, p. 176.

^^Eusebius, History, VI, viii, 1-2.

^�^Origen, Commentary on John, VI, 2, cited by
Chadwick, loc . cit.
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Tyre in 254, shortly after the persecution of Decius, at

42his 69 years of age.

His works. In his letter to Rufinus, St. Jerome

mentions about Origen 's works saying that "those six

45
thousand books of Origen." ^ Also Epiphanius credits

44
Origen with six thousand books. Whether the word,
" PtpA-OQ" -jias the meaning of "book" or simply that of

"volume" as the word " tom.oq" has been a matter of dis

cussion. Nevertheless, these references prove, at least,

the marvelous vastness of his literary and scholary ac

tivity, which was sponsored by Ambrosius who furnished

him also with a staff of copyists and shorthand writers.

Jerome says, witnessing this, that "I had translated

into Latin seventy of Origen 's books, as my good friend

45
charges, and many of his commentaries." It is said

that Jerome translated into Latin nine of Origen' s

Homilies on Isaiah, fourteen on Jeremiah, thirty-nine on

46
Luke, fourteen on Ezekiel, two on Song of Songs.

42
Eusebius, op. cit . ,VII, i, 1.

45
-^Hritzre, Saint Jerome , p. 215.

44
Tollinton, Selections, p. xiv n.

^^Hritzre, op. cit . , p. 68.

4fi
Ibid. , p. 48 n, and p. 92 n.
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The following are some of his books.

I. Before his departure from Alexandria.

The first five books of Commentary on John.

The first eight books of Commenatry on Genesis .

Commentary on the First Twenty-five Psalms.

De Princ ipiis .

Commentary on Lamentations (five tomes).

On Resurrection (two tomes; after A.D. 215).

Strornate is (ten tomes; after A.D- 215).

II. After removal to Caesarea.

The rest twenty-five books of Commentary on John.

The rest four books of Commentary on Genesis.

On Prayer (A.D. 253- 254).

Exhortation to Martyrdom (A.D. 255).

Hexapla .

Contra Celsum (A.D. 246^ 248).

Commentary on Matthew (26 tomes; A.D. 244-249).

Commentary on Twelve Prophets (A.D. 244-249).

Commentary on St, Luke (after A.D. 249).

Commentary on Ezekiel (completed during his

stay at Athens).

Commentary on Song of Songs (started during

his stay at Athens).

Commentary on Romans .
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Commentary on Isaiaii.

Commentary on I Corinthians .

Commentary on Ephesians .

Commentary on Revelation.

As mentioned -previously, Origen made so many

homilies besides these doctrinal and expository works.

In addition to those mentioned in relation to Jerome,

the following homilies, at least, are known:

Homilies on Genesis , Homilies on Exodus,

Homilies on Leviticus , Homilies on Numbers,

Homilies on Joshua , Homilies on Judges, Homilies

on I Samuel, Homilies on Psalm 37, Homilies on

Psalm 39, Homilies on Psalm 82, and Homilies

on Lamentations .

Not all of them are extant. In fact, the number

of his homilies which are known counts 574, out of which

only twenty-one have survived in Greek, and three hundred

and eighty-eight no longer exist even in Lation transla

tion.^'^

^R. P. Lawson (trans. ), Origen: The Song of Songs,
Commentary and Homilies (Vol. XXVI of AncienFlThristian
Writers, eds. Johannes Qua s ten and Joseph C. Plumpse; London:

Longmans , Green and Co., 1957), P. 16.
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Regarding the dates of the homilies, Eusebius re

ports saying:

... it is said that Origen, who was over sixty
years of age, inasmuch as he had now acquired im
mense facility from long preparation, permitted
shorthand-writers to take down the discourses de
livered by him ig public, a thing that he has never

before allowed.

If his words are taken literally, all of Origen' s

extant homilies belong to the period between A.D. 245 and

254. There are, however, some attempts to interpret

them in other senses. Some say that Origen completed

some parts of his Homilies on Luke even while in Alexandria,
49

composing the rest of them in Caesarea. Some take these

words to mean that he did not permit to publish them

50
until that time with a keen responsibility as the author.-^

This question will be discussed later again.

48 . � ^

; Eusebi;^s, History, VI, xxxvi, ". . . unep ia

e^fiKovToc cpaOLv ex-q T^v '

UpiyevT] v yevoiasvov. aTE 6r] laeyCaTriv
i]6r\ ai;A.A.e^d[j,evov^^K xfj^ iianapaQ TrapaoHEufiQ e^lv, tocq ^tcI
10V Koivov Xeyo[ievaQ auTW b[.aXeE,eic, TaxuYpd90i,Q \iei:(xXa^eZv
liiti/Tpe^aL , o{) irpoTEpov TiOTe xoDto cpzveodai ODYHsxwpTiHOTa.

"

(English translation is by Oulton.

49
^Grant, Earliest Lives of Jesus, p. 52.

50
Tollinton, Selections, p. xiv; Max Rauer, Origenes

Werke (Vol. JX of Die griechischen christlichen Schr if t-
steller der ersten Jahrhunderte . Berlin: Akademie Verlag,
195^), p. VIII; The odor Zahn, Die Predigten des Origenes
Hber das Evangel ium des Lukas (Vol. XXII of Neue kirchllche
Zeitschrift, 1911), pp. 255-258, cited by Rauer, ibid., n7~



CHAPTER I

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

In this chapter some preliminary considerations

concerning Origen 's Commentary and Homilies on Luke are

discussed, covering their texts and dates, the method of

this investigation, and some characteristics of Origen's

quotations.

I. THE TEXTS AND THE DATES

The texts. As in the case of the New Testament

MSS, the patristic quotations also should be submitted to

textual criticism,^ because their treatises have been

modified in the course of copying. Some preliminary con

siderations, therefore, should be kept in mind regarding
2

at least these matters:

1. Whether the quotation has been altered by the

copyist's error, or more likely by intention

to assimilate it to the later standard Greek

New Testament, i, e, the Byzantine text.

J. Harold Greenlee, Introduction: to New Testament
Textual Critic ism (Grand Rapids , MichiganT~Wm. B. Eerdmans

Publishing Co., 1^64), pp. 54ff ; Metzger, The Text of the
New Testament (New York: Oxford' University Press, 1964),
pp. 86f .

p
Greenlee, ibid.
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2. Whether the quotation is intehded to be verbatim,
or simply a loose reference or a quotation

from memory.

5. Whether the quotation is confused or conflated

with parallel passages.

Keeping these in mind, the present writer has used

Max Rauer 's critical edition of Origen 's Commentary and

Hoinilles-^ as the text for his study.

The Dates. Discussing Hieronimus* letter to

Paul and Eustochius in which he listed the Catalogue of

Origen �s works, Rauer, the editor of our text, makes a

statement by writing:

... it [the commentary on Luke by Origen 3 was
therefore considered as a supplement to the Commentary
on Matthew (just like Ps-Titus Commentary); its size
of five volumes being sufficient to explain Luke's
peculiarity. "

If so, the date of his Commentary on Luke must be

later than that of his commentary on Matthew.

Since Eusebius reported-^ that Origen composed

twenty-five tomes of his commentary on Matthew in Casarea

^Max Rauer, Origenes Werke . Vol. IX of Die grie-
chischen christlichen Schrif tsteller der ersten Jahrhunderte
(B eriin: Akademie Verlag, 1959)-

^Ibid. , p. XX. This is a "orivate translation,

^Eusebius, op, cit, , VI, xxxvi, 2.



toward the end of his life , probably between A.D. 244 and
n

A.D. 249 the date of the Commentary on Luke is later

than A.D. 244 or even 249.

Concerning the date of his homilies, the editor

assigns earlier date than that supposed from Eusebius'

report of Origen 's permission to the shorthand writers,
in which he says that Origen did not permit them to take

down his public discourses until he became over sixty
Q

years of age-^, which means after A.D. 245.

As referred to previously, E. M. Grant antedates

some of these homilies on Luke even to the period of his

life in Alexandria.

As to the date of the homilies, a further discussion

will be given later when Origen 's text of Mark is discussed,

II. THE METHOD OE INVESTIGATION

Determination of quotations. The first step of

this study was to collect and determine Origen' s quotations

from his Commentary and Homilies on Luke, using Rauer 's

g
Deferrari, 0�. cit,, p. 61 n.

"^Tollinton, 0�, cit,, p. xv; Fairweather, 0�. cit.,
p. 125.

�Rauer, op, cit., pp. viii f.

%usebius, op. cit., VI, xxxvi, 1.

See p, xviii.



edition as the base. Reference was made to a Greek con-

cordance'^io assure the book and the verse from which the

quotation is made.

In determination of a Father's quotation, in

general, those which seem not to be exact quotations made

by referring to a manuscript, should be excluded. The

present writer followed this principle until he found

the following words of Origen which appear in his com

mentary, fragment 231, as following: Apaxe ouv, (pr]Oiv

TotQ TtapeaTcoai/V, (x%* auTou uriv (ivav.

These words appeared also in his homilies, XXXIX,
in the exactly same words and word-order. Though there

is no known attestation to this reading of Origen, the

present writer believes this is not a mere allusion or

a loose quotation from memory, because he made this quo

tation in the same words and yet in the different works.

Also in the frag, 248 of commentary, Origen adds

Tou 0eouto TtapaSeuaov (Lk. 25:43), which has no known

attestation. However, Tishendorf , in Vol, 1, p. 714,

cites the first half of this fragment in the exactly same

F. Moulton and A. S. Geden, eds., A Concor
dance to the Greek Testament (Edinburgh: T & T"Clark,
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words changing only word-order very slightly, giving a

reference to "Or
" -^�^," Also, in Lk. 4: 2 (in commentary)

Origen reads ev TeaaapanovTa ruiepaiQ "nv Tteupa^oiisvoc;

with no known attestation, but this reading is introduced

by these words, i.e., "o MapnoQ xau o Aoukccq smov otl".

In addition to these quotations from Gospels, Origen

quotes from Gal, 5: 14 by writing: eyw xoaiico eoTaupcoiiaL kol^oi

Hoo\iOQ, Though this reading has no support from MSS,

Basilius Magnus, Bishop of Caesarea, who was bom A,D, 329

and died A,D. 379� quotes this same reading four times,

according to Tischendorf .

When Origen quoted I Thes. 5: 23, he introduced

it by writing, coq 97)01, v o dEaneoioQ RavXoQ, . . . Yet,

this quotation has no known attestation.

Influenced by these instances, the present writer

has become to feel much safer not to exclude even such a

quotation as to seem not to be an exact one, \mless there

is a reason enough to exclude it.

In the case of a conduction, if it introduces the

word which Origen is quoting and is omitted in his quo

tation, this is not taken as an omission readings

For example, in Commentary frag. 30 (Lk. 1:40), he omits

yiai before �nanaaaTO , by writing tC 6e to' -naTtaaaTo Trjv

EXboapex; And this is not taken as an omission. If it



happens in the middle of that quotation, it will be taken

as an omission reading. In the case of the insertion or

change of a con;junction, it is taken as a variant for much

safety, unless there is an objection to do so.

Collation. The second step of this investigation

was to collate these Origen's quotations against the

Textus Eeceptus.

There are various methods in analyzing the textual

12
affinity. In general, hov/ever, the Textus Eeceptus is

used as the base against which the MS is collated, with

a presupposition that the Textus Eeceptus represents the

Byzantine text- type. However, this Byzantine character

15
is only the general tendency of T. E. and there is a

no small risk in emphasizing it too much. For example,

when Origen reads ei6ov in Lk. 2: 50 with TE against L A

F fam. 13, and etc., and if one finds that /V B, and D

support TR, can one say that TE and Origen have the

Byzantine reading, or can one conclude, only by a reason

that L N fam. 15 are against TE, that these MSS have

non-Byzantine reading? Or can one assure that the reading

Cf, Metzger, 0�. cit., pp, 155 ff�

'Greenlee , op, cit . , p. 155.
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OiTEinE of X W is a non-Byzantine reading, only because it

varies from TR, if one finds B C L and D read e^-nTeae with

TR? These are only a couple of examples. P. C. Burkit t

cited three examples to indicate the cases where Old

Syriac agrees with the later Greek RISS against the early

Western and Alexandrian evidences, and which he thought

to have preserved the original readings. Two of these

examples agree with TR.^^
This fact has been kept in mind while Origen 's

quotations having been collated against the Textus

Receptus^^
Collection of evidences. The third step of this

investigation is to collect evidences for Origen 's variants

from TR.

In the case of a complete HiS, the collation of that

MS against TR and the collection of evidences for the

variants will provide sufficient materials to indicate

its textual affinity. However, as Greenlee points out

14
F. C. Burkitt, Evangel ion de-Mepharrshe , II

(Cambridge: 1904), pp. 2^4f, cited By Metzger, Chapters in
the History of New Testament Textual Criticism (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Wm. BTTJerdmans, 19^55), p. TT-

^^ei;6oKLa(Lk. 2:14) ,avapOTiaac; (Mk. 15:8). One more

example is apuoTov (Lk. 14:15).

^^Novum Testamentum (Oxford: E. Typographeo Claren-

donino, 1865).
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In his discussion on Cyril of Jerusalem'^'^, this is not a

sufficient method in the case of a Father, because such

quotations as to be collected from a patristic writer are

too fragmentary to get the accurate proportion of variants

from the T. R, For this reason, some supplementary con

siderations were made:

1. The chart of variants against both Origen and

T. R. was made.

2, The witnesses for both TR and Origen were cited,
when possible to do so.

5. The witnesses for TR against Origen were also

cited, where possible to do so.

The purpose of such charts as these is threefold:

it will give a more accurate picture of the purity of a

given text- type found in the patristic quotations. As

Greenlee illustrates, "if a Father is found to have used

twenty TTeutral readings, it will make a great difference

if it be shown that there are forty Neutral readings
18

with which he does not agree."

In the second place, it will serve to close up more

'^Greenlee, The Gospel Text of Cyril of Jerusalem,
(Vol. XII of Studies and Documents, e^s. Siiva~ljaK:e and
Cars ten Hs^eg, Copenhagen: E;jnar Munksgaard, 1955), p. 2?.
The writer owes to this book in writing this part.

^^Ibid.



clearly the text which the Father used, by showing the

texts which he did not use. In the third place, it will

give some suggestion about Byzantinizat ion of the Father's

text itself, or of the MS which he used, or of the wit

nesses, by indicating the witnesses which agree with TR

where Origen differs from TR.

For the purpose to collect the evidences to these

variants, the following critical apparatuses were used,

and in the order given. Tischendorf Legg (only Mt.
on o\ pp

and Mk. have been published) , von Soden , Merk ,

iq
^Constantmus Tischendorf, Novum Testamentum

Graece (Vol. 1, editio octava critica major, 5 vols. ;
Lipsiae : Giesecke et Devient, 1859).

20
S. C. E. Legg, Novum Testamentum Graece ; Evan

gel ium Secundum Marcum ( Oxford: E. Typographeo Claren-
don iano, 1955); Legg, Novum Testamentum Graece : Evan-

gel ium Secundum Matthaeum (Oxford: E. Typographeo
larendoniano, '1940).

21
Hermann Freiherr von Soden, Die Schrif ten des

Neue Testaments : Teil 2 (2 vols; GSttingen: Vandenhoeck
und Ruprecht, 1915)

pp
August inus Merk, Novum Testamentum Graece et

La tine (eighth edition; Roma: Sumptibus Pontificii Tn-
stituti Biblici, 1957).
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25 24 25
Souter Nestle , Bover In order to unify the cita

tion system of evidences according to Gregory's system,

the following works were used: Gregory's Prolegomena ,

27
and Die griechischen Handschr if ten des Neuen' Testaments ,

28
Kraft's handbook to von Soden , Greenlee's Introduction

29
to New Testament Textual Criticism , and Metzger' s The

50
Text of the New Testament , and Robertson's An Intro-

51
duction to the Textual Critic ism of the New Testament ,

25
Alexander Souter, Novum Testamentum Graece

(eitio altera penitus reformata; Oxford: E. Typographeo
Clarendon iano, 1956).

Eberhard Nestle, Novum Testamen tpo. Graece (24th
edition: Stuttgart: privileg, Wiirtt. Bibelanstalte , I960),

^^loseph M. Bover, Novi Testamenti Biblia Graeca
et Latina (Matrit: Leopoldus, 1945 ).

Caspar Rene Gregory, Prolegomena (Vol. Ill of
Novum Testamentum Graece , editio octava critica major, ed.
Constant inus Tischendorf , 5 vols; Lipsiae: Giesecke und
Devient, 1890).

^"^Gregory, Die griechischen . Handschr if ten des Neuen
Testaments (Leipzig: ^'.C. Hinrlch'sche Buchhandlung, i90b).

^^Benedikt Kraft, Die Zeichen fjir die wichtigeren
Handschr if ten des griechiscEen Neuen Testaments (Preiburg,
Germany: Herder, 1955) .

^"^op. cit. ^^op. cit.

T. Robertson^ An Introduction to the Textual

Criticism of the New Testament (New York: George H. Doran

Co., 1^2^T^
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In addition to these critical apparatuses, the

variants were also collated directly against the follow

ing texts in order to gain accurate evidences: P^^,^^
p66^35 p75^54 ^^^^^ ^^55^ ^odex 9,^^ Codex E,^? fara 1,^8
fam 13 in Matthew, fam 13 in Luke,^^ fam 15 in John,^"*-

52
Frederic G- Kenyon (ed.). The Chester Beatty

Biblical Papyri; Descriptions and Texts of Tv/elve Manu
scripts on Papyrus of the GreeF'gible ;

'

Fasciculus TT7~
The Gospels and Acts (London; Emery Walker Limited7^1955 ) ,

53̂Victor Martin (ed.). Papyrus Bodmer II (Geneve,
Switzerland: Bibliotheca Bodmeriana, 1956); 77 Martin
and J, W. B, Barns, eds.. Papyrus Bodmer II, Supplement
(Geneve, Switzerland: Bibliotheca Bodmeriana, 1962).

54
Pudolphe Kasser, ed.. Papyrus Bodmer .XIV and XV

(Geneva, Switzerland: Bibliotheca Bodmeriana,~T^61).
55
-^^Hary S. Cronin (ed. ), Codex Purpureus Petropoli-^

tanus (Vol. V No. 4 of Texts and Studies, ed. J. Armitage
Robinson; Cambridge: The University Press, 1899).

56 *

Gustav Beermann and Caspar Rene Gregory, eds,.
Die Koridethi Evan^elien: e, 058 (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrich*sche
Buchhandlung, 1915 ).

*"

57^Samuel Prideaux Tregelles (ed.). Codex Zacynthius.
Greek Palimpsest Fragments of the Gospel of Saint Luke
( London: Samuel Bagster anSHSons, 18bl).

58-^ Kirsopp Lake, ed. , Codex 1 of the Gospels and
its Allies (Vol. VII of Texts and StuH'ies, ed. J. Armitage
Robinson. Cambridge: The University Press, 1902).

59
-^^Jacob Geerlings, ed., Fam 15�The Ferrar Group :

The Text according to Matthew (Vol. "XIX of Studies and
ITScuments. ed. J. Geerlings. Salt Lake City: University
of Utah Press, 1961).

^^Geerlings, ed. , Family 15 (The Ferrar Group),
The Text According to Luke (Vol. XX bf~SD, ed. Geerlings.
^alt Lake "City: UniversTiy of Utafe Press, 1961).

^^Geerlings, ed. , Family 15 (The Ferrar Group):
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fam rr in Matthew, fam IT in Luke,^^ and fam IT in John.^
In addition to these edited texts, the variants were also

collated against the lists of variants in the following

works: Greenlee's Cyril of Jerusalem, and Metzger 's

study on the lectionaries Tasker 's articles,^''' and

The Text According to John (Vol. XXI of SD, ed. , Geerlings.
^alt Lake' City: University of Utah Press, 1962).

4-2
Pussell Champlin, ed.. Family IT in Matthew

(Vol. XXIV of SD, ed. Geerlings. ^alt Lake City: University
of Utah Press, "1964).

^^J. Geerlings, Family TT in Luke (Vol. XXII of
SD, ed. Geerlings. Salt Lake STtyt University of Utah
Press, 1962).

Geerlings, ed. , Family n in John, (Vol. XXIII of
SD, ed. Geerlings. Salt Lake CilSy: University of Utah
Press, 1963).

^^Op. cit.
46
Bruce M. Metzger, The Saturday and Sunday Lessons

from Luke in the Greek GospeT"Lect ionary (Vol. II No. 5 of
S tud ies~rn"the Lectionary Text of the Greek New Testament .
Chicago : The University of Chicago Press, 1944).

47
'^R. V. G- Tasker, "The Quotations from the Synop

tic GosDels in Origen 's Exhortation to Martyrdom," Journal
of Theological Studies, Vol. XXXVI (1935 )� PP. 60-65?^
!Fasker, "The Text of the Fourth Gospel Used by Origen in
his Commentary on St. John," JTS, Vol. XXXVII (1956),
pp. 146-155; Tasker, "The Text"of St. Matthew Used by
Origen in his Commentary on St. Matthew," JTS, Vol. XXXVIII

(1937), PP' 60-64.
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Streeter 's ctiart in his Four Gospels. This was done

in order to get evidences from Cyril of Jerusalem, from

lect ionaries , and from other works of Origen.

The codex B ^ and the codex were also referred

to in the time of need.

Classification of evidences. The fourth step of

this study is to classify each evidence according to its

text-type. For the convenience of analysis, each evidence

is listed in a chart, being classified under its text-type.

Origen's variants from TR are listed, with reference,

in the chart I; I-l is for those in his commentary, and

1-2 is for those in his homilies. If there are more

than two variants in the same verse, each of them is

listed.

The reference to Origen's quotation is made ac

cording to the number of his commentary or of his homi

lies, the Arabic number being used for the former while

the Latin number being used for the latter. A reference

to the page or line where the quotation appears was not

Streeter, 0�. c it .

^^Angelus Maius, ed. , Codex Vatic anus ; Novum
Testamentum Graece (New York: D. Apple ton and Co., 1859).

^'^Helen and Kirsopp Lake, eds.. Codex Sinaitic us

Petropoli tanus (Photographic reproduction in fascimile ;
Oxford: The clarendon Press, 1911).



made, because the same quotation appears not rarely in

the same homily or in the same fragment of commentary

twice or more. However, if a quotation appears in more

than two homilies or fragments of commentary, each number

of them is listed. For example, the reference IV,VII in

Lk. 1: IS in his homilies indicates that this reading

(pj Tr\ HoiKia ) appears in homily rv and VII.

In the charts of the variants of Origen from TR

there are five columns classifying the witnesses: the

first column is for the witnesses of the Alexandrian text-

type; the second is for the Caesarean text-type; the

third is for the Western text-type; the fourth is for the

Byzantine text-type; the last is for those which have no

classification according to text-type. Where a variant

is singular or has no known attestation, the symbol

0 is used to indicate this fact.

The witnesses against both TR and Origen are also

classified, likewise, in the chart II, with the same sub

division as in Origen *s varinats from TR, II-l being for

those in commentary and II-2 being for those in homilies.

In the chart II there are also five columns classifying

the witnesses in the same way as in the chart I. Also

the reference system is same.

No chart was made separately for the witnesses
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which support both TR and Origen, or which support TR

against Origen, but all of them were listed in the chart II.

If there is a citation of evidences which support both

TR and Origen, this fact is indicated by writing "TR et

Or cum" in the column for variant readings, and the evi

dences are listed, starting at that line, under each

class. If a citation of witnesses for TR only is made,

this fact is indicated by "(TR) cum" placed after that

reading of TR, or, in the case where there is another

reading cited as to be against both TR and Origen, the

evidences for TE reading is introduced by "TR cum" after

the citation of the witnesses for the reading against

TE and Origen. In the latter case the symbol "(TE)" is

placed after TE reading in order to indicate that the

reading is not of both TE and Origen, but only of TE.

This is an illustration. In Lk. 1: 14 (in commentary)

Origen reads Hupuou with some MSS against tou j^uptou of TE,

but there is another reading (yooQeov ) which is supported

by 9 and fam 15. This is indicated as following:

TOU Hvpiov (TE) 1 TOU Oeou Evidences

classif led.

TE cum Evidences

classif led.
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The text-type of each witness is determined from

reference to the table in Greenlee's Introduction to

J^ew Testament Textual Grit ic ism, and to Metzger 's The

Text of the New Testament. In so far as they appear in

this study, witnesses for the Alexandra in text-type are

pi p4- p66 p75 ^ B C L Q T W(Lk: 1-8:12, Jn) Z AS ijJ 35 579

892 1241 1342 (Mk) bo sa Cyr^"^�^ Ath; those for the Caesarean

text- type are P^^ e W(Mk 5:51ff) N 0Z# faml faml5 28 157

565 700 1071 1604 arm geo syr^^"'" Eus Cyr''^�^; those for the

Western are D W(Mk 1-5:50) it (espec ially k, and e) syr�
syr Tert Ir Clem Cyp (Aug); those for the Byzantine

text-type are A E F G H K^^ M S U V W(Mt; Lk 8:13ff ) Y TA

famTT jQ most minuscules, and go.

Under fam. 1 the following MSS are included: 1 118

151 and 209.^ The fam. 15 includes the following MSS:

(a group) 15 546 545 826 828, (b group) 69 124 174 250

788, (c group) 985 1689.^^ To the fam. II belong the follow

ing MSS wich were studied in Geerlings' editions: II K

^^Greenlee , op. cit . , p. 117.

^^Metzger, 0�. cit., pp. 57-92, 247-255.

^^This MS is treated as a member of the fam. H ex

cept in Mk of which fam TI text is not yet published.

^Kirsopp Lake, Codex 1 and its Allies , pp. xxiiiff .

^^Geerlings, The Fam. 15 in Luke , p. 1
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178 265 489 652 1219 1515 1546 1478 1546 and 1780.^^
In reading these charts one must keep in mind the

fact that any critical apparatus is not conclusive.

Sometimes it omits witness or witnesses intentionally or

unintentionally. This fact has made it impossible to grasp

the exact number of oppositions of a certain MS to Origen.

In the case of variant from TR, if there is no witness for

that MS cited, such a variant as this is taken as a singu

lar- reading of that MS, and is treated separately. If

there are a few witnesses for that MS, however, it does

not automatically mean that all other MSS oppose that MS,

unless these evidences are cited. For example, in Lk. 2:25

(in commentary) Origen omits t6ou , and the critical ap

paratuses cite D syr^ aeth as the witnesses for him,

but we cannot conclude from this citation that all other

MSS are against him. In fact, the condex N is found to

be a witness for him by the direct collation. Some other

examples to illustrate this inconclusiveness will be given

later after the explanation on the Tables which follow

the two charts having been referred to.

The table I-l indicates the number of Origen's quo

tations from New Testament. The numbers it indicates is the

^^Geerlings, The Fam. TI in Luke , p. 7�
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number of verses, and not that of variants. The table

1-2 indicates the numbers of his variants from TR, his

agreements with TR., and his singular readings. The total

of variants in number is obtained simply by adding the

numbers in the columns of "Singular," and "Against".

There two subdivisions in this table: I-2-a is for his

commentary, and I-2-b is for his homilies.

The table II indicates the combination of texts.

There are also nine subdivided tables in this. They are:

II-l : Variants from TR, in commentary.

II-2 : Supporting witnesses for both Origen and TR,

in commentary,

II-5 : Variants from TR, in homilies.

II-4 : Supporting witnesses for both Origen and TR,

in homilies.

II-5 : Variants from both Origen and TR, where

both agree with each other, in commentary.

II-6 : Variants from both Origen and TR, where

both. agree with each other, in homilies.

II-7 : Supporting witnesses for TR where Origen

disagrees with TR, in commentary.

II-8 : Supporting witnesses for TR,where Origen

disagrees with TR, in homilies.

II-9 : Variants from both TR and Origen where both

disagree with each other.
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The table III indicates Origen's readings supported

by a single MS or by a small group of MSS. The subdivision

1 is assigned for those in the commentary, and 2 is for

those in the homilies.

The table IV reveals the relationship of the pre-

Caesarean and Caesarean texts to other texts. In this

table also the subdivision 1 is for those in the com

mentary, and 2 is for those in the homilies. By the term

of the pre-Caesarean the following MSS are implied, i.e.,
45

P ^
^ fam 1, fam 15, 28, and W; by the term of the Caesarean

the following are implied, i. e,, 6, 565, and 700.

In the table V one finds MSS supporting Origen in

his variants from TR, being listed in order of their

frequency of occurence. Also the same subdivisions are

made as in the above .

The table VI is designed to show the relationship

of X and B to Origen in their agreement with him in his

variants from TR. The same subdivisions are made.

After these tables, there will be other charts.

Chart III-l, III-2, III-5, III-4, and III-5. These charts

were made to indicate the numbers of the agreement and of

disagreement of each MS with Origen. In each chart the

numbers are put in the order as follows-.

1. Agreements with Origen where he disagreeswith TR.

2. " " " ?i " agrees " "
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5. Disagreements with Origen where he agrees with

TR.

The subdivisions are made as follows : 1 is for

those in the commentary; 2 is for those in the homilies;

3 is for those of the unclassified yet significant MSS;

and 4 is for those of the group of MSS wich have so-called

"Jerusalem colophon," and 5 is for those of Streeter' s

family 1424.

It seems good to recall the mention made previous

ly concerning the reliability of numer of disagreements

of a certain MS with Origen. If a critical apparatus

gives both evidences of agreement and of disagreement,

one can have the accurate number of both agreement and

disagreement of a certain MS with Origen. However, this

is not the situation one can always expect. Therefore,

the present writer primarily paid the attention first to

the cases where the chart II lists the evidences both for

supporting and for opposing to Origen, when he had to

consider the witnesses against Origen,

These evidences were evaluated and discussed

following Greenlee's method in his discussion on Cyril of

Jerusalem, However, the primary discussion is on the

Greenlee, Cyril of Jerusalem, supra.
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witnesses from MSS, and secondly on Origen's relation-

ship to a certain family, or group, or a certain MS, if

there be any such a fmily, or group, or a MS as to have a

close relation to him; but the discussion on the witnesses

from the versions and the Fathers are less intensive.

The discussion' on these should be enlarged later with

the direct collation against the versions and Fathers.

Example s of inconclus iveness of critical apparatus .

The following are some examples to show the inconclusive

ness of the critical apparatus. The examples relating to

the MSS which a critical aaparatus could not have at the

time of its publication are excluded from consideration.

A", Examples of lacking in citation (in Tischendorf,

Merk, and von Soden).

1. In the case where Origen agrees with TR.

Mt. 7: 15 fam 1 for the addition of t\ tivXt)

after TzXaieia.

Mk. 14:58 fam 1 for eiaeXriQfiiG ,

Lk. li: 5 Codex S, fam 15, and fam n for

TO Ka6* Tifiepav.

2. In the case where Origen disagrees with TR.

Lk, 16:16 Codex N for \iexpi against TR.

Lk. 18:11 Codex N, and fam 15 for (ooTiep

against Origen.
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Lk. 19:43 fam. 13 for iispi^ovaiv against

Origen.

B. Examples of impossibility of actual citation of

MSS.

1. Too inclusive.

Von Soden: In Lk. 23:17 be cites 1^ for
the addition of SeofiLov after eva , but

there are seven MSS in this group, and

it is said not safe to cite all of MSS

in such a too inclusive case as this,

Tischendorf: In Mt. 5: 45 he says "cum

multi mss" for the omission of tolq.

In Lk. 11:55 also "cvim unc omnib al

plu" for T^TIV KpVTCTTlV,

2. Confusion or error by critical apparatuses?

In Mt. 22: 50, Tischendorf and von Soden

cite Origen for OLayYE'^-oi' ; Legg and

Souter cite him for the reading without

the articel; Merk does not mention at

all of this variant.

In Lk. 12:20 Tischendorf cites TR for acppov,

instead of acppcov.

C. Other examples.

1. IJo mention of Origen's reading.
Lk. 9:^5 Origen reads ETiepwTriaai, , but
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no mention is given by von Soden,

Lk. 9:58 Origen reads nXivaL twice in his

commentary (fr. 154), but no mention is

given by Tischendorf.

Lk. 14:15 No mention of Origen's reading

of aptOTov is given by Tischendorf, and

von Soden.

Lk. 19: 45 Origen reads TiapeiipaTvouaLv,
while Tischendorf cites him for the read

ings both ot ncxpi^akyuaiv and of the omission

of K(xpe[i,^aXovoiv oi ex^pot oDuxpcpmaoL

giving no mention of this reading.

2. Errors.

^� Mt, 5: 18 Tischendorf, Legg, and von

Soden cite the codex B for the omission

reading ofav before mvra yEvnTat , but

in the printed edition of Maius^^the
codex B has av . In the preface of that

edition, the publisher says,", , , this

accurate reprint of the Roman edition

of the Codex Vaticanus of the New Tes

tament, ..." Which is wrong in this

case?

Angelus Maius, o^, cit.
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b. Lk, 19: 45, Merk cites Origen for the

omission reading of TiapeiapaXouai v oi Ex

po u aoi> xocpana aot ,but Origen reads

TcapeiiPa^ououv ou ex^pOL auTTiQ xapa>�^ eit'

auTTiQ in his commentary on Luke (fr,

258-a), The change of aov into auTriQ

and of aoi into ere* auTriQ are due to

being a comment on that text,

c, Mt, 6:22. Legg cites Origen for the ad

dition of aou after the first ocpeaA.[iog,
but Origen in his commentary (fr. 121-a)

omits aou.

d, Lk, 25:17. X has aTco?\.ueLv^^,but Nestle
had cited A'* for aTioA-uoaL until he

corrected it in his edition of I960,

e. Von Sode, though this example is not re

lated to the Gospels, in I Cor. 10:11

cites the codex A for the omission of

TUTiLKcoQ by writing "nur auvePauvov,"

but the codex A has tuulhcoq auve|3aivov
60

which Origen reads.

^^See the first column, verso, the leaf 47, of:
H. and K. Lake, Codex Sinaiticus,

See the first column, verso, the leaf 122, of:
Trustee of British Museum, Fascimile of the Codex Al ex
andr inus: New Testament and Clementine Epistles (London;
British Mus eum, 1879).
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f. Lk. 11:26. Von Soden cites 985 and 1689

for fhe omission reading of foi; avepcoTcou

exeivou, but Geerlings' edition of the

61
fam 15 in Luke does not give mention

of this reading.

D. Examples in other works than these critical ap

paratuses.

Kraft's Handbook gives no clue for v. Soden's
' 144-2
I which is 1515 in Gregory's system, and for

Tischendorf 's 1^� which is i 246.

Tasker, in his article on "The Chester Beatty
52

Papyrus and the Caesarean Text of Luke," cites

IJS 69 for the omission reading of ou6e ujio tov

lio6Lov (Lk. 11:55), but Geerlings gives us the

opposite reference concerning this reading in his

fam. 15 in Luke. Also Tasker, in the same

article, classifies P as a witness for the Alex

andrian text-type in Lk. 12:1 ( r is only one

witness for that text-type given by him in that

place), but in 11:18 as a witness^ for the Western.

Also in nineteen cases after Lk. 9: 2? he cites

Geerlings, op. cit.

6P
Tasker, "The Chester Beatty Papyrus and the

Caesarean Text of Luke," HTR XXIX, No. 4 (1956), pp. 545-
552.
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W as a witness for the Western text-type, which in

general at the present time is recognized as Byzan

tine in this section of Luke (Lk. 8:13 to the end

of that Gospel).

III. SaiE FEATURES OF ORIGEN'S QUOTATIONS

Quo tat ions in the same words. Origen is said to

65
have rarely quoted in the same words, ^ These are, how

ever, some examples of his quotations in the same words,

A. Quotations which appear both in Commentary and in

Homilies, agreeing with TR,

Lk. 1:18. (Horn. X, Com. fr. 30-a)

�vXoyr]n:oQ KvpiOQ o QeoQ tou lapar]X otu ^nai,]
eiteaHecpaxo nai

(The underlined letters are inserted in the

homilies, and the letters in the bracket are

inserted in the commentary. )

Lk. 1:46. (Horn. VII, Com. fr. 37)

jieyaXuvei t) (^vxr] p-ou tov xupiov

Lk. 1:76. (Hom. X, Com. fr. 53-a)

�rtpoTtopevar) yap npo TipoawTtou Kvpiov eaTOLiiaaai

o6ouQ auTOu

Metzger, The Text , p. 87.
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Lk. 1:76. (Horn. X, Com. fr. 55-a)

Kupuou without article.

Lk. 2:49. (Hom. XX, Com. fr. 74-a)

�nSeixe and eivoa \xe.

Lk. 5:3. (Hom. XXI, Com. fr. 84)

TTiv �n;epi,xoi)pov.

Lk. 5: 8. ( Hom.XXII, Com. fr. 89)

KapTlOUQ a^tOUQ

Lk. 10:27. (Hom. XXXIV, Com. fr. 166)

Kupiov aou

Lk. 19:24. (Hom. XXXIX, Com. fr. 251)

Tag 6eKa exovTi

B. Quotations which appear both in Commentary and in

Hommilies, differing from TR.

(Origen's reading is given after that of TR.)

Lk. 1:29. (Hom. VI, Com. fr. 22-a)

6 LSTapaxSil ] eTapax6r)

Lk. 1:69. (Hom. X, Com. fr. 50-b)

TO) 0 1, HO) 3 OLKCO

Lk. 19:24. (Hom. XXXIX, Com. fr. 251)

xai, ToiQ TiapeaTOjai V etTiev, Apaxe ajc' auTou tt^v

jivav J ApaTS ouv cp^oiv touq TcapeaToaaiv cx,k*

auTou TTjv [ivav.

Lk. 23:21. (Hom. XXXIX, Com. fr. 246)
1 et 2 - bis

OTaupooaov J amupou
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C. Quotations wMch appear also in his other works.

(Origen's reading is given after that of a?R. )

Lk. 9:25. aTiapvnoaoGco J apvT^aaaeoo

In Commentary on Luke and in Exhortation to

64
Martyrdom.

Lk. 11:26. euTa sTspa TcvsDp.aTa iiovripoTepa eauTouJ
ETCTa A-eycov cTspa Tiveu^ia (j-st* avTou

In Commentary on Luke and in Commentary on

65Cantica Canticorum.

airOKTE L VOVTOOVLk, 12:4. airoKTE u vovTcov ]
In Commentary on Luke and in Exhortation to

65
Martyrdom,

Lk, 12:20, acppcov ] acppov

In commentai^- on Luke and in Commentary on

John.^*^

Orthographic notes. The following are some ortho

graphic notes from his quotations.

Tasker, "The Quotations from the Synoptic Gospels
in Origen's Ehortation to Martyrdom," JTS XXXVI (1955),
pp, 60-65.

^^Cf. Tischendorf, 0�. cj^, , Vol,, p. 570,
66
Tasker, 0�. cit.

67Metzger,. Lectionary, p. 91 n.
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A. Spelling of proper nouns.

TevTioapeT (Lk. 5:1; Com. fr. 104) with L 250(fam.

15).

.X^ B C fam 1 : FevvnaapeT.
W bo 6 fam 15

D

�pal 68
syr-

revvT]aape0

FewnaapeS

rewTjaap

Aeuuv (Lk. 5:2?; Com. fr. 108) with a 55 579

892 fam 1 (exc. 151), and fam 15.

7^ B C L E : Aeuei V.

0 D : Kzvsi.

^ bo sa 151 28 1604 : Aeuu.

Icoavvou (Always he spells this way, while B P*^^
and D spell Icoavou.

Maxeauov (Always he spells thus with 6 fam 1 and

fam 15.)

B D : Ma06aLOV.

L N ^ : MaTOeov.

B. Usage of the article with some proper nouns. This

might be due to the character is itc of his work as

a commentary and homilies, but this usage of the

article with personal names oftenly appears. These

are only a couple of examples.

68
The New Testament in Hebrew supports this reading,

which was published by Trinitarian Bible Society, London,
in 1910.
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r\ Mapoa (Lk. 1:58).

TOV A3paa|i (Lk. 1:75).

The name of Jesus appears at least sixty-one times,

out of which more than two thirds it has the article.

It is in the codices B and D, especially in the

Gospel of John of these codices, that the name of

Jesus is frequently anarthrous .^^
Literary notes. The following are some notes on

his methods of quotations, of discussions, and of inter

pretations.

A. Mention of the source from which he quotes.

Being worthy to be called "a textual critic"

as well as a Biblical scholar, he gives a

reference to the source from which he quotes.

In Com, fr. 96, quoting from Lk. 4:2 and Mk. 1;15,

he says: o MapnoQ Kai Aouxag eltiov otl . . .

In Com. fr. 174, quoting from Lk. 11:2, he

writes: Aovnccc, be nepi jSaaiAeiaQ bibccOKOiv

0eou �v oA-co TO) hcxt:' auTov euayYE'*^ I'^a^ SLCOTtT^ae

TO ev TOLQ oupavoLQ. . . .

Also in the same fragment he says: AoDKag 6e

. . . ou6e to' pvoQrivoii cxno tou novTipou

ETCLcpepovTa nada MociQaioc, (^r]Oiv,

^%f. Richard C. Nevius, "The Use of the Definite

Article with 'Jesus' in the Fourth Gospel," NTS XII, No. 1

(Oct. 1965), pp. 81-85.
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Quoting from Lk. 11:2 in Com. fr, 175, ^e introduces

that quotation by writing: H auTr) eotlv tt) ev

TO) MaTBaLco upoaeuxfi, ....

Making a comment on Lk. 25:45(Com. fr. 250), he

says: loaavvnQ (lev ouv ou6e e\xvr\odr\ toutou,

MaTOauoQ xe nai, MapxoQ outs r]Xiov ov%� EyiXei<piv

avoiiaaev. AounaQ 6e eltccov* ....

When he discussed the view of the followers of

Marc ion, he says thus, quoting from them:

ETiei 6s ou alio MapnioavoQ exouai tt]v A.e^LV

OUTOOQ* ...�

B. Discussion on the different readings among the

Gospels.

Making a comment on the Lord's prayer in

Lk, 11: 2 (Com. fr, 175), he discusses Luke's

omission of ev tolq oupavoig , and of the

prayer of "Thy will be done on earth as it is

in heaven," referring to the prayer but changing

the mood and the word "thy" into "of God," to

use it as a statement to affirm his argument.

He quotes this prayer as follows : ytveTai, to

deXfwia TOU Geou coQ.ev oupavco nai em ttiq ync;."
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In Lk. 11:4- (Com. fr. 174), he discusses also

Luke's omission regarding deliverance from

the evil.

As mentioned in the above, he discusses: the

different readings concerning the sun on

the crucifixion of Christ, and also points

out the difference among the Gospels con

cerning the attributive clause of "our

Father" in the Lord's prayer.

C. Discussion on the heretic reading.

In Com. fr. 180 (Lk. 11:3), quoting from Marc ion

who reads t^ov apxov oov tov eTnouOLov

instead of '^ov apTov r][xcov tov eitLouaLov ,

he discussed it and disputed it by saying:

TLQ EOT IV o apTOQ TOD eeou; (Who is the

bread of God?)

D. Allegorical interpretation.

Origen is famous for the allegorical inter

pretation. These are a couple of examples

of his allegorical interpretation.

Preaching on the good Samaritan (Lk. 10:50ff ;

Hom. XXXIV), Origen made a famous allegori

cal interpretation, taking the man for

Adam, Jerusalem for the paradise, Jericho
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for the world, the thieves for hostile powers,

the priest for the law, Levite for the prophetic

words, the Samaritan for Christ, the wounds for

disobedience, the breast for Christ's body,

the inn for the Church, two denarii for the

knowledge of Father and Son, the inn-keeper

for the presiding angels over the Church, the

return of the Samaritan for Christ's second

appearance .

The Latin translation of this homily has

such an introductory words to this interpreta

tion as follows : liebat quidam de presbyter is,

volens parabolam interpretari. , .

According to J. Danielou' this was one

of traditions reported by Pap ias as to be a

form of Jewish Christian theology, which ob

viously go back to early date, some of them

even to A.D. 70 coming from the Palestinian

community.

Making a comment on Mt. 5:18 (Com. fr. 221), Origen

"^^Jean Danielou, The Theology of Jewish Christian

ity (Tol. I of The Development of cnristian Doctrine before

Counc il of !n[caea;, trans, and ed. John A. Bafeer (Chicago:
!FSe Henry Eegney Company, 1964), pp. 48f .
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explains Lcoxa ev t) iiua nepaua as to refer

to Jesus himself "who himself is the word of

God in the Law," relating this phrase to the

first letter of Jesus' name which is, in Greek,

Iota, and is, in Hebrew, "a small dot," i, e.

Origen is very skilful in quoting from the Scrip

tures, and his comments and interpretation are of deep

interest. However, the object of this study is to examine

and find the textual affinity of his text. Therefore,

I believe that these examples are sufficient to show some

characteristics of Origen's quotations. Now the dis

cussion on his text shall be followed.

Before going into the next chapters to discuss his

text, the fact that the detailed study of the Caesarean

text has been largely limited to Mark, and in other

Gospels the witnesses for this text are not yet established

with the final authority, should be kept in mind. As

discussed later, the codex 9 has been largely Byzantin-

ized in its last half, and this Byzantinizat ion is common,

less or more, in other Caesarean witnesses in other Gospels

than Mark. Therefore it is necessary to be careful in

'^ Streeter, "The Caesarean Text ofMatthew and

Luke," HTR XXVIII (1955; pp. 251-255), P. 252; Tasker,
"The TexF"of the Fourth Gospel used by Origen in his Com

mentary on St. John," JTS XXXVII (1956), pp. 146-155.
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reconstruction of Caesarean text in these Gospels.

Taking these into consideration, the present writer

shall begin with Mark, though it is from Luke, of course,

that Origen quoted most in his commentary and homilies on

Luke. Kext to the discussion on his text of Mark, his

text of Matthew will be discussed, being followed by the

discussion on his text of John and that of Luke, in order

given. After discussing these, a chapter will be provided

for the general conclusion.

The charts of Origen's variants from the Textus

Receptus, and of the witnesses for the variants from Origen

and/or the Textus Receptus, are not divided into each

chapter where the related parts of these charts are dis

cussed, but put together after the final chapter, followed

by the tables which are the statistical results from

these charts.

The names of the periodicals are abbreviated as

much as possible in order to avoid complication, as

follows:

HTR: Harvard Theological Review.

JBL: Journal of Biblical Literature.

JTS: The Journal of Theological Studies.

NTS: New Testament Studies.

SD : Studies and Documents.
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If a book is cited more than once, only the last

name of its author and the shortened form of its title

will be given, after the second citation.



CHAPTER II

ORIGEN'S TEXT OP MARK

Origen's text of Mark will be discussed in this

chapter, first that in his conmentary, secondly that in

his homilies. Each of these parts of discussion will be

closed with the conclusion to that part. Finally the

discussion on relation between these two parts will be

made.

I. IN COMMENTARY

In his commentary on Luke Origen quotes 15 verses

from Mark, making 14 variants from the Textus Receptus.

Out of the 14 variants 4 are singular, having no known

attestation, and leaving a total of 10 to be considered.

The table II-l reveals strongly enough that the

text is of the Caesarean character. All of the 10 vari

ants are supported by the Caesarean text, ranking that

text to the top of the others, followed by the Western by

7. Out of the 10 variants two readings are supported

only by the Caesarean text exclusively but once where

some 6 unclassified minuscule MSS"^ agree with the Caesarean

text in supporting Orig�n.

One of these MSS is a member of the family 1424
by Canon Streeter,
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That the text is of the Caesarean character will

be also found in the table III-l where the variants sup

ported by one single MS or by a small group of MSS are

listed along with the witnesses for these variants. Six

out of the 10 variants in total are listed there as such

variants, with the Caesarean support 6 times and with the

Western support 4 times, but none with the Alexandrian

nor with the Byzantine. Among 6 Caesarean supports in

this table, the frequency of the pre-Caesarean and that

of the Caesarean proper are 3 with PC, and 5 with C, and

2
1 with other class in that text. As far as this table

is concerned, the character of the text seems to be

slightly more of the Caesarean than of the pre-Caesarean.

In the table IV-1, however, the frequency of C

without PC is shown 3 (all combined with the codex D which

is the representative of the Western text) as well as that

of PC without C is also shown as 3 (only once with D).

This might lead us into consideration that the character

Of the text is rather slightly more of PC than of C,

because, though the number of frequency of both C and PC

PC stands for the pre-Caesarean texj^a and C for
the Caesarean proper, in PC are included P ^ fam 1 fam 13
28 and W. In C are included 6 5^5 and 700. Cf . Metzger,
History of NT Textual Criticism, pp. 64f., and 215; Teofilo
Ayuso, " i Texto Cesarienso 0 Precesariense?" Biblica (Vol.
XVI, 1935), p. 578; Greenlee, Cyril of Jerusalem, p. 15.
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is same, that of C without PC is always combined with D

while that of PC without C is almost purely that of PC

alone .

However, the totals of frequency of both groups

are also the same, both having 7. This means that ^QP/o of

the total corrected variants are supported by each of

these groups. Since all corrected variants are supported

by the Caesarean text, as observed previously, this in-

dicav-as that 40% of the total variants are supported by

both PC and C, and 30% of that are supported by C, and the

rest 30% are by PC.

These facts indicate that the text is of the

Caesarean, and that the both groups in that text have the

same degree of ratio in supporting Origen's text. It

will be furthermore shown by study of individual MSS

related to his text of Mark in his commentary on Luke.

In the table V-1 the highest degree of frequency

is sliared by the codices 565 and D. The reading of the

MS 565 in 4: 21, however, may be able to be taken as a

supporting witness for Origen. It is only because of

seeking for much more safety that I have listed

Origen's reading of TLOeaai , instead of , which

is added after hA.lvti as to have no known attestation.

Three MSS, at least, which are all of the Caesarean (one
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PC and two C) are known as to have the addition reading

of TeOr] after hXivt], It is not impossible, rather,

it must be right to take this singular reading of Origen

as an allusion or a rough quotation from a MS which had

this addition reading in the word which these three MSS

have. If so, we are right to consider that MS 565 has the

highest frequency in supporting Origen in Mark, in his

variants from the TR, and it is more than that of 6,

The 1/B 565 is known as the best authority for the Caesarean

text in Mark, being a member of the C group, though it

has suffered so much from the Byzantine revisers, in other

Gospels, by being spared Western than Neutral readings

in it.

This will be more attested by the chart III-l,

where 565 is listed as to support Origen once when he

agrees with TR against some important MSS, and also as

to oppose him twice when he agrees with TR, and once when

he disagrees with TR, opposing TR, too, in the latter case.

Out of the two disagreements of 565 with Origen when he

agrees with TR, one seems to be such a case as the text

of Origen's commentary was assimilated to the Byzantine

standard. It is Mk. 9:28, where Origen agrees with TR

^Streeter, The Pour Gospels, p. 57^; Streeter, "The

Caesarean Text of la^tEew~and Luke ,
" HTR, XXVIII(1955) ,

p. 254.

^Tasker, "The Text of the Fourth Gospel Used by
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with the supports from bo sa N E ^ 118 syr^ and the

most of the Byzantine text, along with some un-classified

MSS. The MS 118, according to K. Lake,^ was written by an

"eclectic" scribe who often hesitated between the reading

of the family, i.e. fam. 1, and that of TR. Though Lake

did not list this reading as one of the examples of the

scribe's hesitation between these two readings in his

7
list, it seems that the 118 has the Byzantine element

in this reading. Also N, in some places, has the Byzantine
Q

character, while being classified by Streeter as weak

member of the Caesarean text. If is is remembered that

ante-Nicaean Fathers, especially the well-known Fathers,

have received, more or less, the Byzantine revision in

their scriptural quotations by the late copyists or edi

tors, it can be said that this reading of Origen re

flects such an example of Byzantinizat ion.

Origen in his Commentary on St. John," JTS, XXXVII(1936),
pp. 146-155; Streeter, ibid.

^Lake, Codex 1 of the Gospels and Its Allies, pp.
xxvff .

^Ibid. , p. xxvi. "^Ibid. , pp. xxxvii ff.

^Metzger, The Text, p. 55.

^Streeter, Four Gospels, p. 576; Metzger, ibid.

^^Streeter, ibid. , p. 9^; Metzger, ibid. , pp. 86f;
Greenlee, Cyril of Jerusalem, pp. 24f .
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In another instance of the disagreements of MS 5^5

with Origen (5:34), 5^5 has only a few supports (bo syr^�"^
258 1225 i47 �50i255)- The variant of these MSS from

the other most MSS is the omission of that clause, which

can be taken as an error of these MSS or of their ancestors,

while it is also possible to take it as an earlier read

ing, though it is not safe to cite lect ionaries as

witnesses for an omission reading.

If these are taken into consideration, it will be

noticed that the relationship between Origen and MS 565,

in Mark, is very close.

To the contrary, the conclusion on the relation

of the codex 3 to Origen's text of Mark seems to be drawn

into another way, though D has the same frequency of

agreement with Origen as that of 565.

A glance at the chart III-l notifies us that D has

the same number of disagreement with Origen as that of

its agreement with him. The total 7 disagreements are

not small as far as this study on Mark is concerned. It

ranks D at the top among other MSS in disagreeing with

Origen. On examining what kind disagreements they are,

it cgn be said that D, though it shares with 565 the

highest frequency in agreement with Origen in Mark, is

incapable to insist, at any rate, on having the affinity
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for Origen's text of Mark.

When Lake noticed so many agreements of P ' with

Western readings, he suggested:

. . , its 'Western' features do not imply any
connexion with either Pome or the Syriac Church. . . .

The readings which do occur in it are not geogra
phically Western or Syrian, but are early readings
which did not find a place in B, but which, in vary
ing degrees, are preserved in Western, Syrian, or
Caesarean authorities.

If this is applicable also in this place, the

high frequency of D in supporting Origen is of a great

interest .

Attention should be called rather to fam.l. The

table V-1 ranks the fam, 1 next to both 565 and D in sup

porting Origen in his variants from TR. In chart II-l

there are four instances wheipe the witnesses for the

readings supported by both Origen and TR are available.

Out of these 4 instances 5 are supported by fam 1, The

remaining one out of these 4 instances is that in 9:28 which

seems to be Byzantinizat ion of Origen's text as referred

to previously. In other words, fam 1 supports Origen

in all these instances except once where his text has

suffered from the Byzantinizat ion. The following are

among MSS which support Origen along with fam 1 in these

cases: ;\.^ B L P^^ Q faml5 and 565. They support him in

^h. G. Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical
Papyri, fasc. 2, pp. xviiif.
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different places of these three cases. These MSS are

good authorities for the Alexandrian, or for the Caesar

ean, at least in Mark, texts. MS 565 is said to be the

best authority for the Caesarean text-type in Mark, as

mentioned previously. Therefore, that these readings of

Origen which fam 1 supports agree with TE is not due to

their Byzantinizat ion. The agreements of fam 1 with

Origen in these instances are, therefore, significant.

The chart III-l reveals us that the fam 1 disagrees only

once with Origen where he agrees with TR. It happens at

9:28 which was previously mentioned as the Byzantinizat ion

of his text. It can be said that fam 1 has a close re

lationship to Origen's text of Mark.

At the third rank in the table V-1 appear MSS 28

(PC) and 700(C) along with MSS C and 579 (both Alexandrian).

If the consideration made previously for the T.iIS 565 re

garding its agreement with him in 4:21 is acceptable,

both fam 15 (PC) and the codex 6 (C) also are raised up

to the third rank. Concerning their disagreements with

Origen where he agrees with TR, 700 has only one in the

place where his text seems to hai^e been assimilated to

the Byzantine standard, i.e. 9:28. The MS 28 has only

two more disagreements besides this one. Pam. 15 has only

one disagreement besides that in 9:28. 6, however,
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has 4 disagreements out of which one occurs at 9:28,

leaving 5 to be considered. Out of these 5 disagreements,

one is because of a prefix, and the other 2 are because of

addition or omission of article. These kinds of variants

are not so small or valueless as to be ignored. However,

if the fact is recalled that the scribe of 0 had some but

not much knowledge of Greek which was just enough to

12
read the text and to copy it in a somewhat slavish way,

we may be safe to cite this MS as a witness for attesting

the Caesarean character of his text.

As to the witnesses from the Alexandrian text-type,

X Stands at the fourth place at the table V-1, being

next to these MSS discussed above, with L A and 2. It

supports Origen twice, while disagreeing with him 5 times

when he agrees with TR. All Alexandrian MBS listed in

tbe, table V-1 are against him at 9: 28, where he has

suffered from the Byzantine revisers as mentioned pre

viously. Deducting this variant, X has 2 disagreements

for 2 agreements, L also 2 for 2, A 4 disagreements for

2 agreements, and MS 55 one for two. Still worse is B,

having 4 disagreements for 1 agreement (80% disagreement).

-^"^Kirsopp Lake and Robert P. Blake, "The Text of

the Gospels and' the Koridethi Codex," HTR, XVI (1925),
p. 279.'
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Therefore, taking these aspects together into

consideration, it can be safely said that Origen's text

of Mark used in his commentary on Luke is evidently
Ceasarean. If Origen's corrjnentary on Luke was written

as a supplement to his commentary on Matthew, as Rauer

13discussed, this conclusion agrees with Streeter 's

conclusion on Origen's text of Mark in his commentary on

Matthew and also in his Exhortation to Martyrdom, in which

he says that the text is of that of the fam e."^^
As to the combination of A" and B in supporting

him, the table VI-1 indicates that x supports him one

time with B, and one time against B, but B never against

A'' . The phenomenon that D ranks at the top with 565 in

supporting Origen can be further explained by this fact

too, that X supports him more than B does and even against

B. This is the same tendency as that in Streeter' s study

on the relation of Origen's text of Mark (1:1-27; 6:16;

10:18; 11: 1-12, 15-17; 12: 26-27; 14:60) to B and x ,

in his commentary on John. According to him, Origen

has 6 agreements with B as against 7 with X

1-5
-"^Rauer, Origenes Werke (IX 'df Die griechischen

christlichen Schrif tsteller der ersten""7ahrhunderte .

Berlin: AKademie -Verlag, 1959), p.xx.
14
Streeter, Four Gospels, p. 94. �'�^ibid. ,p.95.
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As to versions, geo and bo are listed at the top

among the versions at the table V-1, both having 5 agree

ments while having one disagreement (geo) and two (bo).

They are followed by sa syr^ it vg with 2 agreements, and

by arm with 1 agreement. Bo and sa support Origen when

his text seems to have been suffered from the Byzantini-

zation, being only Alexandrian witnesses for him, while

geo and arm disagree with him.

The investigation and observation above tend us

to draw the conclusion as follows:

1. Origen's text in Mark in his commentary on Luke

is clearly Caesarean, having almost same af

finity for both PC and C.

2. There is slightly more affinity for A> than

for B.

3. It has a notable frequency in agreeing with MS

565,
''�^ and also with fam 1.

4. The codex D has the almost same frequency in

supporting Origen as MS 565, but cannot claim

as to have the affinity for him as strong as

565.

-��^It is to be noticed that at the end of Mark the

MS 565 has the so-called "Jerusalem colophon."
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5. Georgian version is a good witness for him,

while Armenian is poor, and syr^^"^ has no

agreement at all but one disagreement.

II. IN HOMILIES

In his homilies on Luke, Origen quotes only one

verse from Mark, i. e, 12: 25, making 2 variants along

with 5 other readings which he agrees with TR."^*^ There

is no singular reading, leaving all variants to be con

sidered.

The table II-5 shows that these variants are sup

ported by both the Alexandrian and Caesarean by the same

frequency. There is no instance, in this restricted

range, of support by one single MS nor by a small group

of MSS. When a glance is made, however, upon the table

IV-2, it will be noticed that there is no combination

occurring except that of ^ and B, and that of these MSS

and PC combined with D. In other words, the character of

Origen's text in Mark in his homilies is tending to be

Alexandrian rather than to be Caesarean, as far as known

from this very limited number of variants. The table

V-2 indicates furthermore, giving more emphasis upon this

cf. Table I-l and -2.
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aspect, that the MSS which support him in all these

variants are exclusively Alexandrian only. In these

cases B and �'1^ agree with each other, showing no disagree

ment (the table VI-2). In addition, the chart III-2

indicates this same thing from another point. There we

will find that Origen does not receive any disagreement

from main Alexandrian MSS ( B C L) while he does from

the main MSS or families of other text-types. The fre

quency of disagreement of main MSS where he disagrees

with TP is as follows : twice by e fam 1 fam 15 28 700

1071 (all Caesarean), A and II (Byzantine); once by 55

579 892 (all Alexandrian), W2 157 565 (all Caesarean),

D (Western), G K M (all Byzantine), and X (unclassified).

The observation above may allow us to make a con

clusion as following, though the number of readings is

so small and limited.

1. The text of Origen in Mark in his homilies on

Luke is clearly Alexandrian rather than Caesar

ean, A'' and B having the same affinity for.

2. Among the Caesarean witnesses the PC is more

preferred by him than the C.

5. This feature is contrary to that made previously

concerning his text in the same book, i.e. Mark,

in his commentary on Luke.

4. P^^ appears three times in this study of Mark
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in his homilies, in 9:2, 28, and 12:25. In

the text edited by Kenyon
�'"^

Mk. 12: 25 is not

included, and I could not collate. Out of

other two, it agrees with Origen where he

agrees with TR. In 9: 28 it disagrees with him

along with the Caesarean witnesses, and this

verse is one discussed previously as to be

Byzantinizat ion of his text.

This conclusion is opposite to that made on his

text in Mark in his commentary. Probably it is due to the

extremely small amount of data available from his homilies.

Streeter 's theory which was modified by Harvard scholars, "^"^

however, may raise a question on this matter. According

to it Origen used the "Neutral" text while he was at

Alexandria, with some possibility of using the Caesarean

text as well, but after he removed to Caesarea he used the

Caesarean text, though for a while he certainly used the

20
"Neutral" text which he subsequently abandoned. Eusebius

21
mentioned in his History that Origen came to Caesarea

1 P
P. G- Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri,

fasc. 2,

�^^enyon, ibid. , p. xv; Metzger, Text, pp. 214f.

20
Kenyon, ibid.

Eusebius, ^hkXt\ a i aoT l ht) q laTopiaq , ed. & trans.
J. E. L. Oulton (London: William Heinemann Ltd. , 1942).
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from Alexandria escaping from the warfare in that city
and was requested to discomrse and expound the Scriptures

publicly in the church before he was ordained to the

presbyterate. Oulton, the translator and editor of

that book, gives a note on that warfare as to be one by

Caracalla in A.D. 215.^^ In other words, he preached

at Caesarea sone days between this year and the year when

he returned to Alexandria (probably A.D. 216). Also

Eusebius mentions that Origen did not allow short -hand

writers to take down his discourses in the public until

he was "over sixty of age,"^^ i.e. later than A.D. 245.

If any part of his homilies were not taken down until

this year, then this part of his homilies on Luke must

have been delivered and taken down at Caesarea more than

thirteen years Is ter after his removal from Alexandria to

Caesarea (A.D. 252), which cannot be "a short time" in

any sense. If so, why and how does his text of Mark in

his homilies on Luke have the Alexandrian character while

his text of the same Mark in his commentary on Luke writtei

after 249 at Caesarea has the Caesarean character? If it

be right that this part of his homilies was delivered

^^Ibid. , VI, xix. ^^Ibid. , p. 65 n.

^^Ibid. , VI, xxxvi.
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during th.e period of his temporary stay at Caesarea

because of the warfare in Alexadria, it explains the

Alexandrian character of his text in his homilies on Luke,
but has a conflict with Eusebius' statement about his

permission to short-hand writers.

Three questions, at least, will be raised concern

ing this matter: first, whether or not Eusebius' statement

means an absolute forbiddance of taking note of his

homilies until that time; secondly, when these homilies

were, in fact, delivered; thirdly, whether or not Streeter's

theory can be applicable in this matter. Not enough

materials for discussing these in detail were, however,

available to the present writer, and also it seems to be

beyond the primary purpose of this paper. Therefore,

suffice to say as follows:

It seems true that the congregation of the church

at Caesarea was so unreliable that Origen, a scholar of

25
high quality, felt a need for the reserve.

^ Nevertheless,

not all of his audience was this kind, and much less so

when he preached by the request of Bishops there. This

view cannot explain rightly what Eusebius* statement means.

-^Benjamin Drewery, Origen and the Doctrine of

Grace (London: The Epworth Press, 1950) , p. 5; Charles

Bigg, The Christian Platonists of Alexandria (Oxford:
The Clarendon Press, 1915), p. 1^7.
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Though it is possible, as some scholars hold, that

his extant Homilies were delivered and taken down after

he was over sixty years of age, interpreting Eusebius

literally, it is much more likely, as others hold, that

Origen did not permit to publish his Homilies until that

time, wishing to take the responsibility for them by him

self .^"^
If so, when was this part of his Homilies delivered?

PR
Hieronimus, according to Rauer,

^�

reports that Origen

preached since he was even a little boy. This may be an

exap^ration, as Rauer points out. Eusebius, as previously

mentioned, gives us a report on his preaching at Caesarea

between A.D. 215 and A.D. 216. Before this time he seems

to have preached in Corinth. ^ According to a subscrip-
50tion in a J/B,^ however, it is more likely to Consider

that these homilies were done in a longer period than that

g. : William Fairweather, Origen and Greek
Patristic Theology (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,"T^01), p. 125.

^'^R. B. Tollintion, Selection from the Commentaries
and Homilies of Origen (London: Macmillan Co., I'^Z'^)^ p. xiv;
gauerT^Origenes Werke , p. viii; Theodor Zahn, Die Predigten
des Origenes ftber das Evangel ium des Lukas (Vol. Xxii of
FeueHnrcmcHT'^eTFscEFT?^, 191lTTp7T5J-268, quoted by
RauerT^ibid.

28
Rauer, ibid. Quoted, "Fateor itaque ... in his

Origenem trac tat ibus quasi puerum talis luderel*

29,
50 �

^^Ibid. , pp. viii f.

'Incipiunt omeliae Origenes in Lucan . . . dictae
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Ox his stay in Corinth. Therefore, it seems more likely

that it was done either during his temporary stay at

Caesarea or during his final settlement at Caesarea.

The former seems to be more probable.

According to Lawson 's mention of the report by a

church historian named Socrates, Origen preached, as a

rule, on Wednesday and Friday, but his homilies on Luke

-52
were reportedly delivered on Sundays.'^

Accordingly, it may be said safely that Origen's

homilies on Luke were delivered on Sundays during his

temporary stay at Caesarea but not published until late

date .

If this is the situation, another question will be

raised: why did not he assimilate the scriptural quotations

in these homilies to the text which he was currently using,

namely the Caesarean? This question, moreover, introduces

another one : why did he abandon the Alexandrian text after

a while since he settled at Caesarea? Was it because of

change of his faith, or of his attitude to Alexandria, or

of his viewpoints, or because of another reason which is

in diebus dominie is." p. p. Lawson, Origen: The Song of

Songs ; Commentary and Homilies (Vol. XXVI of Ancient

Cliristi'an Writers, eds" Johanna s Quasten and Joseph C.

Plumpse: London: Longmans ,. Green and Co., 1957), p. 511 n.

25, citing Die griechischen christlichen Schrif tsteller
der ersten drei Jahrhunderte (Leipzig, 1901- ), 55� 2. 15-17*

^^Lawson, ibid.
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much simpler. If Tasker is right by saying that "they

were both in his view 'good texts, '"^^ this change of

texts may be caused by a less great reason, letting him

leave these scriptural quotations un-assimiliated to the

Caesarean text which he later used in the time of publi

cation of his homilies.

^^Tasker, "The Text of the Fourth Gospel Used by
Origen in his Commentary on John," JTS, XXXVII (1956),
p. 155.



CHAPTER III

ORIGEN'S TEXT OP MATTHEW

In this chapter, as in the previous one, Origen's

text of Matthew is discussed, first that in his commentary

and secondly that in his homilies.

In searching for the textual affinity of a certain

MS in other gospels than Mark, it should be kept in mind

that the m^st of witnesses for the Ceasarean text have

suffered more or less Byzant inization,
^

In Matthew

even the codex 5^5 which is supposed to be the best au

thority among the Caesarean witnesses in Mark has suffered

from the Byzantine revisers more than any other witnesses

2
in that text. Along with 565, 28 has also very few

Caesarean readings,^ and 6 is assimilated to the T, R,

to a great extent,^ There is, however, an additional

witness for the Caesarean text. As known, Tischendorf

divided the correctors of into four groups, i. e, a,

b, c, and e,^ though Milne and Skeat could not find any

^Greenlee, Cyril of Jerusalem, pp. 22 and 58,
p
Streeter, Pour Gospels, p, 57^.

^Streeter, "The Caesarean Text of Matthew and Luke,"
HTR, XXVIII (1955), pp. 251- 255.

^Ibid.
^Tischendorf, Novum Testamentum Graece , Vol, III,

p. 5^6.
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good reason to separate the first two groups. Out of

these groups of the correctors, the "c" group is counted

as a minor witness for the Caesarean text. This witness,

however, does not help this study of his text in Matthew,

having no appearance at all,

I. IN COMMENTARY

Origen quotes 55 verses from Matthew in his com-

7
mentary on Luke,' making 9 singular readings with no

o

known attestation, leaving 5 variants to be considered
Q

besides 25 readings which agree with the TR. The Table

II-l shows the three texts� Alexandrian, Caesarean, and

Western� have the same frequency, and the Byzantine has

no occurence at all. That table reveals also that in

two cases the Western text supports Origen exclussively,

and in another case it supports him along with the other

two texts. Moreover, the table III-l indicates that the

codex D, the representative of the Western, appears 5

times out of the total 5 variants supporting Origen as,

one single or as one of small groups of MSS, placing itself

at the top among the other MSS. Also the table V-1

^H. J. M. Milne and T. C. Skeat, Scribes and Cor

rectors of the Codex Sinaiticus (London: British Museum,
printed Hy order of the Trustee, 1959), p. ^0.

^Table I-l. �Table I-2-A. %able I-2-A.
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reveals that D appears as a witness for Origen most

frequently among others except ?V which appears same

times as D.

This may let us assume that D has a good affinity

for Origen's text of Matthew. The frequency of its dis

agreements with Origen, however, gives us a contrary

conviction. After deducting Origen's readings which

seem to be the Byzant inization of his text, D has 10

disagreements with Origen when he agrees with the TR,

ranking itself at the top among other MSS in opposing

him. The ratio of support of D becomes then only 28.6%

which places "D at the thirteenth rank among other MSS.

The JjJSS which stand at the top in the supporting

ratio are 28, 157, and 700.. However, these I/BS do not

support Origen in his variants from the TR. They agree

with him only when he agrees with the TR. Also the data

obtained concerning these MSS are a few. Moreover the

1
Jj5S 28 is known to have suffered much from Byzantmizat ion.

Therefore, their highest ratio is not reliable.

Next to them the codex C stands with the ratio of

75%. Even the possibility of coincidence of the pauseness

both- of this }JB and of Origen's text being taken into

-"�^Streeter, "The Caesarean Text of Matthew and

Luke," HTR, XXVIII (1955, pp. 251 - 255), p. 254.
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consideration, C has only small numbers of occurence, in

both, its agreements and disagreements. It has only one

agreement with Origen in his variants from the TE, and

only 2 in his agreements with the TE. There is a con

siderable probability that the numbers of its disagree

ments, rather than that of its agreement, will be increased

if every witness to the variants from Origen, in both places

where he agrees with the TE and where he disagrees with

it, be available in a critical apparatus. Puthermore,

this codex is of less importance in spite of its age

( V century). Taking these into account, we are safe

to leave this MS out of consideration.

Next to C is fam 1 with 70%. It is this group of

MSS which hold the highest ratio in a real sense. This

family is also indicated in the table V-1 to stand at

the same rank as that of B by 2, surpassed only by D and

X by 5. These three MSS (D,''^' , and B) have twice or

three times more disagreements than those of fam 1. It is

obvious that the fam 1 has more affinity for Origen than

those MSS do.

K. W. Kim, in an analysis of representative work

'Metzger, Text, p. 49.
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of Origen, made a conclusion by writing:

The Matthean text of Origen in his commentary on

Matthew is neither "Caesarean" nor "Neutral;" it is
a dist inc to text type which is represented by Codex 1
and 1582.-^'^

In this part of the present study, however, 1582

appears only 6 times. Out of the 6, 2 times the MS 1582

supports Origen and 4 times opposes him. An interesting

thing, however, is this: whenever it supports Origen it

always agrees with the codex 1, and also even when it is

opposed to Origen it almost always agrees with 1, except

once (22:50) where fam 1 with B disagrees with TR against

/L^ which 1582 supports, though both ^ and 1582 also dis

agree with TR. This relationship between 1 and 1582 is

of interest, though the ratio of agreement of 1582 with

Origen is far less than that of the codex 1,

The Caesarean character of the fam 1 is highly
13

estimated even in other gospels than Mark.

K. W. Kim, "The Matthean Text of Origen in his

Commentary on Matthew", JBL, LXXVIII (1949), PP. 125-159.
The quotation was made from p. 159.

�^^S tree ter, "The Caesarean Text of Matthew and Luke,"
HTR, XXVIII (1955), pp. 251- 255. He says,". . . so for

"FEese Gospels we are principally dependent on fam 1 and

fam .15." (p. 254). R. V. G. Tasker, "The Text of the Fourth

Gospel Used by Origen in his Commentary on St. John,"
JTS, XXXVII (1956), pp. 146- 155. He made a list of

non-Byzantine readings of each member of the Caesarean

text.
"

There the fam 1 ranks at the top by 55 out of

170 quotations, followed by Q by 51, and by fam 15 and N

both by 5^'
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Next to fam 1 stands the Georgian version. It is

to be noticed that geo always (4 times in total) agrees

with fam 1 in supporting Origen, regardless whether he

agrees or disagrees with TR.

It will be known that members of the Caesarean

text show in general higher ratios in supporting Origen,

as far as this study on his commentary on Luke is con

cerned, than those of the Alexandrian. Prom the third

rank, which should be counted as the first rank in a

real sense as observed previously, to the eleventh rank

are occupied by the Ceasarean members, except the sixth,

the seventh, and the tenth which are occupied by sa, bo,

and X respectively.

This same thing will be attested, if Streeter's

hypothesis'^^ is recalled, by the table VI-1 in which

is listed as to support Origen twice with B and once

against B, while B never supports Origen against X .

Tasker concluded in his study on Origen's text of

Matthew in his commentary on Matthew by writing:

The conclusion, therefore, cannot be resisted that

the text used by Origen when writing this portion

�'�^Streeter, "Origen, A' and the Caesarean Text,"
JTS XXXVI (1955), pp. 178- 180. Tasker also supports
this hypothesis in his "The Text of St. Matthew Used by
Origen," JTS, XXXVIII (1957), PP. 60-64.
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of his commentary on St. Matthew at Caesarea was that
of fam e.-^-^

By this conclusion he agrees with Streeter who says

that Origen's text in Matthew is that of fam 0."^^ This

conclusion by Tasker, however, may be mistaken as a self-

contradiction by a hasty mind with another conclusion

which he made in his study on Origen's Exhortation to

17
Martyrdom. ^ He says:

No clearly 'Caesarean' text emerges in Matthew
and Luke. All we can say is that Origen uses a

text similar to thst of/TB, and that that text
finds a certain degree of sup-nort from individual
members of the family known as "Fam 0^" by students
of the text of Mark.

If Streeter's theory which was revised by a group

of Harvard scholars is applicable here, this contradiction

will be explained without much trouble, because Exhortation

to Martyrdom was written a few years later after his

arrival at Caesarea from Alexandria, while his Commentary

on Matthew started to be composed more than ten years

later after his Exhortation to Martyrdom was written.

�^Tasker, ibid.

^^S tree ter. Four Gospels, pp. 95-96.

�^"^Tasker, "The Quotations from the Synoptic
Gospels in Origen's Exhortation, to Bilartyrdom, " JTS,
ZXXVI(1955), pp. 60-65. The quotation was made from

p. 65.
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Regarding Origen's text in the chapters fi^om 12 to

the end of Matthew Greenlee points out that "Origen's text,

therefore, seems to be much closer to the Neutral text

than it is to the text of Cyril." In this study of

Origen's text of Matthew in his commentary on Luke, however,

Cyril of Jerusalem does not appear at all, which must be

due to the paucity both of Cyril's quoted text and of those

19
of Origen. ^ The observation in this restricted area

reveals that none of the total 14 variants from TR appears

in the part of the chapter 12 to the end of this Gospel,

though the total 10 agreements with TR are found in this

part, while the rest 15 agreements with TR are in the

first half of the Gospel. Out of the 10 agreements in the

last half part of this Gospel, 4 are such cases as both

of X and B agree with him, and twice are those where

/V or B agrees with him, making the total 6 agreements

with the A'^lexandrian and 4 disagreements with it. On the

other hand, out of the 15 agreements with TR in the first

half of the Gospel, 9 are also with bothA^ and B, and 2

Greenlee, Cyril of Jerusalem, p, 41 n,

^%he present writer collated Origen's variants

from TR and his agreements with TR (in the Chart II)
against Cyril's variants from and agreements with TR

(in this Gospel), too, which are given in Greenlee's

Cyril of Jerusalem.
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are with either or B, while 2 are against a." and B,

making 11 agreements with Alexandrian and 2 disagreements

with it. As to the Caesarean text, the numbers of agree

ments are slightly more than those of the Alexandrian text

in the both parts. In the first half part of the Gospel,

out of the 15 agreements of Origen with TE, 10 are also

with fam 1 and fam 13, and 2 are either with fam 1 or

fam 15, while there is only one disagreement with the

combination of fam 1 and fam 15, making 12 agreements

with the Caesarean and one disagreement. In the second

half, out of the 10 agreements of Origen with TE, 5 are

with both fam 1 and fam 15, 1 is wi th fam 1, and 2 are

with fam 15, while 2 are against both fam land fam 15,

making 8 agreements with the Caesarean text and 2 dis

agreements. Prom this viewpoint also the Caesarean

character of his text of Matthew in his commentary on

Luke is noticed.

Among the Caesarean groups his text slightly pre-

45
fers PC than C, as seen in the table IV-1. P does not

appear in this study on Matthew. This seems to be a mere

co-incidence due to the paucity both of the quoted text

of Origen and of the extant portions of the papyrus.

As to the versions the Georgian version is the best

witness to Origen in his text of Matthew in his commentary
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on Luke. This is the same phenomenon as seen in Greenlee's

study on Cyril of Jerusalem. He concluded in the part of

discussion on Cyril's text of Matthew that the Georgian

version is one of the strongest witnesses to him. The

Georgian version is followed by the Sahidic version, the

Bohairic version, the Curetonian Syriac version, the

Sinaitic Syriac version, and the Armenian version. The.

Palestinian Syriac version never supports Origen in this

Gospel in his commentary, while it opposes to him 4 times.

The Fathers who appeared in this part of the present

study are Cyril of Alexandria and Athanasius (both Alex

andrian), and Eusebius (Caesarean), and Irenaeus , Ter-

turianus, Clement of Alexandria, Cyprianus and Augustine
21

(all Western). Among all these fathers, only Irenaeus

and Cyprianus support Origen in his variants from the TR.

They support him twice (5:^, two times). In doing so

they agree with X,B, bo, sa, fam 1, geo, syr^� ^, and

some old Latin versions including k, and they oppose to

D. Therefore their witnesses in these two cases seem

to be unique, and probably are not merely Western.

Burkitt discussed the importance of the old Syriac versions.

Greenlee, Cyril of Jerusalem, p. 45 (for the
second half of Matt77"an<i~.~^f7T~J'or~the fist half of
Matt. ).

^-'"Cf. Chart III-l.
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suggesting some possibility that the original readings

are preserved in them even in some cases when they dis-

PP
agree with early Alexandrian or Western MSS. In these

cases (two times in 5: 44) they agree with /U and B, and

also with fam 1. Also modern scholars have recognized

the importance of the old Latin manuscript k, concluding

that this foiirth or fifth century MS is a descendent of

2^
a copy current in the North Africa about A.D, 250.

These two opinions give an interesting suggestion on

these two readings of Origen.

Prom the observation in the above the conclusion

concerning Origen's text of Matthew in his commentary on

Luke will be drawn as follov/g;

1. Origen's text of Matthew in his commentary on

Luke is apparently Caesarean.

2. Among the Caesarean groups he prefers slightly

PC more than C. Among PC the fam 1 has the

closest affinity to his text.

5. His text has a slightly more affinity to than

to B.

4. The Georgian version is a strong witness to his

text, while the Armenian version is only fair

^^Cf. Metzger, History, pp. 56f. He introduces

Burkitt's opinion quoting from Evangel ion da-Mepharre she ,

II (Cambridge, 1904), pp. 224f.

^^Metzger, Text, p. 86.
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and the Palestinian Syriac version is very

poor. Coptic versions (Sahidic and Bohairic

in order) are better than the Armenian version.

II. IN HOMILIES

Origen quotes 20 verses from Matthew, and makes

11 variants from the TR, having 6 singular readings with

no known attestation and leaving 5 to be considered.^^
The Table II-3 notifies us that each text type

has the same frequency in supporting Origen, except

the Alexandrian and the Byzantine which have an exclusive

reading for these texts, one reading for each.

The exclusive reading of the Byzant ine (18 : 10 ) ,

however, is of less importance, because it is only one

MS (H) that supports Origen in that place with an addi

tional witness from Irenaeus who is classified under the

26
Western, and the reading supported by H and Ir is an

omission reading of a pronoun which can easily happen in

a case of homilies. Therefore, this reading of Origen

may be called an allusion or a rough quotation, and be

excluded from our consideration.

'^^^Table I-l. ^^Table I-2-B.

^^In making the table II the versions and Fathers
were left out of the consideration to simplify the statis
tic data according to the main purpose of that table.
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Contrary to this, the exclusive reading of the

Alexandrian, though it is also an omission reading of

a word, has a strong support from B, L, bo, and sa, re

ceiving the additional support from syr^ and ff? There

fore, this reading should be taken into consideration.

The chart III-2 reveals that the members of the

Caesarean text have no agreement with Origen in his variants

from TR, except only two instances (546 and sur^^"^, once

for each), while the main Alexandrian members do. The

fam 1 has no agreement with Origen in his variants from

TR, but has 2 disagreements with him when he agrees with

TR. The fam 15, when taken as a family, never supports

him when he differs from TR as well as it never opposes

to him when he agrees with TR. The codex 8 does not

support him in his variants from TR while it has one

disagreement with him where he agrees with TR, which was

27
because of a different spelling. ' Other Caesarean wit

nesses are more or less similar to these.

Contrary to this, Alexandrian witnesses are more

positive in supoorting Origen. A* , B, L, bo, and sa

support him in his variants from TR in different places.

27 6 reads yevzaic, for y&vvr\a\.c,. It is noticed

that 0 sometimes changes i ore. for r\ , and omits one

of doubled V, or adds another v to one single v.
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though they have also disagreements with him when he

agrees with TR, but only in these cases.

When X and B support Origen, however, /X' supports

him against B, and so does B, In relation of these two

MSS to the Caesarean groups, appears once with PC, but

B never does with any of the Caesarean. This phenomenon

is understandable as observed previously.

The observations in the above lead us to make a

conclusion into a different direction from that made

on his commentary, but it is in accordance with the con

clusion made on his text in Mark. The conclusion is

drawn as follows:

1. Origen's text of Matthew in his homilies on

Luke is apparently Alexandrian.

2. No particular preference is shown to /T nor to

B as far as this limited area df the present

study is concerned.

3. The combination of X and PC is seen here also

as in the case in Mark.

4. Among the versions the both old Syriac versions

(syr�' ^) are better than the two Coptic ver

sions (bo and sa), and also than the Palesti

nian Syriac version.

5. P^^ does not appear in this study as in the

study on Mark, which must be due to paucity both
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of this papyrus and of the quoted text of

Origen.



CHAPTER IV

ORIGEN'S TEXT OP JOHN

In this chapter Origen's text of John is discussed,
first that in his commentary and secondly that in his

homilies. Each part is followed by a conclusion for

that part,

I. IN COMMENTARY

Origen quotes 26 verses from John, making 7 vari

ants from the TR except one out of which are all singular

readings with no known attestation, while he has 17 read

ings which agree with the TR. In addition, it is only

652 (fam n ) alone that gives a witness to Origen's

only one attested variant in this Gospel which is the

omission of the second a\ir)v in 8:58. Therefore, no

search is possible to find out his textual affinity

through his variants from the TR, though that is the prima

ry step and the normal procedure for this purpose.

Therefore, we have to examine his readings which he

agrees with TR as our only source to study his text-type.

Out of the 17 readings which he agrees with TR,

2 are recongnized as those of Byzantinizat ion. They are

11:50 (Origen and TR read niiuv ) and 11:51 (both read

TipoecpTiTEuaev ). A doubtful reading is that in 8:57 where
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he with reads ecopanaQ against p'^^^'' sa syr^ (all of

these read ea)paKe(v) oe ) and B �6 (all of these read

ewpaxEQ ). The following MSS supnort Origen in this

place: P^^ C N fam 1 fam 13 D A S U F Aand X^, if.
This reading, however, is adopted in the printed texts of

Tischendorf, von Soden, Merk, Nestle, and even of Westcott

and Hort. Therefore, it is more unlikely a Byzantine

reading. This reading is thus to be included in our

consideration for more safety.

For the convenience for discussion here is afforded

a list of the variants from both Origen and TE which are

supported by a single MS or by a small group of lESS. They

are 9 in total.

Verse TE et Orio^en Variants Witnesses for Variants

1 :12 b�

O ULOQ

8 � 57

8 :58 Yevea0aL
11* 51

SHSiVOV

15: 5 oi;6�v

om

eXa^oiv

o EKXenxoQ

ibov

odSstco)

om

apxcov

om

ovbe ev

om

B

W

B

Ii

syr^'^
N A

D

0 0 it

P^5 D syr^

255

D
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By a glance it will be noticed that Origen is

rejected often by 5 out of the total 9, which is one-

third of the totf?l 15 agreements of Origen with TR.^
As loiown from ths' chart III-l D opposes to Origen 7 times

out of which 2 are due to the Byzant inization of his text.

In other words, all disagreements of D with Origen except

these two due to the Byzant inization of his text are listed

here. Out of these 5 only 2 are with other MSS (p"^^ and

0 ). In short, these 5 variants from Origen are almost

exclusively of D.

At the same time D has 5 agreements with Origen

when he agrees with TR. Apart from these 5 agreements of

D, none of the members of that text is listed in the chart

II as to have an agreement with him.

We may safely say that Origen's text of John is

hardly supposed to be Western.

If only the numbers of agreements and disagreements

when he agrees with TR are concerned, the ratio of support

of main MSS in other text-types than the Western are as the

following in order:

Alexandrian Caesarean Byzantine

P^^ 85% fam 1 100% fam n 75%

fam 15 85% U 66%

�Two Byzantine readings are deducted.
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C 60% N 60% P,G,H 50%

A\L,.^ 50% e 45% A,iL 40%

In making this list the two doubtful Byzantine

readings of Origen are excluded from consideration. Also

the Armenina version, Eusevius, E, and S are not listed

here because of their rare occurrences, though their

ratios themselves are very high.
2 ^

The similarity to what Tasker and Streeter^ ob

served regarding the reliability of the Caesarean witnesses

in other Gospels than Mark is seen also here, therefore

the Caesarean members, at least fam 1 and fam 15 � in this

study can be taken as to be faithful to that text.

Tasker concluded that "the text of Origen in John

is nearer to the text of B than ofA',"^ and he thinks

that Origen resumed his text again from the Caesarean to

the Neutral at the book XXXII of his Commentary on John.

It is not impossible to presume that Origen might have

resumed his text-ts^pe even from the Caesarean text to the

Alexandrian. However, as far as this study on his com-

Tasker, "The Text of the Fourth Gospel Used by
Origen in his Commentary on St. John," JTS, XXXVII (1956),
pp, 146-155.

^Streeter, "The Caesarean Text of Matthew and Luke,"
HTE, XXVIII (1955), pp. 251-255.

^See also Greenlee's Cyril of Jerusalem, p. 22.

^Tasker, loc. cit.
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mentary on Luke is concerned, the Neutral text represented

by^"C and B is less preferred than the Caesarean and the

so-called proto-Alexandrian.^
The family n and the MS U have higher ratios than

any MSS of the Alexandrian except what are called proto-

Alexandrian. One may point out by this fact that Origen's

text or the MSS of Origen's commentary have been Byzant i-

nized. Nevertheless, the studies done by Streeter and

others concerning these MSS give a better and more

probable answer to this issue. Geerlings takes the fam 11

as a bridge over the gap between the Caesarean, the Alex-

7
andrian and the Ecclesiastical texts,' and agrees with

Lake, Blake, and Streeter to think that "a modified form

of von Soden's I text gives. a fair representation of the

g
'Caesarean' text as used by Origen and Eusebius."

Mrs. Lake, according to Metzger, made a statement that

"the reconstructed text of Family H, therefore, . . .

affords another witness to a text which must have existed

9
in the early part of the fifth century, if not before."

Metzger, Text , pp. 215f.

Jacob Geerlings, Family n in Luke, Vol. XXII of

Studies and Documents (ed. J. Geerlings. Salt Lake City:
University of Utah Press, 1962), p. 2.

�Ibid.
'^Mrs. Lake, Family XI and the Codex Alexandrinus ,

the Text According Wlark7-VoT7 Vof Studies ana i;ocuments

JTonJoET Tg^TTTpV i^, quoted by Metzger. History, pp. ZZt ,
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According to S tree ter,
�'�^

the non-Byzantine element

in the fam IT seems to be about as large as that in the

purple J^SS, and it also represents the fam 0. Streeter,

moreover, extends the test to the family A. too, and is

convinced that this family also has the element of the

family 9, and said that "I do not happen to have noticed

any readings which suggest that this element is other than

11
the fam 0 text." Furthermore he thinks that von Soden

is right in supposing that the non-Byzantine element in

the codex Alexandrinus ( A ) represents mainly, if not

12
wholly, the fam 0 text.

If these views are right, and are t^ken into con

sideration along with the statistic results in the above,

the considerably high ratios of Byzantine witnesses seem

to reflect not the Byzantine element, but that of the

Caesarean.

The conclusion, therefore, can be made as follows:

1. The text of John used by Origen in his commentary

on Luke is Caesarean, with a remarkably strong

'streeter. Four GospelB , pp. 579f.10

^^Ibid. , p. 580.

^^Ibid. , p. 579.
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preference to PC group, especially to fam 1.

2. Among the Alexandrian MSS, the pro to-Alexandrian

has a good affinity to his text, X is only

fair and B is poor.

5. The support from the Byzantine in this place

which is considerably high in degree is not

Byzantine proper.

II. JM HOMILIES

He quotes 6 verses from John in his homilies on

Luke, making no variant from the TR but 4 agreements with

it. Therefore, the same "orocedure as in discussing his

text in his commentary should be applied here too. The

more complicated situation in this case, however, is this

that no witness to both TR and Origen is available in the

critical apparatuses at all in the places where these

variants from both TR and Origen have witnesses for them.

Also none of the main uncial MSS is cited as a witness

for these variants from both TR and Origen, except D and

A once for each. Under such a circumstance as this it

is not safe to discuss his textual affinity. All that I

can say is this :

In 5 out of the 4 agreements of Origen with TR

the Alexandrian opposes him: A (the only uncial), two
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papyri (though P^^ is an unproved member of that text,
15

having a mixture of text-types '^), and three cursives,

and one Father. In 5 out of the 4 agreements of Origen

with the TR the following members of the Caesarean text

disagree with him: two or three cursives and one ver

sion. The Western opposes him once out of the 4 of his

agreements with the TR: D and it. It seems to me that

his text does not show a close affinitu to the Proto-

Alexandrian, nor to the pre-Caesarean, nor to the Western.

A presumption is that his text may have an affinity for

either the Alexandrian or the Caesarean proper. The

definite conslusion, however, should not be attempted in

such a scantiness of materials. Therefore the question

should be left unanswered.

�'�^Metzger, Text, p. 254.

�^"^If the fam 1424 is a Caesarean witness as Streeter

hold's, the MS 1293 should be classified under the Caesarean

instead of being under the Un-classified text-type.
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ORIGEN'S TEXT OP LUKE

In this chapter Origen's text of Luke is discussed,
first that in his commentary, secondly that in his homi

lies. Each part is followed by a conclusion to that part.

In addition to what has been said concerning the

value to the Caesarean witnesses in other Gospels than

Mark, the following notes should be made.

The witnesses for the Caesarean text in this Gos--

pel are weaker than in even Matthew, and far weaker tihan

in Mark.^ The MSS 28 and 3^3 become worse in Luke, having

very few Caesarean readings. In Luke the codex W has not

any Caesarean character at all, but is a witness to the

Alexandj?ian in 1:1 - 8:12, and to the Byzantine in 8:13

to the end of the Gospel. Also in the case of 6 and 700

the Byzantine revisers have left only fewer Caesarean

2
readings in this Gospel, particularly in the second half.

Therefore, even the same witness has different value as

Tasker, "The Chester Beatty Papyrus and the
Caesarean Text of Luke," HTR, XXIX (1936), pp. 345-352.

^Streeter, "The Caesarean Text of Matthew and Luke,"
HTR, XXVIII (1955), pp. ^31 - 255; Tasker, ibid. , p. 5^5;
Greenlee, Cyril of Jerusalem, p. 22 and a note in that page.
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a witness to that text in different places. Furthermore,

it is said that witnesses of this text have in Luke a

smaller Western element than in Matthew. This is also

indicated in Tasker 's study on P in which he stated

by writing:

It will be seen that there are in proportion more

Neutral readings preserved in members of fam 6 in
Luke than in Mark. In other words, the distinction
between the Neutral and Caesarean text in Luke is
less than it is in Mark.

He made an observation somarbat similar to this in

5 45
his another article.^ P -^is now classified by most

scholars as one member of the pre-Caesarean group.

Here is another witness, however, to this text.

7
It is a group of lectionaries. According to Metzger' who

studied the lectionaries in Luke, the Neutral text is

represented in the lecttcsiary text to only a very slight

^Streeter, ibid. , p. 234.

'^Tasker, "The Chester Beatty Papyrus and the
Caesarean Text of Luke," HTR, XXIX (1936), pp. 345-352.
The quotation was made from p. 550.

^Tasker, "The Quotation from the Synoptic Gospels
in Origen's Exhortation to Martyrdom," JTS, XXXVI (1955),
pp. 60-65.

^Teofilo Ayuso, "d Texto Cesa'riense 0 Precesariense?
Su realidad Y su Trascendenc ia Nuevo Testamento," Biblica,
XVI (1955), pp. 369- 415, Greenlee , loc . cit. , Metzger,
Text, p. 215.

'^Metzger, The Saturday and Sunday Lessons from
Luke in the Greek^^spel Lectionary ccbicago: Tne Univer-

sTty oT cMcago, 1^), p7"^
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degree (14-% in the Saturday lessons and 18% in the Sunday

lessons), and the Western text is represented in even

smaller Droportions (only 7% in the Saturday lessons, and

11% in the Sunday lessons), and the Caesarean text is re

presented much more extensively in the lectionary text

(pre-Caesarean: about 70% in both the Saturday and Sunday

lessons; Caesarean proper: 55% in the Saturday lessons

and 50% in the Sunday lessons).

He says :

The lectionary text was derived either from a

typical Byzantine text which somehow acquired a con

siderable number of "Caesarean" readings ... or

. . . from a text predominantly "Caesarean" (or, more

precisely, pre-Caesarean) and v/as gradually brought
into comforming wit-h the prevailing Byzantine text.
The latter alternative seems to be the more probable.
��0��9�a�00tf�9��**�*** �����

It is difficult, therefore, to avoid drawing the con

clusion that the lectionary text for this area of

Saturday and Sunday lessons from Luke C 5:1-10; 8: 41-

56 ] was constituted from a Few Testament text which
was predominantly "Caesarean" (pre-Caesarean) in
character. This "Caesarean" element was gradually
eliminated from the lectionary text which became

proportionately more and more like the Byzantine text.

The present writer referred to all. the variants

9
of the lectionaries which Metzger collated against TE,

^Ibid. , pp. 65f .

^Ibid. , pp. 75- 90.
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and found in six places Origen has support from one or

more lectionaries, "^^in one out of these six Origen uses

the same reading as in his commentary on John,"^"^ and also

that in one plac^Origen disagrees with lectionaries,

though both Origen and the lectionaries disagree with

TR. All the lectionary WsSS which support Origen frequent

ly support also two or one of the three readings which

Metzger estimates as distinctly pre-Caesarean."^^
Another complicated factor in this study is this

that there seems to be, as seen from the table II, a

difference in his text among the part of the first 6

chapters of Luke, and that of the chapters 7 to 19, and

that of the rest of that Gospel. Therefore, these parts

are discussed separately instead of discussing the whole

book of Luke, together.

TR Origen and Lectionaries
8:16 Xdxviccc; J tt]v Xuxvtav
8:52 PoOKOiisvoDvl PoaKoiievT]
8:59 -LiloouQ ] 0eoQ
9:58 hA-Ivt] -j K?^Lvai
12:20 a9pcov ^ acppov
12:58 ouTO) -J ouTOOQ

"^"^In both his comm.entaries on John and Luke he reads
acppov for TR's acppwv in Luke 12:20, Cf. Metzger, o�. cit. ,
p. 91 n.

-^^Luke 10: 27.

-^^Op. cit., p. 64.
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A. Chapters 1-6.

Origen quotes 261 verses from Luke in his commen-

14
tary. In these chapters he has 79 variants from TR (Table

1-2), out of which 55 are his singualr readin!?s with no known

attestation, leaving 22 variants to be considered.

The table II-l reveals that the Alexandrian text

appears most frequently in supporting Origen in this part

by 15, including 4 readings which are supported exclusively

by that text, and making its supporting ratio about 59%.

However, the difference between this text and the next one

is very slight, which is only one reading. The next to

the Alexandrian is the Caesarean by 12, including 1 ex

clusive Caesarean reading, of which the supporting ratio

is about 55%. The similarity is observed in the table

III-l which indicates the both texts have same frequency

(5) as to support Origen by a single MS or by a small

group of HISS, surpassed very slightly by the Western (6)

of which the total number of agreements with him is very

small (7) and is almost half of those of these two texts

(Alexandrian and Caesarean). It is obvious that his text

has no more affinity to the Western than it does to both

the Alexandrian and the Caesarean.

Table I-l.
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The table V-1, which liests all the MSS in order of

their frequency, will nit ify us that the main Alexandrian

MSS hold the upper ranks while all the Caesarean witnesses

stand at the lower ranks. In other words, Origen in his

variants from the TR constantly receives a support from

one or more of the main Alexandrian MSS when supported by

that text, while the Caesarean v/itnesses are not constant,

some supDorting him in some places but others in different

places, though this may be due to Byzant inization of the

15
Caesarean witnesses in different places. ^ The supporting

ratios of these main MSS in Origen's variants from the

TR are as follows:

7d 6 out of the 22 variants (27.2%) Alex.

L 5 rt H Tt n .11 (22.7%) "

B 2^ " " " " " (18.1%) "

C 3 I. n T, I, t. (13.6%) "

565 ,
0- " " " " " " ( " " ) C

Pam 1
2 " " " " " (9.0%) PC

Fam 15

It should be noticed, however, that the numbers of

agreements of even these Alexandrian MSS are too small to

draw a conclusion. Therefore, some supplementary con

sideration is necessary.

^^Streeter, "The Caesarean Text of Matthew and

Luke " FTP, XXVIII (1955), p. 252.
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If the agreements of the IUSS with Origen when he

agrees with the TR and where the citation of MSS for both

opposition and support is available in a critical apparatus

can be counted for supporting readings, there will be a

remarkable change in this ranking.

In 20 out of his 59 agreements with the TR, the

citation of both MSB supporting and opposing both of

Origen and TR was available in the critical apparatuses.

The statistic result is as follows:

fam 1 16 out of the 20 (80%) PC

fam 15 15

6 14

C, L 7

X 6

B 4

(75%) "

(7CP/o) C

(55%) Alex.

(30%) "

(20%) "

In this table all the Alexandrian stand at the

lower ranks while the Caesarean stand at the higher ones.

The ratios which the Caesarean witnesses have in this table

are incomparably higher than those which the Alexandrian

witnesses have in the former table.

We have to observe also their disagreements with

Origen when he agrees with the TR. The ratios of these

litSS in opposing him in his agreements with the TR, which

count 59, are as follows:



B 15 out of the 59 (55.5%) Alex.

AS W 12 " " " " (50.7%) fj

L 11 " " " (28.2%) If

6" 8 " " " " (20.5%) C

Fam 1 7 " " " (17.^%) PC

Fam 15 6 " " " " (15.5%) 11

C, A 5 " " " (12.8%) Alex.

565. M, 0 5 " " " " ( " ) C.

This table shows that the main Alexandrian MSS

oppose him more than the main Caesarean MSS do. It may

be supposed to be due to their Byzant inization. However,

as far as 6, fam 1, and fam 15 are concerned, they agree

with either /li or B with or without D in opposing his text

as frequently as following: G always, and fam 1 and fam

15 three times. In other words, nearly half or more of

theii? disagreements with him are coincident with the main

Alexandrian MSS. Similarity is observed in their agree

ments with his text. In their agreements with Origen

when he agrees with the TR, these MSS (fam 1, fam 15, and

0 ) agree with either or both of A' and B with or without

D as frequently as 8, 7, and 8 respectively, and also

v^ith. some Alexandrian witnesses with or without D as

frequently as 8, 7, and 8 respectively. In short, these
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MSS are almost always proved by some Alexandrian witness

or witnesses in their agreements with Origen when he agrees

with TR. Therefore, it is not safe to ascribe this pheno
menon to their Byzant inizat ion. If both fam 1 and fam 13

are the best authorities for this text-type in Luke and

the codex 565 is the worst,
"^^

and if their ratios of

agreements and disagreements with him are le-examined

from this view, there is another possible answer to this

phenomenon, that is, it is due to the peculiarity of

either the Caesarean text itself or the MS which Origen

used.

Both tables of supporting ratios thus can be taken

into consideration together. If the second table has the

same value as the first one, then the PC group stands at

the top (fam 1 with 44.5% and fam 15 with 42%), followed

by 0. (41.8%), X (51.1%), L (28.9%), C (24.5%), B (19.5%),

and 565 (6.8%).

His text of Luke, therefore, seems to have affinity

for the Caesarean more than for the Alexandrian.

Regarding the relationship of his text to PC

and C, PC is shown in the table IV to support Origen

Streeter, ibid. , p. 234; Tasker, "The Chester
Beatty Papyrus and the Caesarean Text of Luke," HTR, XXIX

(1936), p.- 345; Tasker, "The Text of the Fourth Gospel
Used by Origen in his Commentary on St. John," JTS, XXXVII
(1956), pp. 146-155.
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4 times when counted by its combination with either ?) , B",

D , or C group, while the C group is shown to have 6.

ks far as we have taken into consideration his agreements

with TR when the citation of MSS of both agreeing and

disagreeing with both TR and Origen was available, these

figures should be corrected accordingly. The corrected

figures are as follows: PC has 22 in total, having 7

exclusive readings by that group only, while C has 21 in

total, out of which 6 are its exclusive readings. The

PC group slightly surpasses C in both total number and

number of its exclusive readings.

Taking all of these into consideration, the con

clusion to this portion can be drawn as the following:

1. His text in this portion is, though very akin

to the Alexandrian, yet Caesarean.

2. Among the two Caesarean groups, the PC is more

prefered than the C is.

3. It has affinity more for X than for B',

4. Pam 1 and fam 13 have a good affinity for his

text .

5. No particular version nor Father has a close

affinity for his text.
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B. Chapters 7-19.

In this portion he has 88 variants from the TR out

of which 50 are his singular readings having no known

attestation, leaving 58 to be considered.

From the table II-l it is seen that the Caesarean

text has the highest degree of frequency ( 29 ) , followed

by the Alexandrian ( 28 ). Fext to the Alexandrian is the

Byzantine ( 25 ) , and the last is the Western (20), about

one third less than that of the Caesarean. Out of the

29 Caesarean readings, 7 a^e the exclusive readings sup

ported by that text alone. The Alexandrian text has only

2 exclusive readings, and that of the Byzantine is far less,
17

only 1, and that of the Western is 7. The same thing

will be observed in the table III-l where the Caesarean

and the Western rank at the top by 12 while the Alexandrian

is recorded to have 4. If the versions can be taken only

as the secondary authorities, then the numbers of the above

are to be changed as follows: 11 for the Caesarean and

7 for the Western, in other words, the Caesarean stands;

The only one exclusive reading of the Byzantine
text is in 8: 52 v;hich the codex W alone supports Origen's
omission reading of ensi,. W is commonly known to have
the' Byzantine character in Lk. 8:15 to the end of that
Gospel.
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at the top. These 7 Western readings are always accompanied

by D. Among the Caesarean fam 1 and m 1604 are most

frequent by 3, but 1604 appears twice in the same verse

while fam 1 appears in three different places. It can be

said that fam 1 is suprrior to 1604. 70 has 2 in this

table. In this table ( III-l) which indicates the numbers

of readings of a single I'S or of a small group of

ISSS, both group of PC and C share the same frequency.

If the toatl nmbers of their occurences are observed,

however, his text shows the preference for PC than for C.

In the table IV-1 which indicates their frequency, PC is

listed as to appear 29 times either alone or with other

text or texts combined together, which is almost as twice

nuch as that of the C which is listed to appear 18.

Concerning the individual MSS, the table V -1 in

dicates that D and are predominant, D being slightly

superior to ^ , having 23 while has 21. The support

ing ratios of the main MSS are in order as follows:

D 23 out of the 58 variants 59.6%

^ 21 " " " " " 56.2%

p'^^, L 18 " " " " " 51.5%

B, fam 1 16 " " " " " 27.6%-^�
arm 14 " " " " " 24.1%

The codex 1 has two additional supporting
readings Luke 11. If these are added to this figure, the
fam 1 has 18 agreements with him, making 51.5%.
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0 12 out of the .58 variants 20.6%

The fam 15 has only 7 (12.6%). Bo and syr'^^"'- are

better than fam 15, bo having 15.5% and syr'^^"^ having 15.7%.

The first three ranks are occupied by MSS which belong to

the other text- types than the Caesarean, which seems to

be in conflict with what have been observed. However,

even these MSS which hold the highest degrees in this

table do not have the ratios which are more than fifty

per cent. Therefore, it is not safe to discuss their

affinity to Origen's text only by these data. The sup

plementary materials should be taken into consideration.

The chart III-l reveals their agreements with

Origen when he agrees with TR. The same consideration

should be made regarding these agreements as has been

made in the previous discussions. It is in only 16 out

of his 60 agreements with the TE that we can have citations

of witnesses both agreeing and disagreeing with him in his

agreements with the TR. The supporting ratios of the main

HISS in these 16 cases are as follows:

^ 12 out of the 16 75%

0 10 " " " " 62.5%

Pam 1 9 " �� " " 56.6%

Pam 15 8 " " " " 50?^^

,11 , L 5 " 51.2%

B 5 " n � 18.8%

D 2 " " " " 12.5%
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The adjusted ratios of their agreements with him

are A 45.3%, e 44.7%, fam 1 42.1% (or 45-9%), X 55.7%,

fam 13 31.3%, L 31.25%, D 26.05%, B 25. 2%. We may

assume that by A , 0 , and fam 1 we can reconstruct almost

half of his text in this portion. This is, however, only

one of the supplementary materials to be examined. Their

disagreements also should be taken into consideration,

following the same procedure as has been made in discussion

the disagreements of T'lSS with him. The following is the

table to indicate their ratios in their disagreements with

Origen when he agrees with the TE.

D 31 out of the 60 51.6%

28.5%

25.0%

20.0%

16.6%

12 . 1%

11.6%

5%

If these observations are taken together into con

sideration, it will be clear that this portion of his text

of Luke is Caesarean.

The high ratio of support and low ratio of oppo

sition of -^^ is a surprise. Is it because of the Byzan-

B

p75

X , L

fam 15

157

0

17

15

12

10

8

7

,^5

n If

II (f

!I It

fam 1, P ^, A 3
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t inizat ion of the �B- Origen used or the MSS of his com

mentary? It coald be so, but here is another possibility.

It is a well-known fact that the codex iL has so-called

"Jerusalem Colophon" at the end of each Gospel. Streeter

estimates the family represented by this MS as a weak

member of the family When the relation of this MS

with the codex A, a representative of the Byzantine text,

and also with the fam 1 which is considered as one of the

best authorities for the Caesarean text in Luke, it seems

to be more probable to take this phenomenon to be due

to the peculiarity of A in this portion of this Gospel.

As previously referred to, the total 5 of Origen's

agreements with the lectionary occur in this portion.

This also attests the Caesarean character of his text of

Luke in this portion.

Among the Caesarean groups the PC is more preferred

than the C. Among the PC, fam 1 is most preferred.

Concerning the relation between A' and B, the simi

larity is observed as in the previous discussion. sup

ports Origen 16 times with B, 5 times against B, while

B does so against ^ 3 times.

Among the versions, the Armenian version is slightly

better (its adjusted supporting ratio is 25.25% and

that of opposition is IC^) than the Bohairic version

'^Streeter , Pour Gospels, p. 580.
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(its adjusted supporting ratio is 26.5% but that of op

position is ).

As to the Fathers, Eusebius has 1 agreement in

Origen's variants from the TR, and 1 disagreement in his

agreements with the TR. Cyril of Jerusalem appears twice

20
only supporting him without disagreement with him,

Cyril of Alexandria has 5 agreements v/ith Origen, v/hile

he has onlj one disagreement with him when he disageees

with the TR though this is not listed in the chart III-l,

The conclusion to this portion of Origen's text of

Luke can be drawn as follows:

1. This portion of Origen's text of Luke is Caesar

ean, having more affintiy for the PC group

than for the C group.

2. The fam 1 shows a very close affinty for his

text,

5. His text prefers more than B.

4. He has peculiar Western readings, though his

text is not Western.

5. The Armenian version is slightly better than

the Bohairic version.

6. Among the church fathers, Cyril of Jerusalem

has no disagreement with Origen, but appears

One out of these two appearances of Cyril of
Jerusalem, i. e. that in 10:19, is achieved by personal
collation against Greenlee's chart (his Cyril of Jerusale
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only twice. Cyril of Alexandria is better

than both Eusebius and Cyril of Jerusalem.

C. Chapters 20ff .

In these closing chapters Origen makes 10 variants,

out of which 5 ai'e his singular readings, leaving 5 to be

21
considered,

A glance at the chart I-l gives an impression to

us that the support from the Caesarean seems to be weaker

than in the previous portions. Only three instances are

found for that text: once for each of two Fathers (Eusebius

and Cyril of Jerusalem), and once for fam 1 v/ith some

members of fam 1424, if fam 1424 is taken as a Caesarean

witness as Streeter holds.

The table II-l reveals that both texts of the Alex

andrian and the Western shares the same frequency. In the

22
table of the small group readings, however, none of the

uncial R1SS of the Alexandrian appears, except B appearing

once in 24:52, while D appears in all of these 5 readings

listed in that table. In other words, in 5 out of the

total 5 variants D appears once alone, once with 2 minuscule

pp. 72f), though Tischendorf and von Soden give mention

only about Cyril of Alexandria and nothing about Cyril of
Jerusalem.

^^Table 1-2.

Table III-l.
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'vKS of the Alexandrian text, fam 1, and some of fam 1424- ,

and in the third variant with B, P*^-^ and two Western ver

sions (vg, and syr^)- In total Alexandrian appears twice

in these small-group readings, the Caesarean once, and

the Western three times. Therefore, as far as this table

is concerned the textual character of this portion of his

text seems to be slightly more Western than Alexandrian.

This same feature is indicated by the table V-1 which

shows the frequency of each MS. D appears 4 times, while

p'^'' and B 3 times, 21 and 579 2 times, and C, L, T, 892,

and fam 1 once. B, in its 5 agreements with Origen,

agrees with twice and disagrees with it once while it

agrees with D twice out of which once even aginst X .

On the other hand, wherever there is /V , there is a cer

tain Caesarean witness #i ich agrees -ith in supporting

Origen. This phenomenon reminds us of the relationship of

TV with the Caesarean text which Streeter referred to in

2.3
his article. ^

The supporting ratio of D in the total 5 variants

is 80%, ranking at the top among other MSS, followed by

B and P*^^ (both 60%).

When the supplementary materials are taken into

consideration, however, another interpretation will be

^^S tree ter, "Origen, ;1> and the- Caesarean Text,"
JTS, XinrVI(l955), p. 180.
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possible .

The chart III-l reveals that D has 4 disagreements

in total ^'n'ith Origen v/hen he agrees with TE which happens

10 times in this portion, causing D to have 40% dis

agreement. This is not a small ratio, and none of the

T^ISS has such a high ratio of disagreem.ent as this. The

ratios of disagreements of the main Alexandrian MSS are

as small as half of that of D, which are about 2(y/o except

that of the Sahidic version (30%); those of the Caesarean

witnesses are far smaller, only one-fourth of that of D.

Therefore, it is very doubtful to presume that his text

is Western.

As to the Alexandrian text, none of the main Alex

andrian }JES has any support to him when he agrees with

TE, but each of them has two disagreements instead, making

their adjusted supporting-ratios 30% (B and p"^^) or 20% (A' ).

On the other hand, as to the Caesarean text, fam 1

and 6 support him twice, and fam 13 once, in the cases

where the citation of witnesses for both supporting and

opposing Origen is possible when he agrees with TE, which

happen in total 3 times out of v/hich one is too general

to be taken into consideration. The Armenian version has

one agreement while the Palestinian Syriac version has no

agreement but 2 disagreements. Pam 1 has no disagree

ment at all, while both fam 13 and 0. have one. In
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short, the main Caeisarean witnesses agree with Origen,
while the main Alexandrian witnesses so not at all, when

he agrees with TR and when the citation of the witnesses

for both supporting and opoosing readings is possible in

the critical apparatuses used in this study.

Why do not the Caesarean witnesses support Origen

at all in his variants from the TR except fam 1 and two

Fathers, once for each, while they do in his agreements

with the TR? When a careful observation is made on both

cahrts I-l and ir-1, it will be recognized that this is

due to the character of Origen's text itself, or to that

of the TR itself in this portion of Luke.

Though it is observed that his text has a close

affinity to the Alexandrian text, especially to B and p'^^,
when only his variants from TR are concerned, it is also

noticed, when charts l-l and Il-l are compared carefully,

that Origen seems to have made choices between this text

and the Caesarean text. For exmaple , in quoting Lk. 23:17,

he has a singular reading with no known attestation which

is different from TR almost only by the word-order. This

reading, however, is entirely omitted in the Alexandrian

MSS, except X and A., if A. is an Alexandrian witness in Luke,

while it is included in the Caesarean MSS ( Q , fam 1, and

fam 13) and in the Western (D). In another place (Lk. 23:45)
he reads two alternatives : mpaxierip.i (in fr. 253), and
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TiapaOTiaop-aL (in fr. 252). The former reading is with

fam 1, D, and two minuscule A'BS of the Alexandrian text,

against TR; the latter is with fam 13, L, and A as well as

with TR. Nevertheless, both alternatives are rejected by
75

F y , B, and C. Therefore we can not exclude the Cae

sarean text as having no affinity for his text.

The similarity is observed in behalf of the Alex

andrian. In 23:21 he reads axaupoD^'^^ instead of

bis '7^
amupooaov . The former reading is supported by P , A' ,

B, and T, but by none of the Caesarean excent one Father,

i.e. Eusebius, while the latter reading is supported by

fam 1 and fam 13, but by none of the Alexandrian except L,

and A. This reading is quoted also in his homilies, there

fore it is clear that his text had this reading, or that

he chose. this reading constantly. Also in 23:45 he reads

75
TOU viXiov enkemovzoQ which is supoorted by 'B^^, X , B, and

other Alexandrian MSS, but by none of the Caesarean except

a single father, i. e. Cyril of Jerusalem. In this place

the Caesarean text reads nai zOHoiiodr] o r)Xioc, with 6,

fam 1, fam 15, and syr^^"^ , along with D and Q, A. In

this place Origen gives a comment on the reading, which his

text has, with a view which is close to the Caesarean read

ing, yet he did not quote it in the form as it is in the

Caesarean text. In the fragment 250 he says as follows:
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Then, on one hand, John did not mention this, and
also both Matthew and Mark did not speak of either
r]XioQ or enXeK^iK). On the other hand, Luke says
TOP VjXiov exA.e LTtovTOQ ; probably it points out, for
our reference, an accident either of dark could or of
the clouds which intercepted the sun-beam, reaching
down to the land of Judea, or of misty darkness thither
v/hich was thickened, mourning also for him because of-
^^hat happened, just as the land around Judea and the
caves and the graves; for the Scripture in many places
speaks of all the land of Judea.

Therefore, it is obvious that he made alternative

selections from these two texts.

After taking all of these into consideration, the

conclusion can be drawn as the following:

1. His text in this portion is neither clearly

Alexandrian nor Caesarean, but a mixture of

these two, or more precisely the combination

of them.

2. Among the Alexandrian, his text has the affinity

slightly more for P*^^ and B than for A'.

3. Among the Caesarean, his text shows the affinity

more for the pre-Caesarean than for the Caesarean

24
This is the writer's personal translation. His

words axe as the following: " 'icodvvrjQ ^lev ouv o{)bk tixvr)aQn
TouTou, MaTdaLOQ te^xcci Mapxog outs ^Xiov outs ehXekP.iv
covoiiaoev. Aovk&q dE^Elni^v' toO' t*)?vloi; h^XEinovioq Tdva to
T.Epi -^^aQ TCaSOQ OriAOL, �.T� aKOTSbvflC S^E^tXr]Q f] V�Cpa5v {^710-
Spa^opocov Tag wBccvovcac; trd t'?iv 'Iou6cxLav Yfiv T^>.LaKac
aKTLvac^T] TOP �>t�La� a�poc TiaxvvGevTOQ au^L7r�v0GDToc Kal
auTop TO) yeyovoTL, woTiEp ^ 7i�pl Tf:v 'louSaCav yr] ml aL
7i�TpaL ncci ICC \xvr]\iEZa' 7i;oAA.aYor) vrVo -n -v^rv^A - i

, , 'i.u/v./v,u,x,ou yap T] ypacpT] Tiaoav yriv ttSv
Iou6auav ovo[aa^�L . . .

i / i
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proper, and more for fam 1 than for fam 13.

Fam 1 seems to have a good affinity for his

text,

4, Both versions the Armenian and the Bohairic are

only fair, and the Palestinian Syriac is very

poor.

455. P does not contain this portion of Luke,

D, Summary.

It seems good to summarize the conclusions on these

three portions in Luke. It will be as below:

1. Origen's text of Luke in his Commentary on Luke

is in general Caesarean (more precisely pre-

Caesarean), except .in the last portion (chaps,

20ff ) in which he used both the Alexandrian and

the Caesarean (more precisely pre-Caesarean),

2. Among the Caesarean witnesses, his text has more

affinity for fam 1 than for others. This is

the constant tendency observed not only in Luke

but also in other Gospels than Mark where MS

565 is slightly closer to his text than fam 1

is.

5. Among the Alexandrian, 7U is more preferred than

B except in the last portion of Luke,

4. His text indicates some peculiar Western read

ings some places, though its general character
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is not Western.

5. The Armenian version in general is the best

among the versions, but the Georgian version is

poor, and the Palestinian version is surprisingly

very poor. This is a contrast to the conclusions

made concerning his texts of both Mark and

Matthew in which the Georgian version is a good

witness while the Armenian version is only fair.

5. P -

never supports TR against Origen, while it

opposes TR either agreeing with Origen or dis

agreeing with him too, as far as its appearances

in this study are concerned.

II. IN HOMILIES

In his Homilies on Luke Origen quotes 131 verses

from that Gospel as seen in the table I-l. As indicated

in the table I-2-b, there are 61 variants in the first

four chapters, including 28 singular readings with no

known attestation, which are almost 2.5 times of all the

variants in the rest of the Gospel which are in total 24-.

In addition, the character of his text seems to show a

-^According to Kenyon, P has in total 117 agree
ments with TR in Luke, and I70 disagreements with it.
See: Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, fasc. 2,
pp. xiif'.
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slight difference in the chapters before 7, and in those

from 7 to 19, and in the rest of that Gospel. Therefore,
as in the commentary these three portions will be dis

cussed separately.

A. Chapters 1-4.

There is no quotation from the chapters 5 and 6,
therefore the discussion of his text in this portion will

be restricted in the chapters one to four. In these four

chapters Origen has 61 variants from TR, out of which 29

are his singular readings with no known attestation, leav

ing 23 to be considered, as seen in the table I-2-b. The

table II-3 indicates that both the Alexandrian and the

Caesarean have the same frequency in supporting him in

these variants with 13 plus 1 excliasive reading for each

text, followed by the Western with 10 plus 4 exclusive

readings.

The table III-2 reveals to us that there are the

total 9 readings in which he receives supports from a

small group of �SS . Out of the 9 small-group readings,

the 'Western has 5� and the Caesarean has 4, while, the Alex

andrian has 3. Almost all of these 9 small-group readings

are covered by either Western or Caesarean, though these

texts notably never concur in supporting his text in

these small-5;roup readings except once, or possibly
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twice, which happens in the reading which D supports

with 565, and in another reading which D supports with

990, a raember of the family 1424, if this family can be

taken as a Caesarean witness. In addition, none of the

main Alexandrian WsSS appears in this table. It can be

said, therefore, that these small-group readings of Origen

are not of the Alexandrian text, but of others.

The table V-2 reveals that D ranks at the top among

the other MSS with 13 agreements with Origen. This is

the same feature of D which we have almost always observed

in the other parts of this study. It is 1.5 times more

than that of B, and almost twice as that of Til , and more

than half of the total variants in these chapters. This

is unique. The ratios of the main MSS are as follows:

D 56.5%

B 54.7%

W 30.4%

L 26.4%

0 21.7%

Pam 1, fam 15, 28, 565

A , A , fam n

As to the disagreements of the MSS with Origen .v/hen

he agrees with TR, Origen has the total 29 agreements with

TR in this portion, out of which 2 are to be excluded from

17.5%
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consideration: one seems to be the Byzant inizat ion of his

text, and the other is a so-called "v ecpeXHDaTLHov"^^which
is a merely euphonic change. After deducting these two

instances, the ratios of disagreement of the main MSS will

be as following:

W 11 out of the 27 about 4'C%

D 9 n It � ,f �

B, L 8 " " " " " 2%

X, 0, fam 1 4 rt M ri tt ,1 14.%

fam 15 2 " " " " 7.5%

""he ratio of D in this table is, at any rate, not

small. Rather, if it is compared with. its high ratio of

agreement with Origen, it seems to imply something beyond

that figure. Taking the result of the small-group readings

together into consideration, we may say that his text is

not ?7estern, though somewhere it shows some unique Western

readings. This is in accordance with the table II-5 from

which it is noticed that the Alexandrian and the Caesarean

have greater degrees of frequency than the Western, if the

exclusive readings of each text are taken out from con

sideration.

George Benedict Winer, A Grammar of the Idiom
of the New Testament, trans, and ed. J. Henry Thayer
itondonTTrtlbner and Co., 1877), p. 41.
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It seems fair to pay attention also to the agree

ments of these FSS with Origen where he agrees with TR

against some impprtant MSS and where the citation of the

witnesses for both supporting and opposing him is possible

in a critical apparatus. There are the total 29 agreements

of Origen with TR, out of which the 12 are such cases as

being possible to cite the witnesses for both supporting

and poosing him. One out of the 12 instances (1:76) seems

to indicate the Byzant inization of his text, therefore,

it should be taken out of our consideration. The following

is the list of the MSS in their frequency:

fam 1 10 out of the 11 99?^

fam 13 8 " " " " 81.8%

C, e, D 7 " r, 72.7%

A. 6 " " " " 5^.5%

L 5 M n 4-5.4%

2 4 " " "� " 36.2%

B 2 " " " " 18.1%

If the attention is paid only to the ratio of B

which is very low, it might be. supposed that these agree

ments of both TR and Origen are nothing but the Byzant ini

zat ion. However, if fam 1 and fam 13 are recognized as

the best authorities in Luke, as referred to previously,

and if the Byzantine revisers have preserved the Caesarean
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element of 6 in its first half more than in tis latter part,

and also if the fact is recalled which is related to the

relationship of -^^ with the Caesarean text, which is also

seen in this table by its position which is in the mid-y/ay

between the Caesarean groups and B, it is not safe to take

these agreements of Origen with TE as the Byzant inizat ion.

Moreover, here is another thing to be observed. Pam 1 and

fam 15, both as the families and not by some members of

them, agree with each other in supporting Origen when he

agrees with TE against ^ and B: 2 times with G, and

once without �. In addition, fam 1, some members of

fam 15, and agree with him against ^' and B once; fam 15

and some members of fam 1 support him against ?^ and B

once: these three (fam 1, fam 15, and 6 ) stand together

with ^ in supporting Origen against B, 4 times; fam 1

and fam 15 with X and B against 6, 2 times ( in other

words, fam 1 and fam 15 disagree with 0 whenever they

agree with X' and B in supporting Origen). In short,

the combination of fam 1 and fam 15, mostly as the entire

families, and of 0 agrees with Origen against /13 and B at

least 7 times out of the total 11, and that without e 1 time.

Is it possible that these 5 (by the numbers of the mS

they are 17) have suffered from the Byzantinizat ion in

the same places, in the same manners, and by the same
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words? Why did fam 1 and fam 15 exclude q whenever they

support TR and Origen along with and B, if their agree

ments with TR and Origen in the above table should be

called Byzsntinization? Is it impossible to understand

this situation not as the Byzant inization , but as the

peculiarity of these MSS and as show the Caesarean readings?

The table IV-2 indicates that his text preferrs

C group than PC group (10 with C, and 7 with PC), which

is in accordance with the ratios of MSS obtained from the

table V-2. However, tuis reflects only one side, because

this is concerned only with Origen's variants from TR.

If the discussion of' his agreements with TE is meaningful,

the same procedijire as done in the table IV-2 should be

done for his agreements with TE. Deducting the c,ase of

Byzant inizat ion, PC supports him 11 times while C does

7 tim.es. In total, PC is preferred very slightly more^

than C (18 with PC and 17 with C). Among the PC group

fam 1 is better than fam 15.

It is noticed that his text has the affinity for SV

more than for B, as observed from the table VI-2 and

from the similar table made from his agreements with TE.

p*^*^ does not appear in this portion at all, being

due to paucity both of Origen's quotations and of the

extant portions of that papyrus. P^5 ^^^g ^^^^ preserve

these chapters in Luke.
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Armenian version is good, while Palestinian Syriac
IS only fair; Bohairic version is poor and Sahidic version

IS worse. Georgian version does not appear in the study
of this portion.

The conclusion for this portion will be made as

the following:

1. Origen's text of Luke in these chapters in his

homilies on Luke is Caesarean, having the affi

nity for the pre-Caesarean more than for the

Caesarean proper.

2. Pam 1 is a good witness for his text, and is

better than fam 15.

5o Thogh it has not a few Western readings, it is

not Western.

4. Rather it has the affinity for the Alexandrian

more for the Western, with the slightly more

affinity for ^ than for B.

The preference of his text for Al than for B is

in accordance with the conclusion 1 in the above,

but in the contrary to the conclusions concern

ing his text of other Gospels than Luke in his

homilies, where his text is always Alexandrian

and shows the same preference to both A) and B.

5. and p'^^ ^^^^^ ^^^3 g^udy without
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concurrence with his text in this portion of

Luke .

6. The Armenian version is good, while the Palesti

nian Syriac is only fair; the Bohairic is poor

and the Sahidic is worse.

7* Eusebius and Cyril of Jerusalem are good. Though

Cyril of Jerusalem has. the highest ratio in

supporting Origen without any disagreement with

Origen, he appears only once in Origen's variants

from the TE, and also appears only once sup

porting Origen in his agreement with the TE.

B. Chapters 7 - 19.

In these chapters Origen makes 21 variants, out of

which 8 are his singular readings with no known attestation,

leaving 13 to be considered.

Prom the table II-3 it is known that in this por

tion the Alexandrian suppo.rts his variants 6 times; the

Caesarean 8 times, including 2 exclusive readings; the

Vifestern 3 times; and Byzantine 4- times. The Caesarean

and the Alexandrian are far better than other two texts.

The citation of witnesses for both Origen and TR, when

they* agree, was not available. On the other hand, the

disagreements of each text-type with both Origen and TE
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are counted as follows: the Alexandrian, 4- (out of which

1 is exclusively by that text); the Caesarean, 5 ( 1 is

exclusively by that text): Western, 0; the Byzantine, 3.

The Western, though it has no disagreement, cannot claim

to be the best witness to him, if its low ratio of agree

ment with him in his variants from the TR taken into con

sideration. Regarding the relationship of his text with

the Alexandrian and the Caesarean, further observations

should be made before reaching the conclusion.

The table III-2 reveals that Origen has 7 small-

group-readings, out of which 2 are only by versions. Out

75
of the rest 5 readings 2 are by the Alexandrian (B and T )

4 by the Caesarean (all but one by PC group); 1 by the

Western (only by versions), by the Byzantine, and by an

un-classified witness which can be taken as Caesarean.

As to the small-group-re ad ings by the Caesarean, 5 are by
45 45 .

the PC group, out of which 2 are by P However, P ^is

said to have the highest affinity for B in its variants

from the TR in Luke, next for L, and only by as half times

as for B it has affinity for fam 1 which stands at the top

among other Caesarean witnesses in supporting that papyrus.

-Of, The chart in Kenyon 's Chester Beatty Biblical
Papyri, fac . 2, pp. xvi-xvii.
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Kenyon, the editor of p'^^, says:

Its closest affinity [in Luke 3 is with the Neutral
text, notably with B and L rather than ; D is rather
further away, but all these are distinctly nearer than
A W^e famm. 1, 15. The papyrus text can therefore be
defined as about equidistant between 'Neutral' and
'Western, ' with a slight leaning to the former, and
.without the peculiar readings specially associated
with the latter.

Tasker, concluding that p'^^ is akin to, though not

identical with, that found in members of fam e, yet con

fessed that "in the case of a large number of the Chester

Beatty readings in Luke we simply do not know whether or

no they stood in the Caesarean text."^^ That P^^ stands

with B and P , the so-called proto-Alexandrian , is noticed

also from the table III-2. Here we may be safe to say

that these small-group-readings are rather of the Alexandrian

character than of the Caesarean character.

In accordance with this, the table V-2 shows that

B stands at the top among all MSS supporting him with 7

which means that B supports him in more than half of the

total 15 corrected variants; followed only by other two

Alexandrian ?JISS, >D and L, with 4. Pam 1 and P^^ stand

together at the third place with 5. � in the fourth with

2. Pam 13 does not appear at all as the family, but as

Ibid. , p. xvi.

^^Tasker, "The Chester Beatty Papyrus and the

Caesarean Text of Luke," HTP, XXIX (1956), p. 545.
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some members of it. 2 out of 3 agreements of P are those

referred to oreviously. Therefore, this table also seems

to ?:ive an inoression that the variants in these chapters

are of the Alexandrian than of the Caesarean,

This situation will be noticed more clearly if the

chart II-2 is reviewed with an attention paid to what MSS are

opposed to Origen when he differs from the TH, No main

Alexandrian MSS appear at all, but only C, A., and 33.

On the other hand, from the Caesarean text we have fam 13,

0
, and one member of fam 1, and two versions (syr^^"^ and

arm, once for each). These are the instances listed in

the olaces where we can have witnesses for both readings,

of agreement and of disagreement, which seem fair to be

taken into consideration. If all the instances of dis

agreements of these MSS should be taken into consideration,

the frequency of the Caesarean text becomes far greater,

while from the Alexandrian only B and E are added (once

for each).

Regarding the relationship of ^ and B, the table

VI indicates that ?1 stands with B together 4 times and

never supnorts Origen against B, while B does as much as

3 against A' . This also testifies the Alexandrian cha

racter of this portion of his text.

Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn as follows:

1. This portion of his text of Luke in his homilies
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on Luke is clearly Alexandrian.

2. It has the affinity more for B than for >T .

3. Among the Caesarean groups, the PC is more pre

ferred than the C*, among the PC, fam 1 is far

more preferred than fam 13 is. Fam 1 is almost

as good as .

4. The Bohairic version is slightly better than

the Armenian. The Georgian version does not

appear in this study. The Palestinian Syriac

is only fair.

5. None of fathers of these two texts (A3scandrian

and Caesarean) appears, except Cyril of Jerusa

lem who appears once in supporting hia text.

C. Chapters 20ff .

Origen has 3 variants from the TR in these chapters,

having no singular reading and leaving all to be considered.

In these 3 varitants he receives the supports from

the Alexandrian, the Western, and the Byzantine, but never

from the Caesarean except once by Eusebius. The Alexandrian

has 1 agreement, the Western 2 (1 out of which is the

exclusive reading to that text), and the Byzantine 1 ex

clusive reading.

The table III-2 reveals that 2 out of these 3

variants are small-group-readings; 1 out of the 2 small-
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group-readings is by Western only, tbe other instance is

hy a Byzantine Iv-IS (?/) with along 2 members of fam 1424 by

Streeter and with sone unclassifed minuscule I^SS.

As to the citation of the r^TSS which disagree with

his text, we have only one instance possible to cite the

witnesses both for agreement with and disagreement with

his text. Therefore, no discussion should be made in this

line. In the instance above, L and A (both Alexandrian),

6 and fam 1 (both Caesarean), and some Byzantine MSS are

listed as opposed to his text.

The total amount of variants is too small to dis

cuss the accurate character of his text in this portion..

However, the following procedures may be right.

1. Out of these 5 variants the reading supported

only by W and 7 other unclassifed minuscule

MSS may be taken out from consideration,

though this is a small-group-reading to

give a certain clue for finding his text's

type .

The codex W is the liS which is most

oftenly opposed to Origen's text when the

codex belongs to the Alexandrian text-type,

disagreeing with him 11 times even in the

^^The codex W has the Alexandrian character in

Lk. 1:1 -8:12, and in Jn. 5: 12- 21:25.
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first four chapters of Luke which is as

much as that of the codex B in the entire

book of this Gospel. Yet, it has no dis-

agreemect with him after changing its text-

ing with him, it always stands with Alexan

drian MSS as well as with Byzantine MSS.

Therefore, it seems very strange that W is

the only one uncial T�S in supporting him

in the variant in 21:35. It seems, there

fore, much safer to exclude, than to include,

this reading from consideration.

2. D ranks at the top in supporting him in these

variants. This is, however, not a surprise

to us, because, in our previous observation,

D has so often shown the high ratio of

support, yet also the high ratio of dis

agreement, too. This has been uniqueness

of D's relation to Origen observed in this

study. Therefore, v/e cannot make a state

ment, unless there are more proofs strong

enough to testify it, that his text in this

type to the Byzantine. 31 However, in agree-

W is Byzantine
In Luke 8: 13 through the end of that Gospel,
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portion is of the Western character.

3. As to the Caesarean, the main authorites of

that text for this Gospel (Luke) stand

together against Origen, in 23:21, agreeing

with TR. Other two MSS and one version

omit this reading.-^ In addition, Origen

adopts the same reading not only in his

homilies but also in his commentary.

Therefore, regardless which is the true

Caesarean reading, the omission reading

or the reading by fam 1 and others, the

reading of Origen in 23:21 is not Caesarean.

4, The main Alexandrian MSS,A> B P*^^ and T, support

his reading, though L and A are against,

which appears also in his commentary as

menioned in the above. A is said as be

^3
Byzantine in other Gospels than Mark,

though L is a good witness for the Alexan^-

drian text,-'^ Therefore, this reaaing of

Origen (23:21) can be taken as Alexandrian.

^^�SS 157 and 1604; the Armenian version.

^^Metzger, Text, p. 58.

^^Ibid. , p. 54.
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The definite conclusion, of course, can not be

expected from such restricted data as these, but it may

be safely said that his text in this portion is Alexandrian.

D . Summary.

To give a summary of discussions done separately on

each portion of Luke seems reasonable.

1. His text of Luke which he used in his homilies

on Luke has two different text- types. In

the first ^� chapters it is of the Caesarean

(more precisely pre-Caesarean), but in the

remaining chapters it demonstrates the

Alexandrian character.

2. Regarding the Alexandrian, A^ is better than B

in the first portion, corresponding to the

text- type of his text in that portion; in

the second portion, B has more affinity for

it than has; in the last portion, they

are equal .

5. Among the Caesarean groups, the PC is preferred

more than the C is. Among the PC, fam 1 is

better than fam 15.

4. As to the versions, the Armenian version is

good in the first two portions.
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A question will be raised regarding the change

of the text-type. As we have previously ob

served his text used in his homilies has been

constantly Alexandrian throughout all the Go

spels except the first 4 chapters of Luke where

it is of the Caesarean. How does this change

occur? How can we explain it?

It is obvious that it does not mean that

Origen preached starting with Matthew using

a MS or MBS of the Alexandrian text-type through

Mark, and at the beginning of Luke he changed

his text temporarily to that of the Caesarean,

but later resumed it again to the Alexandrian

afte-r the fourth chapter of Luke, and con

tinued to use it through John. Because, all

the quotations discussed previously regarding

each Gospel are scattered in his entire homilies

on Luke .

Whether or no it means that the text he

used had originally the Alexandrian character

throughout the Gospels except the first 4

chaoters where it was of the pre-Caesarean, is

not certain.

There is another way to approach to this

problem. It is from the time- and/or place-

difference of his preachings which might
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have caused him to change his text- type.

This problem will be discussed further

in the next chapter In which the general

conclusion will be attempted.



CHAPTER VI

GENERAL CONCLUSION

In addition to the conclusions which have been

stated at the end of each Gospel (each section, in Luke),
some general deduction may be drawn concerning Origen's
text of Gospels, with some additonal discussions.

As far as the discussions on the Caesarean text in

other Gospels than Mark are concerned, they can not be

understood as completely final, because the Caesarean text

in other Gospels than Mark has not yet been established

definitely. Also the witnesses to that text have suffered

more or less from Byzantinizat ion in different portions

with different proportions, which has made this study

complicated.

The type of his text. The fact that his text has

proved to have almost constantly the same textual characters

is of considerable interest. In his commentary his text

is always Caesarean (more precisely pre-Caesarean, except

in Mark where PC and C are equally preferred) except the

last five chapters of Luke in which it is a combination

of pre-Caesarean and Alexandrian. On the other hand, in

his homilies it is always Alexandrian except the first 4

chapters of Luke where it is Caesarean (more precisely
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pre-Caesarean)

Why two text- types? Why did he use the different

text-types almost constantly: the Alexandrian in his ho

milies and the Caesarean (more precisely pre-Caesarean) in

his commentary? The present writer is not prepared to

discuss this matter in detail without enough materials

available to him to lead this discussion to a final settle

ment with historical and literal evidences.

However, if Streeter and his revisers' theory of

Origen's usage of different texts according to his different

residences is right, and if that his commentary on Luke

was composed as a supplementary work to his commentary on

2
Matthew, as Rauer holds, is right, there is a possible

answer to explain why he used the Caesarean text (more

precisely. pre-Caesarean) in his commentary.

It is said that he wrote Commentary on Matthew in

A.D. 244, or not later than 249. Therefore, the date of

the commentary on Luke is not earlier than 244 which is

12 years later after his settlement at Caesarea in 252.

At that time Origen must have been using the Caesarean

text. Among the Caesarean groups, he seems to have pre-

A conclusion cannot be made in John in his homilies.

'Max Rauer, Origenes Werke , p. xx.
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ferred the pre-Caesarean group. This has been observed

thrc^hout this study except in Mark in which our data are

very small and limited.

Regarding the fact which indicates that Origen used

different text-t:^rpes in the last section of Luke in his

commentary, no definite answer is prepared yet. Suffice

to say that it is a combination of both the Alexandrian

and the Caesarean (PC).

In respect of the homilies, however, the date has

not been determined yet. As v/e observed previously, it

depends upon how to interpret Eusebius' statement. There

is, however, another approach to find a clue to explain

why his text has two different text-types in his homilies.

An observation was made for this purpose, analysing the

sources of the quotations, the homilies which include them,

and their text -types. The following is the result summa

rized briefly.

Homilies

I - IX

X

XI

Text-types

PC

PC + A.

0

XIX

XX

XII - XVIII A + PC

-0-

Sources

Luke I

Luke I + II

Matt., Luke II

Luke I

Matt . , Luke I

Matt. (+ Luke I)
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XXI - XXVII PC > A Luke I

XXVIII to
the end A Matt., Mark, Luke

II + III.
(XXVIII & XXXII in
clude Luke I, too.)

In brief, the homilies v/hich include the quotations

from the first section of Luke belong to the first two

thirds of his homilies, and in these homilies his text

shows somewhat Caesarean (PC) more than Alexandrian. Does

this mean that the first two thirds of his homilies were

delivered after his permanent settlement at Caesarea, while

the others were delivered either in Alexandria or in Cae

sarea during his temporary stay?

If Streeter's revised theory should be applied here,

there will be at least two possibilities to give an expla

nation to the question why his text of homilies has two

different types.

1. He started to preach at the last one third of

his homilies on Luke at Alexandria, then the

rest of them he preached at Caesarea after his

permanent settlement.

2. Or, he started to preach at the last one third

of his, homilies on Luke during his temporary

stay at Caesarea, and the rest of them he

preached at Caesarea after he moved there

permanently.
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-Lf R. M, Grant's view should be taken, the answer

will be the same as the first one in the above.

The attemot to discuss this issue further, however,

is to be avoided without enough materials provided.

Regarding the changes of the text- types in his commentary

and homilies, therefore, suffice to say at the present time

that his text-type is different in commentary and homilies:

in the former, it is Caesarean (PC), and in the latter, it

is Alexandrian, although in each a slight exchange, at pne

place and no more than once, is observed.

His text and the family 1. Nevertheless, one thing

which is very notable in this study is the relationship

between his text and the family 1.

As previously referred to, K. W. Kim concluded that

0ri3:en's text in his Commentary on Matthew is a distinct

text-tjrpe which is represented by MSS 1 and 1582, and that

4.
Origen used this type of text in his homilies on Luke, too.

without any prejudice the present writer has done this

study, and came to the same conclusion that his text has

the very close affinity for the family 1, especially for the

codex 1. Regarding the YiS 15?2, however, the critical

^Grant, Earliest Lives of Jesus , p. 52.

"^Kim, "The Matthean Text of Origen in his Commentary
on Matthew," JBL, i^iVlII (1949), p. 155.
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apparatuses cite it only in a few instances so that the

writer is afraid to say anything definite concerning its

relationship to Origen's text- However, among many un-

classified MSS which have been cited in this study from

the critical apparatuses this is one of the MSS which are

most notable because of their high frequency in agreeing

with him. The �� 1582, however, is not the best one among

them, as far as the citations from the critical apparatuses

are concerned. There are 8 unclassified MSS which have

comparatively high frequency in agreement with him.^

Among these MSS, 22, 650, 1194, 1229 (the last 3 MSS are

in the commentary), and 1574 seem to show better affinity

than 1582 does. However, this is the result only from

the citations in the critical apparatuses, and it is so

often observed that the citations of any critical apparatus,

even that of Legg*^, are not conclusive, especially in the

case of the cursive MSS. Therefore, it is much safer to

avoid a definite conclusion regarding the relationship of

the m 1582 to Origen's text.

-^More than 500.

^'Phese MSS are: 22 215 550 1194 1229 157^ 1582 1675.
Two of them (i.e. 1194 1675) are members of fam 1424.

'^For example, he says, "Uncs. re 11. Minus c. pier."
in Matt. 9: 12 for smev apToug, and "al. pier." in Matt.

14:22 for r)vaYKaoev o Ir)OOPQ.
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His text and the MSS with "Jerusalem Colophon. "

Among the dozen of f^ISS which have so-called "Jerusalem

colophon,"^ the }JBS 157, 565, and IO71 are good witnesses

to Origen, though in different places. Especially, 565

is most akin to his text of Mark in his commentary.

Nevertheless, we do not have evidences strong enough to

conclude that the MSS which have the "Jerusalem colophon"
have a good affinity for Origen's text.

His jext and B, ^ . The relationship of A) and B'

to Origen is in accordance with our conclusions, namely,
wherever his text has the Caesarean character more than

Alexandrian, y\l is closer to his text than B is; on the

other hand, wherever his text shows the affinity for the

Alexandrian text more than for the Caesarean text, B is

either closer to his text than A^ is, or is on equality

with A'. In short, therefore, we may be able to say that

his text has more affinity for X than for B.

His text and its peculiar Western readings. Origen's

readings are sometimes, as Streeter pointed out , supported

by D against most other �BS, and are thus distinctively

Western. S"ome of these examples are : Luke 1:26, 64; 2:8,

26: 5:17: 8:27; 14:19; 18:20; 20: 25; 22:27; Matt. 5:44;

�These M^S are: 157 164 215 262 500 376 428 565 686
918 1071 1604.

"^Streeter, "Origen, Tii and the Caesarean Text," JTS,
XXXVI (1955), p. 179.
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10:42. In these instances his readings are supported

almost only by D exclusively. In both of the commentary

and the homilies D ranks at the top among the MSS by its

highest frequency of supporting Origen, except in the

second section of Luke, Matt., and Mark (all in the ho

milies). Nevertheless, it is impossible to conclude that

Origen's text has the affinity most closely to the Western,

especially for D. Because it is also D that has the highest

ratio of disagreement with him. For example, in Luke it

has at least the total 72 disagreements which is one third

more than that of B which ranks next to D in the ratio of

the disagreement in the commentary.

This unique phenomenon, therefore, should be inter

preted in another way, Kenyon noticed not a small re

lationship between P^^ and D, and estimated these peculiar

Western readings not to be geographically Western but to

be chronologically early readings which did not find a

place in B but which, in varying degrees, are preserved

in Western, Syrian, or Caesarean authorities."''*^ He made

a similar statement in another place, too.

�^^Kenyon, Chester Beatty Papyri, facs. 2. pp. xiif,
XV iff , and xviiif.

�^�^Ibid. , facs. 3, p. xvii.
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As referred to previously, Burkitt, according to

12Metzger, illustrates three examples to show that some

where in Old Syriac versions the more original readings

are preserved. If the re-citation of these examples may

be made, they are �u6oKia (Luke 2:14), apLOTov (L^^e 14:15),
and avapoTiaag (Mark 15:8). Out of these t'oree, the first

two are found in Origen's text.

Taking these into consideration, we may conclude

that these unique Western readings found in his text are

not due to the Western character of his text, but rather

reflect the more original readings.

His text and the versions . As to the versions,

the Georgian version is good in Matthew and Mark, but

poor in Luke, x'?hile the Armenian version is good in Luke

though poor in other Gos-oels. The Palestinian Syriac

version is poor. Among the Coptic versions, the Bohairic

version is better than the Sahidic version. This relation

of his text with the versions is observed in both the

commentary and the homilies.

His text and the pre-Caesarean . It has been observed

throughout this study that his text has a close affinity

~

P. C. Burkitt, Evangel ion de-Mepharreshe , II

(Cambridge, 1904), p. 224f, cited by Bruce M. Metzger,
History, p. 57-
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for the family 1, especially for the codex 1, which be

longs to the pre-Caesarean group. In general, his text

has shown a close affinity for the pre-Caesarean group,

even when his text was estimated to be Alexandrian it

showed a good affinity for the pre-Caesarean group, too.

The pre-Caesarean group is said to have a relation

ship to the region of Payum of Egypt. �'"^ How could he get

this? Ayuso says:

Now i.t does not seem probable to me that in one

single city there exist two different texts at the
same time. At ^east I do not know any parallel cases
existed . , . ."^

If so, how could Origen, who lived in Alexandria

and in Caesarea, but never in the center region of Egypt,

obtain this text-type which is ascribed to that region?

Ayuso suggests that he could have known that text-type in

his trip, or he could have known it before by a private

or professional way while he was still in Alexandria, not

because it was in use in Alexandria but because of his

critical stiirit, i. e. he wanted to have such a text- type
15

as was used in other region of Egypt.

^Kenyon, Chester Beatty Papyr i , facs. 1, p. 5;
Ayuso, Texto Cesariense~"U~Tre'cesar lense ?" Biblica , XVI

(1935), P� 37'^; Metzger, History, p. 62; Greenlee , Cyril
of Jerusalem, pp. 15 and ^5"!

Ayuso, ibid., p. 57^

^"^Ibid. , p. 577.
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It is not impossible to suppose that communications

between the upper and the lower regions of Egypt existed

even in the time of Origen, and that he might have known

this text-type through such communications.

More probably, however, he might have known it by
his trips, as he is said to have discovered in a wine jar
at Jericho during his journey to Palestine (in A.]). 216)
a translation of the Old Testament, (Presumably the editio

Quinta) which he embodied later in his Hexapla.
"''^

The fact

is known to us that he had visited twice, at least, the

Roman province of Arabia before he left Alexandria forever:

once for the heathen, as requested by the governor of that

province, and in A.D. 215 for the heret ics. "^"^ The courses

he took are uncertain. Yet, if we take into consideration

the three points, namely Alexandria, Payum, and Arabia,

and also two channels (one by the Nile, and the other by

a traditional route from the Payum region to Arabia), there

seem to be some assumptions to explain this question.

16
Fairweather, Origen and G-ree k Patristic Theology,.

p. 50 and the foot-note ; Euse'EIus , E. H. , VI, xvi.

"'�'^Fairweather, ibid., p. 49; George H. Dryer, History
of the Christian Church, Vol. 1 (Cincinnati: Jennings S
Pye, -1896). p. 154.
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There are other factors which seem necessary to be

considered together. is known to have a unique character

among the Alexandrian authorities, having a closer relation

to the Caesarean text. Streeter made a hypothesis that

the "Western" and "Alexandrian" mixture which Hort detected

in A' is, at least in part, due to an ancestor of A' having
been crossed with a MS of the Caesarean text."^^ The codex

?} was found at Mt. Sinai. Lake, the editor of Codex 1

of the Gospels and its Allies, discovered later that this

codex used the same arrangement, of symbols for the evan

gelists as Anastasius of Sinai did.-*-^ Lake and Blake who

recognized the Coptic hand in the codex � and its close

relationship with a region of Coptic language, related

this codex to Mt. Sinai, saying:

Now the occurence of an adscript ion in Coptic, a

language but little known outside of Egypt, naturally
causes us to look to Sinai rather than Palestine as

the olace whence our codex T� 3 takes its origin.

Accordingly it would seem that the almost unique com

bination in a single codex of Greek, Georgian, and
Coptic elements, taken together with the paleaeo-
grophical testimony, makespit possible to localize the
Koridethi MS on Mt. Sinai."^^

�j Q
Streeter, "Origen, /T and the Caesarean Text,"

JTS, XXXVI, p. 180.

^^Lake and Blake, "6" HTP, XVI (1923), p. 284.

^^Ibid., p. 283.
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This Mt. Sinai is located in the so-called Roman

province of Arabia. It is of a great interest that the

codices later than Origen, which are known to have the

close relation to the Caesarean text or to belong to that

text, are said to have the common origin geographically,
and that Origen, whose text shows a very good affinity

for that text, travelled that area more than once. It is

not difficult to suppose that there was a deep relationship

between him and this area. It was only by the bishops of

Palestine, Arabia, Phoenicia, and Greece that the sentence

of ex-communication of Origen by the synod of bishops of

Aleixandria was entirely disregarded.

The quest of the origin of the Caesarean text (its

form: a recension or a textual process; its place; its time;

its author (s), if any) are beyond the intention of this

study. It seems enough to recognize that there is a close

relation between him and the pre-Caesarean text and that

there is in no small degree a relation between him and the

regions of Payum, Roman province of Arabia, and Palestine

which have some relation to the Caesarean text.

General conclusion. In closing this study the

seneral conclusion may be drawn as follows:

The Gospel text of Origen in his homilies and

commentary on Luke has the same textual characters con-
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stantly: in his commentary it is always Caesarean (more

precisely pre-Caesarean, except in Mark where PC and C are

equally preferred) except the last five chapters of Luke

in which it is a combination of Alexandrian and pre-Cae

sarean; in his homilies it is always Alexandrian except

the first 4 chapters of Luke where it is Caesarean (more

precisely pre-Caesarean). His text has a strong relation

to the pre-Caesarean I this was observed even where his

text was evaluated as Alexandrian, It has a good affinity

for the family 1, especially for the codex 1. He might

have used the ancestor of the family 1 in general as the

basic text, referring to also the local texts.



CHART I-l

GRIG-EN'S VARIANTS FROM THE TR

( COMMENTARY )
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MASK

VERSE REF. for VAPCIAIGS ALmi'iD?JAN CAESAREAN
ORIGSv

1 J 31 flOla euescoc 1 om A'' B C L 33 �faml 28
579 892 bo sa 5^5 700 arm

k tZl fl21c xXtvrjV ] add Tiesaai O-

geo

(The follouT.ng >SS add 0 faml3 5^5 )

5 s34- fl27c unaye ] Ttopeuoo �lij- 565 700

6 s 7 fl58 npooxaXeiTas ]
npoaxaXeoa{jievo<; bo sa faml 565 geo

fl58 Tjpga'tro auTO'JC aTiooreXXeiv ]
aneonreiXev 565

fl58 5oo 600 1 gva 5oo 6uo 0

] ava 6uoC2) 565

fl58 xai e6i6oy ] 5ooc 5^5

fl58 Tcov bis ] C A 33 579 faml3 28

9 s28 fl31 01 uaeiyrai ] p i5iav 0

fl51 emQpcjTtov ] T)p�iiTa>v faml (exc. 118)
28

10:21 f226 5e ] om W

12:25 f226 o ... I-qoouc ] p auTcc 0

f24l 01 ] om ,VCLA 579 bo Z faml 157
1342 700 geo
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WESTER1\' BYZANTINE UKCIASSIFISD

253 517

D vg it syrs

42 44 410 1223 1279 157^

472 syrP

D a b c e ff^ i

syr�

D

D a b e ff^ i q

475

595

4 9 179 238 273 ^72 569 ^183

282 517 1355

D it vg. FmuTt a 4 21 69 127 237 241 251 252 273
291 3^9 -^40 i^95 517 788 9^5 IO38
1047 1207 1229 1278 1396 1515 15^2
i 184 syr^ aeth
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'telSS RSJ. for ALEXA^IDRIAN CAESAREAN

ORIGEN
2 s 6 f55 ex aoo ] eC oo .V C 565

4 : 8 198 Seixvuaiv ] eSeixvosv 0

5 �13 ou \ir] ] 00 0

5 ;44 fl74 eoXoyetfe touc xaTrapajievooc

^laouvcac -ojiac ] om B bo sa faml geo

fl74 xai ] om

fl74 eni^pea^ovTcov ouac xat ] om ;C B bo sa faml geo

6:s34 fl81 oov J om

1181 tiepi^vT^crryre ] ^epv^vav

fl81 tig- aoptov }
mpi Tr]C aop�ov

7 :13 fl6la

fl6la eicrepxo^evot ] Siepxo^evoi

8 jl4 flOl ei6e tt^v itev9epa aoToo

p�pXT)^evT}v xai nopeoaoooav]
eopiaxei nopcTTOoaav 'ct)v
aoTou nsvSepa ^0_

10s42 f228 xai oc eav noTioTi ]
xai ei HOTS tic enoTiae .-0.,

f228 noTqpiov j add oSaToc sa
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vffiSTERN BrZAIJTIM Di^CIASSIFISD

D 262 566 lis? 1579 1675

a b ffl g2 k_^l 660 1582 Adam Athenagoras Dial
vg syr�>s Cyp _ir Theoohilus of Antioch
D

k m S3ri>c�s Cyp 560 I582 aeth Adam Athen Dial
Theophilus

D it vg syr�>^ syrP^-^
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JN.
VERSE REF. for V.^m.KTS

ORIGSM

1 ;18 f59Cs �XC fov xoXnov ] ev (tok)
f223 xoXnoic

1 �96 o ] om

8 :5? fl62 exT] ] P exsic

8 :58 fl62
2

a^Tjv ] om

13:23 f223 ev Tco xoXtico 3
ejC TOV i-oXnov

14: 6 fl6 Tj o5oc ] t) aXTjGTjC o6oc

15: 5 fl82 X�Pi� 1 e�T^oc

ALSXAliDRIAK CAESAREAN

0

0

0

0

0

0
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fam n(652)
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LU:3

VERSE REF. for
ORIGSInF VARXOTS

1 t 2 f5

1 4 f? eniyvcoc 3 yivcooxT]

1 s 7 fS^a npopEpTjXOTCC 3 upeporepoi

1 :11 fl2b 6>4>8t] 6e 3 5 s <jJ(|>9'n ante

fl2a aoTTci) 3 Zaxapia

fl2a aYY^Xoc j o ayyE^oc

fl2b xupioo 3 om

fl2b ex Se^icov 3 ante Se

1 tl3 fl3a T) r^vr^ aoo 3 om

fl3a EXtoapeT 3 "H EXiaapex p.
UlOV

fl3a yewqasi J add Y*^P

fl3a oiov coi ] aoi oiov

1 ilk fl3a xapa 3 Xispa tAEY^'^'n ante
ae-rai

fl4b troo xopioo 3 xopioo

fl4b jisyac 3 p. xopioo

1 :16 fl6 XOpiOV 3 ''^OV XPIOTTOV TOV

xopiov xai

fl6 TOV Geov 3 6eov

1 J27 f20a napQevov 3 ante t�,

f20a |je|j.vr)aTeojievr)5 av6pi a

p MapiGji.

1 :29 f22a 6 1 gTapaxQT] 3 ETapaxSt]

ALEXANDRLilN

0^

L 33

0�

CAESAREAN

faml3(5^3)

faml faml3(
174 230)

565
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BYZkUTim UNCLASSIFIED

Ta

Ar2 fsEn(489 1780) 4 7 251 273 544 659 660 713 945
990 998 1038 1194 135^ 1555 1574
1654-1542.

D 44 76 225 713
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1 :35 f33b eneXeuaeTai 3 evoixT^aavroc

1 :36 f27a EXiaapex 3

f27a oi3VEi\r]^ma ] aoveiX-ncJjev fCBLv-' s 157 5^5 syrP^^

1 j38 f27a Ifapid'j. ] t] l^cpia 0

1 s42 f30c avz^cav-qoe ] en ^ <})0JVT]aaaa C��-

f31c yuvci^i 3 Y^vai^iv 2 � faial3

fij-O en I 3 om 0

1 s52 f44 Taneivouc 3 tovj< Taneiva>-

aavcoc Q

i s56 f46 e^.eivs 3 e^eivey S 9

f47
linpia^ 3 "H J�^pia

f2f6 UTieaTpevirev 3 avexooprjaev

1 263 fl8 eaxi 3 eaxiv S 0

f50b enoiTjae Xurpaxjiv tco

Xao) 3 pouXop.evoo
X*vJTp6XJaa9a I tov Xaov 0

1 169 f50b oixto 3 oiX6i XBCL 33 bo faml(l) faml3
28 565 700
1071 1604 Eus

1 $73 f51a Appaa^ 3 tov Appaan 0

2 sl4 f63 u^l^toTOic 3 TOK ty^rioTOic 0��

2 s24 �63 eipiQ^ievov 3 Yeypamjevov

f65 T] 3 xai 0

2 s25 f222 I Sou 3 om K

f222 -qv 3 P avGpMtoc ''^^ Er,' 892

2222 nveu^ia 3 add Geoo 0
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372

fam n

fam n (exc 1346)

D K famn(l478) 11 22 230 3000 544 1012 1582
go

syrS it Ta 1047

D

b f ff2 1 vg

Ta syrP aeth

713 1424 1675
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2 :25 f222 en aurov ] aorto 0

2 j26 f66a ttodI ] 021 0

f66a T^o'J aYiO'>3 1 a nveojiatoc q

f66a auTo ] om bo

f66a xexpTiH^Tiaiisvov ]
xsxP'ni-'^'^icrtASVoc bo

f66a npiv "n 3 syrP^l arm
2 !28 f66b aoTo ] om 0

f66b aoToo ] add '^ov I-naoov q

f66b euXcYTicre ] i^oXoyrp-e w 579 1071

2 :43 f79 une^eveiv ] ejieivev

2 :51 f80 SieiTTjpei ] aov�Tr]pei

3 s 1 f82 ev ] om 0

f82 5e 3 xaj 0

f82 nevTexai SexaTco 3
TCO jievT. 3. tit I 0

f82 xaiaapoc 3 paoiXeiac 0

3 s 3 f84 naaav 3 om 0

f84 XTjpuoo-cov 3 XT^puaaei 0

f84 ^etayoiac 3 ora Q ...

3 J 8 f237 Suvaxai 3 aSovaxeiv 0

f237 o eeo� 3 eeco 0

3 j16 f92 ev nvEojaaTi ayico 3
eic ayiov nveup.a 0

4 : 2 f96 7]uepac Teaoapaxovira 3
ev TEoaapaxovca T]|i,cpaic ��0

f96 ns'i pa^oiaevQc3 "H^ neipa^� 0



D it
Ta Did

D - 990 1074 1573 2145 2193

472 and a few others

1424
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4 ; 5 f95

f95

f97

4 gll f99

f99

OpOQ ] TO OpOC

uv^'nXov ] om

olxo�c[J.tvr'^c, ] yqc

xeipcov ] Tcov x�ip�v

tiTjitOTe 3 ^�^

npooxc^C ] unep too

>' BIW bo sa

Cyr^lex
W

0�

npooxo\|/'a i

4 sl9 flOOU xiQpo^ai ] x-npuaasi

4 s40 fl03

fl03

5:s 1 fl04

5 s27 fl08

6 g43 fll2

fll2

7 :28 fl3a
fl72

evi sxaoTto aoToov Ta<; x&vpa^
eniQtic. ] om

eSEpaneoasv aoTooc ] aor. e9ep.

FevvqaapET ] revT|aap�T

ovo[iaTi ] xaXoojiEvov

xaXov ] ayaSov

aanpov ] novqpov

npo($iT)TTjc 1 oia^

fl72 TOO SartTioToo ] on

8 sl6 fl20 xaXonTEJ ] xaXo\}/ai

F^^ X B L
bo

p"^^ B L
bo

n20
fl23

fl20

8 s27 fl24

8 s32 fl24

fl24

Xoxviac 3 TTjc Xoxviac
3 Tr|v Xoxviav

Tt8T)OlV 3 Tl8ETai

oixia 3 oixoo

exe: 3 om

pooxo[j.evcov 3 pooxo^EVT)

X 1241

P,75 B

arm

faml3(230)

157

faml 565 700
1604 syrP^l
faml
arm s;

157

157 700
:yrP^^

� faral3(124
174 3k6) 157
1071

� faml3(69
124 5^3) 565
arm syr?^^
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vg c v2 p

a b c e ff2 1 gg famn (exc 1780) X 22 213 W 5^4 660 syr^ aeth

syr� M 22 660

245 1478�
fam n (exc 1780) X 213 3^9 517 713 95^ 990 IO93

1188 1424

Da fann Ta 251 472 5^ 660 713 1047 119^
1229 1355 aeth syrP
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8 s33 fl24

8 s39 fl24

fl24

8 s43 fl25

fl25

8 ikk- fl25

8 j4S fl25

9 s23 fl35

9 s34 fl46

fl46

9 :45 fl51

fl51

fl51

9 s58 fl5k

fl54

10s10 fl59

10 s19 f4if

f44

ooa ] a

iTjaooc ] Beoc,

eic laTpouc npoaavaXiiXjaaa
oXov TOV piov ] om

ooSs^joc ] addTCiiv laTpav

TOO ] om

Gapaei ] cn

anapVT)aaa9cD ] apveiTai
(Cf . apv-qaaoQw ciom )

eyeveTo ] om

xa i ] om

�(})0p00VT0 ] �(j)OpT)0T)Oai

eporrnoui ] enepcorrjaai

a'OTov 3 a. enepoyrncsa I

5 s ] om

xXivrj 1 xXivai

6ex<avTai ] SexovTai

SiScojii ] 6e5coxa

T'qvl 3 om

Toul 3 om

579 bo Cyr^^ � faml (exc
131)

p75b sa

1241

arm syr'
Pal

0�

bo sa

faml 157
syrPal

.VLS 33 579 @

K 700 1604

K 700 1604

Q

c 1071

565 faml3(exc
174 230)

p"^^ A" BCL 579
892 Cyr^le^c

N faml (118
209) faml3 (69
983) 157 1604
0 faml (118 209)
faml3<13 69 230
346 828 983)
1071

exc

118 131) 700
1071 syrP^
ana

Cyr^l^ex faml(exc 118)
Cy7�'
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r2

syr^

D it vg syr^

D

D l-l fam. n

ff- vg

A

UFA

b e f g i 1 q vg W fam n(l780) go

22 131 209 251 270 472 544 726
1200 1229 1375 1582 2193 2430

59 3^

280 713 990 1194 1207 1223 1355
1574
1574 954

126 472 1093 1555 1573 1574
Did Valient
236 245 251 262 270 291 348 726
998 1038 1093 1200 1229 1396 1555
1574 1579 1375

X 213 372 1188 syr^^ aeth
Bas Caes Epiph 12.1 Lcif Theodrt

m far-i (exc 652 B� 265 489 1012 1219 13^
1780)

W Antiochus Caes Epiph Theodrt
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10322 fl64 nap�5o8-n 3p i^oi p75;CBCLAS. N� faml faial3

fl62 sav 3 av B 33

10j24 fl65 xai paaiXeiac ] om

fl65 xai j 6ep,ei6ov ^

10s27 fl66 e? oX-r^c TTjC xap5ia-; ]
ev oXt) xap6ta faml(exc 118)

fl66 ooo2,3 ] on

fl66 oXri<; TTjc io^ooc ]

157

10;27 fl66 oX-qc tiqc '4;uxr;r ] �c

ev oXr^ %ri ^0x^1 P ''/V B L 2 faml (exc 118
579 1241 bo 131) 157

75
ev oX-n TT) loxui P X B L S faml(exc 118)

579 1241 bo 157

75
ev oXt) th 5iavoia P'-^;V B L S faml(exc 118)

fl66 oXt]c Tqc Siavoia^ ]

579 1241 bo 157

10:39 fi71 napa ] nepi n

lis 2 fl74 o ev troK oopavoK ] om p'^^A* B I faml( 1 ) faml3
arm

-173 yevrfirfi(�) to GeXrj^a aou

coc ev oupav� xcis. em
�^

-nic m J P B L faml ( 1 ) arm

lis 4 fl74 aXXa puaai i^uac ano too

novqpou ] om L Cyr^�^ faml(exc 118 209)
arm

lis 5 fl82 peaovuxTiou ] (aeaovuxTiov

11: 7 fl82 cnoxpieei<; j cnoxpiveTai

fl82 eint) ] Xeycov

11: 9 fl83 '^YvreiTe xai eopqaeTe ] om

-LlelO fl83 yap ] om
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D it vg A TA go ^-^^ ^

D \f

Dae ff^ i 1 I*Iarcion Meth
Tert

D b i 1 q A

D b i 1 q A

A

a q vg syr^
Tert

ff^ syr�9 ^
vg

vg Aug Tert

A

1582

1582

1532

22 57 130 443 I'darcion

130 660 Marcion

57 130 131 226 23? 242 426

A� X 1579

syr

683
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lls26 fl85 /j-oo aveposioo. exeivoo ] om. -0

11:33 fl86 5 s ] o:r. p75;\^ B C 33 p''''^ arm syrP^^

fl86 XpunTOV ] TTjv xponTTjv c\am xuic omnib al plu

fl86 oo5� one TOV |io5iav ] om L T H. P^^ faml faml3
1241 sa (exc 6$ 788)

11:36 fl87 oXov ] om 0-

fl87 (|)ooTeivoy ] add yeyovevai � 0-

700

fl87 \ir] exov Tl j ti-qSev eoriv

ev ooi 0-

fl87 ^tepoc ]add eTi 0�

12: 4 fl86 4)opr,eTTTe j 4>op:eicee q

fl86 anoxTei vovTCiiV J anoxTcvvovTOivA^L A il^

12: 6 fl92 eoTiv eniXeXriopevov
eiaiv eniXeXTjCr.j,

12:18 fl99 TooTO noiTjacij ] om

fl99 oixo5o}j,Tjaco j noiTjaw

12:20 fl99 acfipcov ] a4)pov

12:37 ri99 zvpr^azi ] eop-q

12:38 fl98 OOTCO ] OOTCiiS

12:44 f200 aOTOO 3 TOi xopjoj

faml

(TR sine cod unc, Cf . Tischen
dorf. )

0 :

read aoTco T @ I57

12^53 f202 e4> ] em P^^A^BTA P^^ 0 Eus

f202 ^i^Tpi ] ^TTcepa P^^A'BLT I p^^ e faml fai
579 892 1241 (124 346) 157 B

f202 Tqvl ] om -0-



c e i Vg 108 syrP

Cleia:^!�^ Ir

660 1012

lEDVTfam n(K 047 16 213 270 476 482 66I 713
178 265 1313 1478) 945 1012 1194 1207 1229 1579

SyyPal^

mw fam n (exc
1780)

IB-' FA 63 1047 1396 2145)

�
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12j53 f202

f202

14s13 f209

:-209

14515 f209

14:19 f212

14:20 f212

15:27 f219

16:16 f204

f204

18:11 fl67
18:20 fl71

fl71

19i24 1*231

1231

f23l

r23l

19j42 f238a

f238b

19s43 f238a

22127 ri98
f210

a\>TT]cl ] om bo Eus

p75,-vBL bo P^^ 157 Eus

0

0

CyrAlex fam 1(131)
fam 13 (exc
174) arm

5tToiXooc ] add

XcoXouc ] add

apxov ] spjoTov

�X6 tiS napT)Tr)ij,evov ]
xai 6ia TooTO 00 Sovajiai
eXOei V

exepoc ] o ETspoc

aneXspsv ] arisXa^ov 0

eoK ] i^expi(c) P"^^ '�^^L 892 fam 1 fam 13
(exc 174 230)
1604

Ifflavvoo ] add too ^anTioToo 0

1604

16:19 f222 6s ] om A 579 1604 arm

cccmep ] CDC

\ir) tiojveuaqc ]
00 }j,oixeyaei4

^T) <|)0Ve-v3OT)C ]
00 4)oveuaeK

xa^ ] om

TOi^ napeoTcoaiv ] p 4)?^aiv

apate ] apcre ouv a ^r\oiv

COO^ ] COl

expytp-r) ] anexpopr)

IJ3 ? 1241 Cyr^�^ 28

fam 13(exc

TtspipcXouai V ] napsiifBaXooaiv A"" 0 L 33 � Eus

J xai eyco
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1 Tert Marcion

D Tert Marcion

r n
1534

syr� ClesAl�^ E-ISOT famll H� S� 11 I30 I3I Bas

D a b c f i q

Clem^le^ R X 213

syr�

(exc K 652)

2 1675

D a f q r2 vg W X 267 aeth

047 482 660 713 1194 Antio

Dcefilq s

vg
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22:27 fl98 3 add oox to<; o

avaxei{jievo^ aXX

23:17 f245 avaYx-qv 5e eixeiv anoXoeiv
aoToic xard eopTT)v eva ]' 5e e�xov
avayxT^v anoXooai eva

xaxoopyoo xata thv eoprr^v Q

23:18 f246 5e2 ] om 0

23:21 f246 oTaopax70vl� 2 ] oraopoo ?75 X B T Eus
QyjAlex

23:43 f248 napaSeiaco ] add "too Qeorj Q

23:45 f250 xai eaxorjae-n o tjXsoc ^ nc r

TOO -nXioo exXeinovToc P' ^ A* B C L Cyr �^

579 bo sa

23:46 1253 napaQt^aopxii ] napaTie-qjii 579 892 fam 1

24:32 f256 ev T)niv ] om



n 29 -^10 il2 il3 ^15 il7 i48
^49 il50 1012 syriimg
R 27 71 213 291 472 659 661
692 716 726 1012 1047 1194 1375



CHART 1-2

ORIGEN'S VARIANTS PROM THE TR

( HOMILIES )



161

X'L4RK
VERSE REF. for

OHIGEM
VARIANTS

12:23 xxm ouv ] om

OTav avaoTCiXJi v ] om

1 : 2

REF- for
OiUGElJ
XXVIII

VARIA 13TS

6e^ ] om

3 : 4 XI �nv ] a 11

5e ] om

4 : 9 XXX Ttpooxovric ] npooxovrjoov

4 :10 XXX yap ] om

8 :17 XIX eXa^ov ] <|)epov

10:34 XIII e I pTjvriv 2 ] add en i tqv
my

18:10 XXXV pXenooai 3 Qeupooai

XXXV p,ou ] om

23:38 XX epim,oc 1 om

24:12 XXXVII

A LEXANDRIAN OA ESAREAN

.VK:LA? 1342 ^ 157 geo
bo

^VBCLAT33 W 28
579 892 bo sa

ALEXANDRIAN CAESARE/IN

BL bo sa

fam l;
syr

.J(3^)



162

^ q EFHSDVYPngo X 2 9 10 22 106 108 3^9 51? 692
697 1278

D c k r ^ 13 ^18 syr^

c q syr

f/ h k vg 247
Tert Ir

c
syr

syr

H



im3
V. REF. for VARIANTS ALEXANDRIAN CAESARSIN

ORIGEN

515 IV,VII �x xoiXiac ] ev tT) xojXia W syrP^l
1 sl6 IV fam l(exc 118

�ex.
209) 565

j26 VI �K noXiv -mic faXiXaiac 1 om

VI T) ovo^a Ha<^ap�T ] oia

1 329 VI SieirapxQv) ] e'capa^^Gr) 565

1 ?39 vn EK ] eni -0

^ !43 VII e\dr] ] p [ioo

1 s57 IX aoTrrjv ] OBI

1 s63 X ecTi ] eaxi v S 0

s64 IX 6 � ] Oia -0

IX napaxp'Ofiii 1 ^'^'^ eXuSr)

1 s66 IX apa et ttooto ] om -0

j69 X TtU oixco ] oixco /VBCL 33 bo fam 1(1) fam
13 28 565 700
1071 1604 Eus

X TOO TiaiSo^ ] nai5o<; A*BL Cyr^lex 565

1 171 X e^ exQpwv rp.oy\) ] �qy.ac, ex

troov exSptov T][im �0

1 j72 xai ] 6e .0

X ayia-; aoToo ] om -0

X A^paaj-i ] TOV A^paaji -0

1 s80 X T)oCav�v xai expaTaiooTO
nveo^aTi xa; y)v j om .0

X ev Tajc epi-j|j,0K 3 a riv .0

2 5 8 XII (^oXaxac 3 fac 4)oXaxa4



c 1 r

U

D

D

fam Il(exc 1346)

D a b ff^ r

D M fam 11(1478)
go

D

164

pta syr Amb Chr

22 372

255 259 990

44 76 225 713

1279 1675 syr^
998

Amb

0� 11 22 230 300 544 1012 1582

1355

131 142



165
2 slO XII i6ou ] om �0

2 :12 TTi &a%vri ] ^a-rvr) PliBLAS � fam 1 fam 13
(exc 230) Eus

2 gl4 XIII eo6oxia ] eo5oxtac /I^BW 28 Cyr�^er
2 s29 eear.c-ra ] om 0

2 s35 I-l^l^ ex noXXci>v xapSicov ] om 0

2 s40 XIX ao<{)ia<; ] aoc^ia BIW� 33 15?

2 s46 XIX ev ^�003 J p 6 1 5aaxaXcov 0

XIX T6iv 5i5aoxaXcov ] SiSaoxaXcov ' '0

2 :49 XIX -c; oti ] 6ia tti 0

2 s51 XX 5iSTT)p�i ] ctTipei �

XX Taura ] om /^BW syr^^ arm

3 s 1 XXI 5e ] om Y579 N2:$fam 13(13
124 543 788) 28
1071 Eus

3 : 2 XXI cni^ ] npoc A 028

356 XXII naaa cap? ] oi �.. oapxec 0

3 sl3 XXIH napa ] onep 0

3 sl7 XXVI TO 1 om 0

XXVI ntrtjQv ] add exeiv 0

XXVI auTToo ] om 0

XXVI 6iaxaecpiei ] SiaxaGapeiv Q .

2 ,

XXVI auTOo J om 0

XXVI auva^ei ] aovaysi p ano8T)XT]v � � Q

XXVI TOV aiTov ] TOV jiev aiTov W �fam 13(exc 23O)
3 1071 1604

XXVI aoToo ] om bo

XXVI xaTaxa-oaei ] xaTaxaiei 0



156

AEFQHI'iPSU j,^
famn( exc K 1780)
go
A go

990

H faial(K) X^ H� Z 4 23 124 213 267 3^8 472
477 485 5^3 713 788 990 1047 IO93
1515 1574 1579 1675

EG A 22 174 230 566 788 826 828 983

213 273 990



167

3 :20 ZXVII

3 :23 2::viii

zmn

i:- 114 XXXII

4 sl8 XXXII

XXXII

7 s27 X

10s20 XI

10S35 XXXB^

XXXIV

sx:v

10:36 XXXIV

XXXIV

12s58 XXXV

19s24 XXXIX

XXXIX

19:30 ^irJZl

19 s 31 XXXVII

XXXVII

XXXVII

XXXVII

ev (|>oXdxT}. 1 eic '.t)V}Xjax'r)v

o iTjaouc 1 It)0Ou<;

tov evojii^eTO uio< ]
oioc a>v coc evos-LiJ^eTO

0 It]o-ou<; ] lTiaoo<;

oncc7Tp�\|r�v ] p Ir)aou4

eyco 1 om

eypa^J'n ] t'fYpa<^r]

6uo 6T}vapia ]p eficoxev

eEcixe ] 6�6(i>xe(v)

av ] eav

ouv 1 om

�reXrjai ov, 3 p yeyov�Ta v
~

i

yap ] om

xai ] om

einev ] ^r^oiv

TTOJC napeoT�oaiv ]p ^i^aiv

apaTS ] apaxe ouv a <J>t|ctiv

�(j> ov ] ev 0)

SlOTl ] Tl

XeoETe ] XoCTE tov noiXov

ouTcoC ] om

auTcp J om

0

,�031 33 700

0

W A

0

A'BLaS W Ath 0 fam 1 fam
CyyAlex 13

0

?^^X BLH bo fam 1 arm

P� B . I^^ arm

a'BLSr 892
bo

r\

P^^ fam l(exo
131)
fam 1(118 .

209) syrP*"^
arm

n

1071 syr^^
sa

Jl*BL bo 28



158

U X 213 990

Z7G2/^ famn(exc 21 245 273 440 566 998 1047 1207
1346 1478) 1555 1573

ATA famn

D it vg Tert 243 1012 Epiph

661

famn 1574

it vg syr^'s 22 872 1192 1210 Bas

it syr��^

syr^>^ 235

1675

f 254

a c f 1 syr^ 2!ulog

D c � fi"^ i 1 q F R 27 243 aeth
s



169

19 s 36 XXXVII aoTcov ] eaoTMV BY

XXXVII onecrrpcovvyov ] onoaxpiiivvouai v -

19j44 XXXVII oux a4:T]ao'Jciv ] p eni

XXXVII ] XiGov

20j25 IQCnj: -coivuv ] or;i

20j35 XXXIX ovi ] TOV

A.'BL Y 33 579
892 1241

0NZ fam 1(131)
fam 13(124) 1604

23.-21 XXXIX a-uaupaxyov^^^ -j o^aupoo^^^ P^^xl" BT Cyr^^�^

0 fam 1 fam 13
(124) 1071 1604

Eus



170
Wf&ta n(exc 178 R 251 485 660 713 7l6 1207 1223
1546) 1229 1582

D famn(exc K R 22 213 267 3^9 472 5I7 954 1012
178 1313 1^78 1780) 1093 1188 1192 1210 1574

D a � i 1 q Ta 2145 aeth

� 267 440 659 998 1375 1574 1689

D F�



CHART II-l

VARIANTS FROM ORIGEN AND/OR THE TR

MARK

( COfflENTARY )



172

VZPvSE pf^^to
1 j31

YAKLAWrS

iTupeToc cuGeoic k TR J cum

4 t34 fl51

fl51

5 s29 fl27

fl27

fl27

eneXoe 3 aneXuev

] ensXoaev

3 eXeyev

navTa 1 cRavca

j aorac

laTai 3 la^e

3 laGe

Tr]c 3 om

HaoTSYOC 3 a-dd auTrjC

ALEXANDRIAN
A 1241

BA

579

1241

A

sa

579

C

sa

CA ESA REAN
2 $

� fam 13(124

fam 13(69 5^3)

28

2$

5 s34 f;27c

6 : 7 fl5i

xai icSi uyiTjC ano tt)C
(laoTiYOC 000 3 C21

Tooc 6a>6exa 3 add {iaeT)Trac

3 add tiaS-HTac
aoTou

bo 565 syr^^

1071

9 I 2 fl39a iiee 3 ^e^a

T?v et Or cm

9 s28 fl51 S7tT]p��n:cc>v ( Or : T\p(�rcm)
auTOv 3p i5iav

3 I Slav xai

enep. auxov

XeYovrec

T?c et Or cum

A'BCB 892

33 579 1241

ytECL AY 33
579 892

bo sa

]502$w
fam 1

fam KexcllS)
lOyP. arm geo
P*�WQ fam
13 (exc 124)
28 565 700

NZ# fam 1(118)

10s21 fl26 It^oouc 3 om



_

173

l\SSTi.t:N'^ ^ ^ ^
BTZ uisiassified

go
D W

229 245 489 495 1093 1588

w 238

31 38 lip 213 435 945 1223 1573
aeth syr^'P

238 1223 47 ^50-^253

D b ff g2 i q P-

syr� 6 27 71 179 235 237 259 267 3^9
472 475 569 692 695 1194 /3 syrP

AEFGHIQ'ISDYr F 02 X 892�

517 13^2

syr
s ASFGHSIdSDV Vm X C� 22 124 472 1278 syr^�P

KSm 11 15 36 68 72 114 116 253 ^9



174

f24l ajyekoi ] 01 ayyeXoi B 892 ew

] add (too) Oeoo 33 fam 13(69)

] add eeoo oi fam 13 (exc 69)

o; ev ( TR ) cm BY sa W0$ fam 13
(124) 28 565

fi96 YprYcpsiTS J add oov sa bo 1071

fl96 eiceX0T]Te ] sXGTp:�
TR et Or cm

A'B
CL

fam 13(13 y*6 543
N�fam 1

n96 TO Xoinov 1 Xotnov CLy 892 VJ0faml3(13) 28

T7w et Or cm y\''BCA 579 fam 1
fam 13(exc 13)
157 565 700 1071



476

238 330 472 ^260

175

syr^ AEGESV P X 22 syr^

q 788
D a f 1 vg Am XX� \f

D k it vg Aug AS?3 2 X 61 71 258 330 483 485 569
575 1342^18

GHUlL-y r n 4 22 71 115 2^5 251 262 440 472
477 495 566 713 945 1012 1093
1187 1223 1402 1515 1555 1573 1606



CHART II-l

VARIANTS FROiJ ORIGEN AND /OR THE TR

MATTHEW AND JOHN

( COfSMENTARY )



177

VERSS REF. for VAi^IA NTS

2 s 6 ex aou ( TR ) evLca

ALEXANDRIAN

4 � 4 r96

f96

4 118 fl04

5 :18 f221

5 s44

5 s45 fl74

fl74

6e ] p anoxpiGeic
] oa

avGpconoc ] o avSpconoc XBCLZ 33 892

TR et Or cxtxa.

sxTxopeuo^evoj ( Or: -[isvcv)
5ia oTo^TOC Geou ] oza

nepmcTcov (Or : -ei)!
Ttapayttv

av^ ] ora

ecXoYSiTre to04 xaTapoo-
nevcuc Ujia^ xaXco^
noieiTe touc tiiooowac
u^ac ( TR ) cum L a 33 892

enrjpeai^ovTcov ufiac xai

( TR ) cum

oncoc 1 add av

Toic oupavoKL ] oupavoi<
TR et Or cum

La 892

6 s22 fl21a o<f.8aX^ocl ] add aou

TR et Or cum

cum multi mss
33

B Ath

L A bo sa

7 213 fl6la -q nuX-n 1

CAESAREAN

N fam 1 fam
13

arm

2# fam 1
1604

fam 13 28
157 700

syr
pal

syrP^^ Eus

e 1604

om

62 fam 13 28

?5 700
arm

Eus

02 fam 13 565
700 arm syr^^*^
Eus
02

0 fam 1(209)
700

0 fam 1 fam
13 arm geo

Eus

TR �t Or cum BCL A bo sa � fam 1 fam
13 arm geo



WSST�KH UBCMSSIFIED

178

fam 11

D 372
aeth

MS r2 famn

259 399 478 1187 1346 1355 1582
^1355

22

D b c g Clem,Alex

D it syr"

482

D c.f h m vg
lexCl6^^� EFGHI4SDYWI fam^ Ta aeth syr^�P Athen Const

go

D it vg Clem-^-^�^ EFGMSUVl-yY famn2 aeth syr^�P Consi^

Clem^�=^

it Aug

sy2.0jS Clem

a b c h k m vg
Clem-^-*-�^ Cyp Aug

f ff^ g^'^ 1 n q

vg

su fam n

EGidSUV Tfax�l

GHSOTfam n go

470 482 697

372

syr^�P

1355 Hipp

ZA'^ syr^�P a eth



179
8 !l5 flOla

9 ; 9 108

10i29 fl92

10j42

f228

1206 f228

f228

MaTSaiov ] ^a98aicv sa

J jjiaTQeov L

TR et Or cm

eni T^v fr])/ ] eic Trjv yryi
] -eni Tqc YT)C
] om L

\j/oxpoo ( TR ) ] -i^uxpoov Z 33

l^ovcv ] om bo

eav 3 av L
3 om XB

TR et Or cm CA 33 892

XaXT]o�aav 3 XaXT]aooaiv A^BC 33

J XaXouai v
TR et. Or cm LA

fam 13 (exc
174)

fam 1 fam 13

N2$0 fam Ifem
13 28 157 565 700
0

N2� fam 13

21s43 fl85

22230 f241

f24l

22:30 f24l

281I8 fl64

fl64

aoiCTjc 3 auTou

3 om

axYzXoi 3 01 aYyeXoi

TOO Geou 3 Geou

3 om

TR ot Or cm

oupava> 3 xoi oupavoi

3 oupavoic

TR et Or cm

jiO I ] [II

oupavo) 3 oopavoK

L 33 892
1241 bo

E: sa

A

^VB L 33 892
bo
sa

Sus

0 fam 1

2 fam 13 (exc
174 230) 28
157 1604 syrPal
0 fam 1 700
arm geo
$ fam 13(174
230)
fam 1 fam 13 (
exc 174 230) 157
0 arm geo

2$ fam 13(174
230)
fam 13 (exc 69
^g^j230 346 828

arm geo



W go

180

D syr^�^ Aug S
Cy?

it vg ES-isuvw^rrf^n

ff gls2 1 vg

D a b c d e f
ff2 h q r 9 syr^s^

EFGHMSWWIra
faxan

D vg Wpfamns

D d

multi mss

1170
X 59 517 659 1424 X 49
Novatian

X 252 348 349 470 471 473 485 566
1207 1675 ^148

59 544 1675 Hil

267 372
1555
X

4 21 273 713 945 1093 1223 1354
1391 1555 1574

X

238

22 1582

4 7 213 273 399 477 485 954 1093
1170 1295 1354 1355 1424 1555
1582 1606 syr^�P aeth

/�"lb
^ 0107 22

22 349 482 517 713 954 1093 1295 1355
1424 1582 1675
aeth

syr^�P

:^s



181

28518 fl64 rn^ ] nrqc vfiC B bo Eus
J add xa0coc antaxaXxeiv � 1604 arm

(ie 0 T!aTT)p xayco ano-

TE et Or cum Cyr^"''�^ fam 1 fam 13

REF* for VARIANTS ALSJCANDRIAN CAESAREAN
ORIGEN

1 sl2 fl74 5� 1 om

fl74 eXapov ] eXaBav B

TR et Or cum P^^p'^^a* CL � fam 1 fam 13

1 s34 f96 o (Or fom ) oioc ] o exXexToc x

5 !l4 fl27a 1 58 ] iSoo Cyr^�^ N

66 75
TR et Or cum P P � fam 1 fam 13

fl27a Xi ]p ooi P^V%L N 700 Cyr*^�^
A Cyr^l�3c

TR et Or cm X 33 1241 0 fam 1 fam 13
arro

8 256 fl62 i5r] ] ti'd-q X 3 w fam 13(69 983 168
3 rjFj-q 579 �

TR et Or cum P^^aP^^ CL H fam 1 fam 13
Cyr^^ e^ 69 983 1689)

fl62 ei6� ] i5ev CL � fam l3(exc 69
, 230 983)

TR et Or cum poo^f^ ;e B A N fam 1 fam 13

8 j57 fl62 nevTqxovfa ] -reocrepaxovTa

fl62 oyxtffi ] ouSertw

(69 230 983)

7*5
fl62 ecopaxac ] eopaxe(v) oe P sa

] ecopaxe^ BW �

TR et Or cum PC N fam 1 fam
13(exc 788)



D 1295
syrP

182

AZ7HiiSU^/r' fam H G� syr^ Bas Chr Marcion Ps-^th

D Tert

BIZANTINE UNCLASSIFIED

syr
c,s

D

syr

D

AFGHI-IUrA

A
r

B

P^^S 77 218

253

multi mss

047 0141 7 22 185 251 262 265
267 472 477 713 945 1187 1188
1242 1207 syrP

Bas Chr
X TP 262 1187

famn( exc IT 178
652 1313 1478 1780)
.A^^TfaHfi X

B� Chr Theod

EFGHSU A

A

ASU FA

262 1555 Chr

78

C-r-,C



183

5 S58 fl62 ftv&adai ] on
�

10 f212 naxTfi ] add (lou WA sa

11:50 1 83 -nuiv ] u^iv P^^ P''^ BL P^^
bo

1 om

TR et Or cm A � fam 1

lis51 f83 Hpoe<j)TjTeuaev ] �7ipo<|)T)a-euaev P p75 BL 33 � P45

TR et Or cum A fam 1 fam 13
(exc 13)

f83 apxi epsoc ] apx^^v W

f83 exeivoo ] om P

15s 5 fl82 oo6ev ] oo5� ev B

1 om



D a b c f e 1
q it
e

D a b e ff 1 q Mr

ASGHSU_^ fasin

M

184

Ign Epiph Nov Victorin

71 247 1279 .^44 syr^ aeth

X 4 12 19 213 346 348 477 1010
1170 1188 1242

X"^ 252 Chr Thdrt

I Others
X

ATA famn I M�

d

D syr^

D



CHART II-l

VARIANTS FROM ORIGEN AND /OR THE TR

LUKE

( COMMENTARY )



186

LUKE
VERSE REF. for VARIANTS

GRIGEN
1 t 6 flOa evoiniov ] evawiov

TR et Or cum

ALEXANDRIAN

A" B C 5'J
892

L AS 33

ex

CAESAREAN

� fam 13
fam 1

1 t 7 fl3 EXioaper ] EXioapee � 565

1 Jl4 fl3a,b yevvT]ae� ] yeveoei .tBCLW A e

TR et Or cum I 33 1241 fam 1 torn 13

1 :14 TOO xopioo (tr ) 3
TOO 0eoo

TH cum BW Al 892

e fam 13(exc
174 230)

1 j17 fl5 xap6iac ] xopSiav

1 j23 fl9 XeiToopYiac ] XiToopyiac ^tlL A e

1 j26 f20a o ] om fam 13(69)
1604 Eus Cyr'Jer

1 :28 f21a o arreXoc j cm BL S bo

] p npoc aoTT^v A* W A

TR et Or cum C

e fan l(exc 118
209) fam 13
(788)
fam 13(69) arm

fam 1(118 209)
faml3(exc 69
788)

1 x30 f22a Kapiati ] Ifiapia



187

WESTERN BYZANTINE UKCIASSIFIED

it ^ X 73 239 Reap

D f APrAfam n( exc C�
1546)

661

AEHllSDV A famn (exc 229 280 399 461 655
1478 1546 1780)

G r fam n<1478 X 270 476 661 726 1200 1375
1546 1780)

EGHMSUVA famn( X
exc 489 1780)

251 945 1223

W�

106 255 348 544 1424 I6O6 1375

f ff 1 q F syrP

D a b c e vg AFA fam II go X syi^ aeth Chron

Aug

D it vg 372



188

1 :30 f22a
f23

f22a
f23

f22a
f23

1 131 f22b

1 :36

1 :38

TO) 1 om

ecco ] eeoo

napa eew 1 cvoiniov coo

3 ooXXTjvj^ei

TR et Or cum A

aoveiX'n<)>uieE (TR ) cum

Mapia^ ( TR ) cum B 2

fam 1(1)

fam l(exc 1)

fam l(exc
131)
faml (131)
fam 13 (exc
13 124 174 230)
e fam 13(13
124 174 230)

@ fam 1 fam
13(exc M)
Q fam 1
fam 13

f27b anTjXeev ] ane-cxr]

1 j42 f30c ^aavf] ] xpaoyri BL S

TR et Or cum C A

1 j47 f39a eixi ] ev

565

e fam 1 fam
13

1 :63 fl8 IcoavvTis ] Iccavnc

1 j69

fl8 ecTTi (v) 3 eorai

TO) oixoi ( TR )

C 1241 fam 1 (exc
131)

@ fam l(exe l)

1 j74 f51b a4�opa>c ] a^iopoc W



1038

189

716

fam n( �3cc L 178
265 489 652 1219
1313 1346 1478 1780)
TA famn( K 178 265 "W� X other eight tmcials
489 652 1219 1313
1346 1478 I78O)

Afamn C�

ArAfam n

U famn(i346) 047 482 66O 990 1223 1396 syv^

AEFGHSUVrA famn( K VJ� Chron
exc 1478)

R



190
1 :76 f53a fipo npoauinoo ] evuoniov

TR et Or cum

P^A"* B W
bo sa

C La 0 e fam 1
fam 13

f53a xupiou ] TOO xopiou p4 bo

2 t 6 f56 cnXT)a0T)oav ] eTeXeaGir^oav

2 xl4 f59c eoSoxia ] eo6oxiac N B W 28 Qyr^^^
TR et Or cum L AS bo 0 fam 1

Oyr fam 13 arm Sus

2 j25 -nv avepanoc ( TR) cum LA bo N 0 faml
fam 13(exc 983
1689)

f222 eoXapT)c ] eoCTepTjc ^ 565 70O IO7I
arm

TR et Or cum B LA � fam 1 fam 13

2 J26 npiv 11 ( tr) 3 Tipiv w fam 1(118 209)
fam 13 (exc 174

3 npiv "p, av B L 33
230) 157

TR cum A N fam l(exo 118
209)

f66a i6t) 3 iSeiv 1241 N Z^O� fam 13
(exc 174 230 16
565 Cyr''�'

2 ;28 f66b omtoo 3 om ;D B L W 565 Pyr*^�'
TR et Or cum A bo Ath N � fam 1

fam 13 arm

er



191

Ditvg Ir ATA^^n R W� Chron

S

D It vg A go

PrA Tat B� syr^'P aeth Bas
Chr Const Epiph lao Prool Thaum
Theodrt

^ * 0 e q ArA fam go X syr^ Ps-Ath

r fam n(excl780) 544 713 1424 2193 syr^^
^ it vg AA fam n(l780) R X �

�
Did Ps-Ath

16 472 1223 1424

F R X " 36

D APA famn

fam n( exc 652 1346 80 544 713 1207 Did
1780)

a b 1 Ir. y fam n(exc K 27 229 265 489 1219 1346 I355
j.^�0^313 1478 1546

D c 6 f g vg Ir APA famn(K 178 x aeth syv^'^
1313 1478 1546
I78O) go



ei6ov ] i6ov

TE et Or cum

L A N fam 13 (exc
13 69 124 230
346 983)
0@ fam 1 fam
13 (13 69 124
230 346 983)

edvcov ] Om

npo4>iTTK ] npo<|)T]Tnc

TR et Or cum

L 33 579 1241 0 fam 1 fam
13 (exc 69 174
230 543 828)
28 157 1071
N fam 13(69
174 230 543 821

pneiiev^^j ] anejieivev 33

Xi 0x1 ] XI OXt

N2$0 faml (
exc 118 209)
1071 Cyr''�'

e^ryreiTe ] JJiTreiTe ;\> W bo sa

TR et Or cum ECU

fam 13 (346
828)
HQ fam 1 fam
13(exc 346 82ei

TjSeiTe ] oi6aTe W CyrAlex

] ( 5r^t

] eiSrjre

TR et Or cTjm bo

fam 13(69)

fam 13(983)

fam 13 (exc
69 124 174
230 983)
N0 fam 1 fam
13(124 1J4 2^
ana Cyr
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A V faiTT( exc 178
1313 1346 1478
1780)
BGHMSpAfamn ( K

178 13l3 1346
1478 1780)^^

If

fainn(l478)

SJr fajan(K 1780)

AGHMSVA famn(Qxc
K 1780)

4 16 21 213 229 273 476 544 655
990 1012 1038 1047 1279 1375 1555
1579 1606

X 080 22 1047 1355 1606

b 53rr<*

D it vg AF famll go

1207 1279

X aeth Dial Epiph
Phot

D a b c e f f
1 q syr� Ir Tert

49 225 2S12 660 1424

fa m n (1780)

g vg fainJl(e3ec 1546 I78O) ^r^�P aeth Dial Did Epiph
go Thdrt Phot
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2 :49 f74a e I vai ] p ne W � fam l(�xc

131) fam 13
(exq 124 174 2'

TR ot Or cum Cyr^�� N faml(l3l) fai
13(124 174 230

3 : 3 f84 THv Tiepixcupov ] nepixtcpov BIW T 579 N 0

TR �t Or cum X CA � fam 1 fam 13
Eus

3 t 8 f89 xopnooc a^iouc ] a^iooc xapnovc B

] xapnov o^�ov W bo

TR et Or cum /X CL AS N0 fam 1 fam 1
a rm Eus

4:2 f96 Teaoapaxovta ] teaaepaxovTa BL AT 579 NO0

892 1241

TR et Or cum S fam 1 fam 13

4 J 3 f96 oioc ] I-noooc 579

4:5 eic ( TO t Or) opoc
o>;rnXov ( Or:om) ] om A' BL bo sa

TR et Or cum A � fam^l fam 13� fam,]
arm

4 :40 fl03 edepaneuaev ] e6epaneuev

TR et Or cum

p75 BW4�

AlCm AS N� fam 1 fam i:



D it vg syrCfS
Ir Tert

faian

A

D FA famn

D e go

vg 5yr� ArAfamll

A

D TJLfamU

b g2

q vg ATAfamll go

D it vg

195
348 1047 1279 1579 Dial Did
Epiph Thdrt

Phot Thdrt

X Chron

106 1012 2145 aeth

X

W� syr^ bo** aeth Hil

21 ^0 1355 gyr^'P

ATAfamn X
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5 : 1 revvT^iapeT ( TR ) ] revvT,oape9 W bo �7l,%o%Tl6Q<
565

] revvT)oape5

] rewTTcap ^P*"*-

TR �t Or cm P75 7^ BCQ A fam 1 fam 13itt ox. ur cum

^^^^ ^^^^
arm

5 :27 fl08 Aeol'v ] Aeoeiv ;CBCL S

] Aeoei �

] Aeoi T bo sa fam 1(131) 28
1604

TR et Or cum ^ 33 579 892 faia;.l(exc 131)
f�m 13

7 t28 add npo<i>-�yrnc ( TR) A e ^

add TOO paTiTioToo (TR ) A �

fl72 Icoavvoo ] Icoavoo P''^ ^

8 :16 Xoxviac ( TR ) ] Xoxviav Y 579 ^)^700^^
TR cum p75bL ^ fam 1 fam 13

(exc 124 174 34

8 �27 fl24 i^aTiQv ook eveSiSooxeTo ]
oox eveSooaTO iluxtiov P'<."CBL g 33 fam l(exc 118

bo 209) 157
TR et Or cum AT 892 � 1(11S

209) fam 13
arm

ev oixia ( TR ) ] eK oixiav 0 fam 13(�xc
124 174 230)

fl24 euevev ] e^lelvev L 33 579 fam l(exc 118
209) 157
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^ mi famniz) go syr^g 4 273 399 1047 1375

1555 1582 2145

D d

f ff syrP
a b � 1 AGSUV FAfaia Hi R syj^

( exo K)

AMT R

D

it vg famn(K) 440 544 1515

ESUVAfamnC exc Z
K)

f g^�^ q vg EGHSUVrAfamn syi^�P
Cieni^ex (i780) go

it vg AEGHMSU7 FA famn X syi^'P aeth Amb Quaest
go

U famn( exc 1780) 251 270 280 1047

AEFGHSVrA famH Bas
(1780)

go :^ 131 990 1582 2193 qrr^ aeth

D it vg AWFAfaan R X

A 273 1582 2193
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8 j32 fl24 ixavcov ] om bo fam 13(174)

pocrxonevQV ( TR ) 3
poaxoncv7)v

fam 13 (exc 69
124 174 230 543

TR c\mi CLaS bo fam 1 fam 13
(174 230)

8 l33 fl24 CDpurjaev ] wpti-noav

fl24 "H �YC^'n ] add naaa a r)

fl24 xttTa ] add tmv xo�P�v
a xoTa

e fMi^l3(69)
fam 13(69)

8 :39 fl24 onocnpt^t ] unoorpexjrov

] unooTpe\j^ai

] Tiopeooo

1604

8 ;43 fl25

fl25

fl25

8 :48

oux ] xa \ oux

�epaneuGTivai ]add "^^^

SieXoyi^eTo ev eauxr)
Xerouca eav (syr� add
aneXSouoa ) a\jf(0|jai xav

TCOV IJittTlCOV TOU Ifjaou
ati>0T)ao^a t

on ] on

] nap

TR et Or cum

eapoei SuyaTep ( TR ) cum

bo

p75 BS

C A 892

157

fam 13(69)

Q fam 1 fam 13
(exc 69)
e fam 13 ann

geo



Der
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b c d f ff g AEFGBMPS7 FA X syr^
1 q vg syrc geo

syr^*^ X 213 1396

1279

1279

5yr� Ta

A R 254

PrAJUm H 8 uncials and very mary others

AEHilPSUV fam n R X syr^�P aeth
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9 :23 onapvr)cacr0a> ( TR ) cum p75 BCA fam 1 fam 13

9 j28 fl38 oiaei ] toe

fl39
L 579 1241 fam 13(13 69

1689) 28

fl38 oxw ]
fl39

9 �30 fl45 avSpec J p 5uo

9 :36 fl48 xai aoToi ] aoToi 6e

fl48 eoopaxaaiv ] eoapaxav

sa

Ip^ B L 892

1071

700

] eopaxaai v

] ecopaxeioav

TR elj Or cum X C A

9 :44 fl51 napa6i6oa9ai ] napa6o0T)vai

] napaSiSeadat

9 fam 13 (exc
69 124 174 230
346 828 983)

fam 1 fam 13
(69 124 174 230
346 828 983)

700

fam 13(69)

9 �45 epajrrqoai aorov ( TR )
] epcorrjoai JCB L a

] om

TR cum .75

fl51 auTTOv ] aoTO

fam 13(13)

e fam 1 fam 13
(174 230)

fam 13(124)

9 J58 xXivT^ ( TR ) ] xXivei V

] xXivei 33 fam 13(��c
124 174 230 828)
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rAfamn(662 1780) R X seven uncials and veiy many-
others .

MHT 4 16 348 472 1012 1047 1093 1187
1200 1216

L

it syr� 1396 syr^
D e

qC ^ p45C 21 47 50 213 i 246

fam n(l780)

6

AEHMSUV TA R VJ�
fam n(

544

AEFGaSlJ V FA W** X 229 1354

D e 1 q

16 1579

(212 X
99'

213 2531 348 485 661 713 716
1194 1279 1396 1424 1675
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10 J 1 fl58 epSoviTptovta ] add 5oo p''^ B sa 1604

10*19

10i22

] add nae-riTac

TR et Or cvm ;CCLAS bo

10: 9 fl59 iTYY^^ev 3 r\rr^aev

10:10 Sexwvvai ( TR ) 1 Se^wvTai

6 1 5(0^1 ( TR ) cum

eav ( TR ) cum

fl64 nape6o0Ti ] napaSeCoxai

LI 33

A*CL AS

N0 fam 1

fam^l3 geo

Eus

p45 Ne fam

i(iia 131)
fam 13(esc
543) Eus
ne fam 1

fl6? pooXTyrai ] pouXe'TOi

3 pooX-nQT)

10:24 fl65

10:27 fl66

oux 3 add ou6e

aoul 3 om

oXt^c xap5 lac ( IR )
1 om

3 ev oXt) Try xapSia

TR cum

33

p75 B T

C A sa

tK oXtyc 'nyc tux^lC ( TR ) 3 om

TR cum 0 A

fam 13(69)

167

fam 13(69)

N� fam 1(118)
fam 13 arm

fam 1(131)

N� faml(ll8)
fam 13 arm



^ � � 1 bg
syr �^

b f q Ir Tert

M

AFA famn

205
R 1047 Adam Epiph Homil-Clem

7 267 945

X syr^�P aeth Ambr Bas

D

D syr** Ir AF fam XI (exc
1780)

713

C� W*' syr^'P

AEGHMSDV Ffamn

fam n (exa 265
652 1478 1546
1780)

AA

473 482 489 Hipp Just

X W�

H

e f vg ^r
Tert

APA fam II(exc
14?8) go

X syr'

e f vg syr� AFAfaaiII( exo 2 syr
Tert 1478) go
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10:27

11: 2

tK oXtjc tt< laxooc ( TR ) cvaa CA

oXt|C tt)c Siavoiac ( TR )
] om

TR cum Ca

o ev Toic oopavoifl: ( TR )cmn CZAT bo

N0 fam 1(118)
fam 13 arro

syrPal

N0 fam 1(118)
fam 13 arm

0 fam l(eocc 1)
fam 13

fl75� eXSetto ] eXeoToo
fl76

TR �t Or cum

P^^^CA A241

B L

fam 13 (exc 69
124 174 230)
e fam 1

fl75� "n paoiXeia aoo 3 aoo a r\
fl76

3 om aoo

3 add TO

nveoioa aoo to ayiov e4>
ry^a^ xai xaSapiaaTo) "Hpiac

565

700

YevTyQirprca to GcXt^ aoo ojc
ev oopava) xai cni Tryc
yrjc ( TR ) cum A'C A sa

11: 3 fl8l TO xa9 T)|jiepav 3 arjixepov bo

0 fam l(exc
1)

28 1071

11� 5

TR et Or c\m

neaovoxTioo ( TR )

3 ^eaovoxToo

3 jieaavoxTioo

3 jAeaoovoxTi 00

3 ^eaovuxTico

TR cum

p'''^C(siJiecTo) 0 fam 1 fam 13
BS

fam 13 (exc 230
1689)
0

,VBC A

fam 13(230
1689)

fam 1
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ef vg syr� ATAfamn (exa X syrl^�P
Tert 1478) go

D a b c ff2 i 1 r
q

e f vg syr^ AA fam Tl ^exc X syxr^*^
Tert 1478) go

D a b c e f f APW FA famH X aeth Sijrr^'P
i 1 q syr^

AFA famn( exc K X
1546)

57

162 l^jr Max

D bcefilq APTA faaffl X aeth syr^*^

D a b c e f ff^ 2 71 106 300 2145 2430 aeth

i 1 vg 5yr^

q syr

D f

.� faia n (exc 652 1780) syr^�P

AFfamn

472 1574 Bas

D�, R Dam Epiph
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11: 7 fl82

11:24 fl85

11:26 fl85

^TjToov ] eupioxeiv

enxa ] p eauroo

] a nveuija

TR ot Or cum

579

1241

CA bo

p45 fam 13
(eocc 230)

fam 1 arm

11:27 fl65 jiaoToi ] ^iaaeol

11:33 ouSeic 6e ( TR ) cum LAS

fam 1(118
209)

e fam 1

xptjnTOv ( TR ) cum

11:34 fl86 CTtojjaTOC ] add aoo

fl86 o<{)eaXnoc ] add aoo

TR �t Or cum

bo

p75;ilBC 1241
bo
L

F^^ fam l(exc
131) 28

e

P^^ fam 13 (exc
346)
@ fam 1 arm

11:34 fl86 oXov to acopa (TR ot Or) cum bo e fam 1 28

11:35 fl88

11:36 fl87

12: 4

The entire verse (TR et Or) ]
om 1241

The entire verse (TR et Or) ]
om

anoxTC \ vovTcov (TR) ]
janoxTCvovTtov

TR et Or cum

12:19 fl93 xeitieva ] add aoi

] om

3 p noXXa

] anoxeitAeva

p75 B 892

bo sa

1241

fam 1
P45

N
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Ta

EGHSr fam n(n 543�
1478 1546 1780)

vg ASmSUVPAfaa n rx

^ ^ ^ AA famn (exc 1780) X aeth syr^

2 661

� aeth syrP
D it vg AMW

f r s syr�

D a b e ff2 i

D a b e f i
syr�

D GHS Afaian(exc g ^
178 265 1313 1478)

syr^ Cleia^�

D abceilr

Cleffl^"^ 348 1093 1279 ^253 Bas

265 788'' 1047 aeth syi^'P

X
�
213 280 >!f8 713
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12:20 a(j>pa)v ( TR ) cum A'BWT A �

12:37 fl99 execov ] p xopioj- LQ � 33

fl98 nipsXQcov ] npoeXSoav

1 om

12:38 fl98 xai eav eXe-q ] p''5;i>BLT 33 0 fam 1(131!
sa arm

] add
ecmepivT) <})0XaxT) xai eopr)
ouTcocnPioovTac ori avaxXive:
ovTOJC xdi SiaxovTiaei auroic

TR et Or cum Q AT N fam 13 105
geo

fl98 <|>oXaxT)l ] om p75J^^BLT 33 faml 1(131)
sa arm

TR et Or cum QAT bo N� fam 13
1071 geo

fl98 xai 2 ] xav p^^ X BLT 33 � fam 1(131]
sa arm

TR et Or cum QAT bo N fam 13 1<
geo

12:39 fl21 ''^ov oixov ] tqv oixiav T 157 565

12:53 f202 eiaviepioeiToeTai ]
eianepioeTioovcai P vCBLT bo P 157 107]

Eus
TR et Or cum ^ 0 fam 1 aw

12:53 ( TR ) cum L fam 1

ooTHC^ ( TR ) ] eaoTTic T 579 0N

TR cum p''5 B L A f^ 1



D AEGHA X

209

syr

f q vg

1207

X aeth �fyr^
D it syr^ Ir Marcion

AEHMPSUVPA fam H G� syr^ Bas Ikim
(K652)

D it syr^ Ir X aeth syr^ Marcion

f q vg AES3MPSUVPA G� syi^ Bas Dam
f^ n (K 652)

X aeth �7r^

f q vg AiSHMPSUV G� gyr^ Bas Dam
fam 11 (K 652)

Oi*7 213 21^5 472 477 660
1194 1279 1573 1579 1675

D it vg U 18 48 59 63 150 Hil Pist

syr� Tert A PA fam H X 1349 aeth ^^�^ Marcion

D fam H (exc 652 1012 IO38 1355
1780)

it vg

D APfam n a^� X
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12:53

14:15

aoTTiC
2 ( TR ) cum

( TR ) cum

TAY 33 1241 e fam 1

14:16 f210 jiBya ] jierav

] om

TR �t Or cim

14:20 etepoc ( T!R ) ] aXXoc

f212 tfrva. ] eXapov

15:23 f2l8 ({(ayovTec ] ^tfay^ev

16: 2 f200 euvT^oTi ] Sovtj

TR et Or ctam

16:16 ea>4 (TR ) cum

f204 Itcavvoo ] Itoavou

16:17 fZZl \iiCM ] p xepaiav

f221 xepaiav ] xepeav

16:19 f222 pxsaaov ] add xai

16:22 f223 TOO Appaaji (tR et Or) ctim

18:11 ttcrnep ( TR ) cum

19:12 f227 enopeuG-n ] enopeoeTO

f227 eauTft) ] cm

19:24 �231 "THV piav ] om

f231 Cote ] aneveyxaTe

P^^A^ BL A
1241 bo

bo

bo

LA

p7^B
F sa

p75 B L

p'^'^.-C B A

579

K@ fam l(exc
131) fam 13
(exc 174) 157
1071 l604 Eus
fam 13(69 124
174 346) 565 7
arm

e Eus

pal

syrP-1 a�a

� fam 13

KS fam 13
(174 230)

K0 fam 13(exc
124 174 230)

fam 13 1071

N� fam 13

157
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ATA fan53 A^*" ^ ^3^9

� AGHAfaiJ3n(K652) 16 213 251 348 477 713 1012 1093
P go 1187 1216 1279 1579

D Clem^ox Afainn(l76 652 B� H� 472 998 1279
1313)

e X
AP Pfamn (exc 178 R Bas
652 1313)

D it

D it 5yr��^ syrP
D it vg syr^'P aeth

D e f PW go 472 713 1229 syr^*^
APA fam O (exc R X
1546)

D APFA famn

D

h,p
syr

D APTA X

D

W 71 280 659 1279 Ejjiph

Ari famn X

D H

D it syT*'v^
D a e s-

D
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19:24 f231 exovtf ] & tan fa� 13(e3M 124
174 230) ana

19:40 f236 xexpa^ooaiv ] xpa^ooaiv ;CBL 1241

3 xexpaCovTOJ ^� f^-m 13

3 xpa^ovcai

3 xexpa^ovTci

19:42 aoo2 ( TR ) 3 om A^BL �

TR cum A bo Qyi^^�* N fam 1
fam 13(124 174
230 346 828
1689) arm Sus

19:43 nepipaXooCTiv ( TR )
3 pdXoociv

3 enipaXoocnv

3 itapapaXooai V N

TR cum BA fam 1 fam 13
75 157 700

22:37 fl98 ei^i 3 p tJtKov p'-' a.*BLT Eus
579

TR ot Or cum QA N9 fam 1 fam
13

23:17 The entire verso (TR) 3 om P''^ BLT
1241 bo sa

TR cum 'V A � fam 13(ecxc
his ^9) fam 1

23:21 oraopoxTOv ( TR) 3 om pr 157 1604 am

TR cum LA e fam 1 fam 1;

23:43 f248 eory 3 a ^ex C syr^^
f248 TO) 3 -CTl ^

23:45 xai eoxoxioeT) o "nXicc Q A �fam 1 fam 13
( TR ) cum ^P^l



c f i q syr^fS syr aeth

213

famn

Ir 259

a syr^ AFA famn go aeth syr
' Bas

AWrA famn R C** 213 713 1012

c f ff2 i 1 vg 713

a b e q AFA famn X Bas Chr

a A famn(exc 178 482
652 1478 1780)

D b e f fl^ 1 TA fajjjl(l78 1478 X syr"'^
vg 1780)
it vg 21

APFA famn X

D f ff^ 1 q

syr

c ]
RXC syr
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23j46 f252 o I-noouc 3 a ^xavr^oac sa

pal
3 a (jicovn c syr

3 om

f252 xe�pa<i 3 XCipa

f252 aoo 3 add na-rep T

napae-noo^ai ( TR ) �c

3 napaTieenai P'^-'a^BCQ 33 � Sis
Qyr�Jor

TR QtBn LA fam 13
75

f252 xai Taura 3 tooto 6e P A'^BC

3 xai TooTo �fam 13 (exo
174 230)

3 tooTO L sa

3 Taoxa

3 om

TR et Or cum Q A fam 1 fam 13
(174 230) ana

f252 ejnev e^enveooev 3 om

24:32 f256 "nv 3 a riiuav

f256 xaio^ievT} 3 xexaXonnevt)

3 pepap-njievn sa

TR et Or cum � fam 1 fam 13
et multi
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D U.Q7

Marcion

AMUP famllCexc 178 X 251 372 1229 2^30 Just
6$2 1313 1780)

BXJHSV Afamn(l78 1200 Dial
652 1313 1780)

D 71 248

b <i o 1 q MPfaan( oxc 178) aoth Amb Bas

22 syrP
c

X 29 64 213 247

f ff^ vg AFA famn (l78) syr^

D o

D c

c.s
syr

'

X 29 64 213 247
c

sa

c
sa



CHART II - 2

VARIA3CTS FROM ORIGEN AND/OR THE TR

MARK

( HOMILIES )
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VERSE REF. for
ORIGEN

VARIA ms ALEXAICDRIAN CAESAREAN

12:23 ovjv ( TR ) 1 p avaoToaei 892 sa

TR c\jia 33 579

W 02 fam 1
28 700 1071
arm

fam 13(124 543)

OTuv avacTcoaiv ( TR ) cum 0 fam 1 fam
13(13 69 124)
28 157 700 1071
arm geo

12:23 XXXIX aoToiv ] om A 579
] avm]
] Tojv en-ra fam l(excll8)

XXXIX eorai ] eortv 579

J T�ve'roi 1342 Q

XXJdX T�VTi 3 om 565



WESTERN BIZANTINE UNCIASSIFIED

218

D a b ff i 1 r
vg syr�

73 299 565 syr^*^

Asm C� 242 syr^�P aeth

a f g2 i 1
vg syr

Am go X 22 syr

692
91 299

A
472



CHAET II - 2

VARIANTS FROM ORIGEN AND /OR THE TR

MATTHEW

( HOMILIES )
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VERSE REF. for
ORIGEN

1 : 2 XXVIII loaax

VARIANTS

bis

ALEXANDRIAN

] loax

XXVIII louSav ] iooSa

1 t 3 XXVIII zapa ] Zape B

1 tl6 XXVIII iTjooo XpjoTTOo ] XpioTOo I-qaou B

XXVIII YEWTjaic ] reveal c A'BC aZ bo

L 33 892 1241
sa

XVII

4 : 8 XXX

10:34 XIII

18:10 XXXV

TR et Or cum

eopeGfi ] -qopeOT)

TOO Xoanoo ] TTjc THC

oox T^XGov paXeiv eipi^vriv
(Or. adds eni tt^v
-mv) 3 om

TOO ev oopavoi4 ] too ev toic

oopavoK 33 892 bo

CAESAREAN

157

QZ fam l(exo
209) 1604
Eus
fam 1(209)
fam 13 28 157
700 arm geo

fam l(exc209)

fam 1(118
209)

S$ Eus



WEST2EK BTLAmim UNCLASSIFIED

221

PSW

it vg syr^*^
Ir Aug

259 372 399 482 1582 syr^
Max Ps-Ath

p
^yr*^ aeth Epiph

1582 Epiph

1093 syr^

4 262 273 477 517 566 655 954
1187 1279 1295 1473 1515 1573
1588 1599 Bas



CHART II - 2

VARIANTS PROM ORIGEN AND /OR THE TR

JOHN

( HOMILIES )
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JOHN
VERSE REF- for

ORIGEN

9 �39 XVI

XVI

XVI

VARIANTS

xpina 1 xpiolv

TOXJTOV ] om

TiXeov ] eX'nXoea
1 p eY�

ALEXANDRIAN

p66 1241

p75 579 892

p66 Ath

CAESAREAN

14 {27 XHI eipTjVTiv ] add 5i6totii xai

1071

arm

fam 13(124)
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BZZAIITINE UNCIASSIFIED

1293

D it 1321 Chr



CHART II - 2

VARIANTS FROM ORIGEN AND /OR THE

LUKE

( HOMILIES )
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LUKE
VERSE REF. for VARIA13TS ALEXANDRIAN CAESAREAN

ORIGEN

1 :43 VII ^ie ] e^e A'B �

TR et Or cum CLAS fam 1 fam 13

1 $44 IV ev aroXXiooei ] p ppe(t)oc A 579 1241 � fam 1(118 I3I
bo 209) fam 13(69

_4

M74 230 983
(TR et Or cum ABCLg f^H^l) fam 13(exc

69 124 174 230 983
1689)

1 i48 VHI enepX6>|^� (v) ] add xupio^

1 t63 IX eaTi(v) ] eoTOi C 1241 fam l(exc I3I)

IX TO ] om B^S 579 565 700

TR et Or cum A'C � fam 1 fam 13

1 :68 X xopio<: ] om W sa Eus

X T<o Xao) ] TOO Xaoo W

X eneoxc^aTO ] eniaxe>)faT0

1 169 t:co 01X0) ( tr ) oum a � fam l(exc 1)

TOO nai5oc ( TR ) cum CA 0�

1 :75 X naaac Tat T]|iepac 3 naoaic
Taic iQnepaic P' BIW 579 565

TR et Or cum X C � fam 1 fam 13

1 t76 X xai oo ]add6E BCL 33 bo

TR et Or otan A � fam 1 fam
13 arm



WESTEfiN BYZANTINE

^
ATA fajnn

AFA farall go

Dbcfff^gl F
q vg

D
U faa nCl346)

D A fam n

it syr^ Cyp

b f ff2 q r

A

AEFGHSDVrAfairfl
(exc 1478)

APAfamll
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UNCLfiSSIFIED

syr^ Chron

047 482 660 990 1223 1396 syr^^

e
B

R 0� Chron

RW*'

D

D

vg Ir

A famTT

ATAfamn g�

R 72�^
0� W� syr^�P aeth Chron
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1 �76 X

X

2 Jl2

2 Jl4

2 j21 xiv

XIV

2 :22 XIV

2 :35 XVII

2 t40

2 j49 XX

XX

XX

2 �51

npo npoacanoi> ] evomiov

TR et Or cum

xopioo ] TOO xopioo

TT) <{>aTVT) (tr ) cum

eo6oxia ( TR ) cum

exXTjQT) ] covojioaGT)

xXT|e�v ] Xex9ev

aoT(i>v ] aoToo

TR et Or cum

fie ] om

a6<J)iac (tr ) cum

T)6siTe ] i)drYit

] oiSaTe

TR et Or cum

tAOo ] om

civai ]p

TR et Or cum

prwiata TooTa (tR ) cum

3 J 3 XXI ] om

P^A.* BW bo sa

CL A

bo

1241

L A S bo

Qy^ex

,VBL AS

Bm T 579 bo

A^A Cyr^-*-�^

0 0 fam 1
fam 13

167

0 fam 1 fam 13
arm Eus

TR et Or cian

W sa Cyr'

bo

W

W

- Aloe
Cyr

CL A

BLWT 579

XC A bo

.Alex

0 fam 1 fam 1

N0 fam 1 fam 1'

fam 13(excl24
174 230)

N0 fam 1 fam
13(124 174 230:
a rm Cyr

0 fam l(exc I3:
fam 13 (exc 124
174 230) Cyr'^'
N fam 1(131)
fam 13(124 174

N� fam 1 fam
13 Eus

� fam 1 faml3
Eus
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D it vg Ir ATA famlT RW Chron

D

2 fam n(ir)

PTA famn

AFA famn

F 251 1093 1187 1355 1606

^ B� syr^'P aeth Bas Chr Const
Epiph lac Thaum Thdot

245

21 209 sa^ Chron

RX

D a b c e f ff^ 225 282 660 1424 syr^�P Thdrt

1 q Ir Tert

g vg fam n( exc 1546 aeth Dial Did Epiph Thdrt Phot

1780) go

D syr*^^ Ir Tert

fam n

348 1047 1279 1515 1579 Did

Epiph Thdrt

Phot

b c ff^ vg syr� ArAfai?l(exc 1546) ,v X aeth

A

TAfamn X Chron
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3 : 6 XXII

3 t 8 XXII

XXII

xni

xxn

3 J20

3 i23

6eoo ] xupioo

xapnowcaCiooc
] xapnov a^iov

] ai^iooc xapnooc

TR et Or ctaa

apSr)a9e ] SoCfire
] apCrire
] ap^aoGai

eaoToi? ] aoTOic

naTfipo ] OTi narepa

ev TH (|)oXflXT} (tr ) cum

W

B

L T

L 33 579
bo sa

C A

CDV coc evojii^eTo oio<; ( TR )
] a)v oioc �oc evotiiJJgxo A^BL'
] CK evoiii^CTO oioc Ath

TR cum

N0 fam 1 fam
13 arm Eus

1604

e 157

S@ fam 1(118
131) faral3

fam 1
K� fam 13 (exc
174 230) Eus

fam 13(174 230)

XXVm ^(^^ ] TOO I(oaT)()>

4 : 3 XXIX

892 N fam 1 1071

4 : 4 XXIX

4 tl8

7 �27

A* BIW 1241
bo sa

T(o XiQco TooTci) iva yevTyrai
apToc ] iva 01 XiGoi
ooTOi aproi ytvmxai

aXX eni navxi pT)(iaTi 9eoo
1 om

]add exnopeoonevoa 6ia
oTotiaToc a eeoo

TR et Or cum

BoarreXi^eaeai ( tr ) cum

Bf�B a anooreXX� ( tR isum A 33

fam 13(788)

fam 1(118 209)
157 1071

N� fam l(exc
118 209) fam
13 (exc 788) arm

Eus

0 fam 13



D
231

0 r

syr� ATAfam n

1012 2145

713 1012 120C
2145

syr� syr^
aeFg hsuv r X

Epiph

ATAfam n X

HT 4� 273 472 954

syr� AEGV 11� 788

489^^ 544 213 713 1093 1194 1574

D it vg famn go W� syr^'^

Tert ABGHMSUV PA fanin X syr^'^ aeth
go
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7 :27 X npo npaxyonoo aoo ] om S
] aoo

10:27 XXXIV ooo?! ] om B

XXXtV aeaoTOv ] eaorov 579 N 13(e3cc
174 230) 28
157 1071

10t36 TIC oov ( TR ) cum OA 0 fam 1(131)
syrP* arm

19�24 XXXIX exovTi ] a "toc fam 1 fam 13
(exc 124 174

1900 e4> ov ( TR ) ] c<|) (0

230)

19:4if eni XiGa ( tr ) cum C A fam 13(exc
124)

23�21 oTaopox70v�^� ( TR ) cum @ fam 1 fam
13
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233

H

AFV 2 fam n(l546 X 4� 16 21 229 245 251 265 291 399
1780) 440 482 489 544 655 66O 66I 716 726

990 1038 1093 1223 1229 1279 1375 1355
1574 1582 1675 2193 Bas

ATAfamn X syr^"^ aeth

c ff^ i q syr�>^ aeth syr^

T

ABaH fam n(K A�
178 1313 1478 1780)
MOV

APTA famn X
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TABLE I-l

NUMBERS OF ORIGEN'S QUOTATIONS

Book In Commentary In Homilies Total

Matt 33 20 53

Mark 13 1 14

Luke 261 131 392

Jotm 26 6 32

Acts 1 5

Rom 16 4 20

I Cor 22 6 28

II Cor 6 2 8

Gal 3 4 7

Eph 1 5

Phil 5 6 11

Col 6 6 12

I Thess 2 0 2

II Thess 1 0 1

I Tim 4 0 4

II Tim 5 0 3

Heb 5 1 6

Jas 1 0 1

I pet 4 1 5

I John 7 0 7

Rev 1 1 2

Total 427 191 618

* The figures indicate the numbers of verses quoted.



TABLE 1-2

ORIGEN'S SINGULAR READINGS

AND

HIS AGREEMENTS AND DISAGREEMENTS

WITH THE T. R.
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TABLE 1-2

ORIGEN'S SINGULAR READINGS AND

HIS AGREEMENTS AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH THE T.R.

^* In Commentary.

Book Singular With Agains

Luke : Chaps .

1- 6 56 39 22

7-19 30 60 58

20 ff . 5 10 5

Total 90 109 85

T^atthew 9 23 5

Mark 15 10

John 1 0

Homilies .

Luke : Chaps .

1- 6 29 29 23

7-19 8 5 13

20 ff . 0 0 3

Total 37 34 39

Matthew 6 9 5

Mark 0 3 2

John 0 4 0



TABLE II

COMBINATION OF TEXTS
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TABLE II

COMBINATION 01 TEXTS

!� Variants from the T. R� in the commentary.

Book ACWB ACW ACB AWB AC AW AB CW CB 'ilB A C W B

Luke :

1-6 2 5

7-19 10 3 9
20ff 1

2 2

6 11 5

3

4 12

2 7 7 1

1 1

Totgl 12

Matt.

Mark 1

John

4 14

1

1

8

2

1

7 8 10 1

2

2. Witnesses which support both the T.R. and Origen in

the commentary.

1-6 11

7-19 2

20ff

7
12

2

1 1

1

Total 13 21

2

1
Matt. 1 7

Mark 1 2

John 5 3
NOTE: The abbreviations for the combinations of texts

should be read as follows: ACWB stands for the combination
of the texts of the Alexandrian, the Caesarean, the Western,
and the Byzantine; AC for the combination of the Alexandrian
and the Caesarean; etc.
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TABLE II (continued)

Variants from the T. R. in the homilies.

ACWB ACW ACB AWB ACAWABCWCBWBACWB

6 21 2 1111 114
2 2 2 2

1 1 1

Total 8 25 4 2111 1351
Matt. 1 111
Mark 1 1

John (Impossible to make this table.)

Book

Luke :

1-6

7-19
19ff

Witnesses which support both the T.R. and Origen in

the homilies.

Luke :

1-6 only.
5 3 2

Matt. 1

Variants from both the T.R. and Origen where they agree

in the commentary.

Luke :

1-6 23 2 1 1323

7-19 3 33 2 3141 479
20ff 1 3 11

Total 3 56 4 41 51 1 10 9 13 1
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^� Variants from both the T.R. and Origen where they agree

in the homilies.

Book ACWB ACW ACB ACAWABCBACWB

Luke :

1-6 3 6 4 5 7 4 1

7-19 2 111

Total 58 451 8141
Matt. 1 1

Mark 1 1

John 1 1

7. Witnesses which support the T.R. where it differs from

Origen in the Commentary.

Book ACWB ACB AWB AC AB CB A C W

Luke :

1-6 2 2 1 1

7-19 7 17 2 1 1 2

20ff 2 2

Total 11 21 1 2 1 2 2

Origen in the homilies.

Luke :

1-6 2 5

7-19 2 1

20ff 1

Total 2 8 1

Mark 1 1

NOTE: The figures in 2, 4 and the following are

gained from the charts only. Therefore, they should be

recognize*^ not to be conclusive as far as they are listed

j_n the charts under a certain condition, Cf. the text, p.
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READINGS SUPPORTED BY
ONE SINGLE MS OR SJMLL GROUP OP MSS

1. Commentary,

BilQJs. Terse T. R. Origen Alex, Caes . West,

Mark 5 . -^^n. UTcaYE Ttopeuou eNE
565 700

6:. 7 �np^ttTO auTOUQ aico-

565 D syr^
bvo 6uo 3 avoL 6vo 565 D

Mat e&.t6ou] 6ouq 565 "^Some
old
Latin)

9:28 STtTlpoOTCpV j TIpoOTCaV fam

(exc
118)

1. D

*28
10:21 6e. j om

Total number:

W

With Caesarean supports 6 1 pre -Caes

C.

Misc.

With Western supports 4 IT

3

5

1

4

Matt. 2: 6 sk aou ] ou 7^ C 565 D

5:44 Kat J om D

10:42 TcoTTipLOV ] add uSaxoQ sa �'^
c s

vg syr
'

Total number:

With Alexandrian sunriorts 2

With Caesarean sunport 1 (C)

With Western supoort 5
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Verse T. R. Origen Alex,

Chaps, 1-6

1:11 0 aLYY.eA.O(;
29 6 LGxapaxOr) ETapaxQT)
42 Yuvau^ I V

56 ep-E u vev

2:24 e LpT}|j.evov yEypa.\i[ievov

25 t6ou om

26 auTO) om bo

xexpTi p,aT toile V0 V

KGxpTi iiax L ap.e V0Q bo

TipiV T) ECOQ av

4: 5 0 LK0U|J.evr)Q YTIQ W

5:27 ovonaTt Haoupsvov c

Alex, Caes . West . Byz.

fl3(543)
565 D

e fl3 f,E

e f.n (exc
syr^it 1546)

N D

D it

D it

syr^^"^ syr^
arm

157

Total number: Two readings (1:42, 1:56) can

be taken out from the consideration.

With Alexandrian supports 5

With Caesarean supports 5 : PC 1

C 1

Misc 3

With Western supports 6 D 4

it 3

syr 2

Luke : Chaps. 7-19.

8:16 naXuTtxEU MaXu<j)a l 157

27 oiHta ouHco D

32 EHGL om W

59 iTiaouQ esoQ 579 bo

Cy^Alex 131)
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TABLE III - 1 (continued)

Book Verse T.

8:45
Origen Alex. Caes. West. Byz,

^���M^M^HM^M ^s^w^BMH^M ^Bi^PMaMi^� mamSi^i^mm

9:54

14:15

19

20

18:20

taTpouQ TCpoaavaXcooaaa
o\ov TOV Plov 3 om

eyeveTO ] om

45 auTOv

1 �^

J a ETcepcoTTiaat

10:24 Hat ^aaiXeiQ J om

27 0A.TIQ TTjQ KapSuagJ
ev o\ti mpSta

11.: 9 CnT^etTe nai. eupriasTeJ
om

10 yap 3 om

12:18 TOUTO TioLTiacu^ 0^

OLKo6oji'naa) ] TtoLtiao)

20 a9pa)v ] a9pov
57 eup"n0eu ] eupri

sa

55 aUTTIQ ] om

TCTcoxouQ 3 add nau

exe l^-e �n;apr)TTip.evov
Hat 6ua TOUTO ou

6uva[j,at e^Qetv

ETepoQ J a<i<i o

|1T1 tiouxeuOTiQ ]
ou \ioix^'oaeiQ

A* A

bo

f^foo
1604

N 700
1604

f 15 vg
(exc.
174 250)
565 1071

D Tert
f 1(
exc ,

118)
157

f 1

16Q4

syr

(685=iin-
c classified)

syr

syr^'^
D it Ir

Clem-

Eus i Tert

0

1}

Alex

Q
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TABLE III -1 (continued)

Book Verse T. R� Origen Alex. Caes. West. Byz.

18:20 jiT) cpoveuOTiQ J
ou (poveuaeiQ D

19:45 TcsptpaXouat V ]
TcapeiipaXouOL V -'li CL Eus

53

Total Number: One reading (11:10) can be

taken out from the consideration, it is supported only

by one lifS which never appears again in the entire scope

of this study, and also this is an omission of a conjunction.

Therefore, the toal numbers in this section are as follows;

With Alexandrian supports 4

With Caesarean supports 12 : PC 4

C 4

Mis 8

With Western supports 12

With Byzantine supports 1

Luke: Chaps. 20ff.

22:27 v\ioiv ] add oux o ava-

HSLiievoQ aX\ D

25 :46 7iapa0T)ao|j,at ] Tiapa-

Tteripi f 1 D

24:32 ev r\[iiv 2 om P B B VE

syr

Total number;

With Alexandrian supports 2

With Caesarean support 1 (PC)
With Western supports 3
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2. Homilies.

Book Verse T. R. Origen Alex. Caes. West. Byz,

Mark (None )

Matt. 1: 2 6e'^ ] om fi5( syr^�^
346)
syr'^^

4:10 yap | om vg Ter

.2
Ir

10:34 eLpr)VT)v^3
add �71; I, TrT)v y^iv syr*^

18:10 \iov ] om Ir H

23:38 epritiOQ "] �m BL

bo sa syr^

Total number :

With Alexandrian supports 2

With Caesarean supports 1

With Western supports 5
With Byzantine support 1

Luke ; Chaps. 1-4.

1:15 en KoiXtagJev tt) HoiXia W syr^^^
16 �%l JicpOQ fl( u

exc.

118 209)
565

26 T) ovojia Na^ocpeT J om D

29 6LeTapax0Ti ] eTapaxSii P
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TABLE III - 2 (continued)

Book Verse T. R. Origen Alex, Caes . West. Byz .

1 :45 eXdT] ] p [lov (syr^
1675)=Uncl.

57 auTTiv 3 om (998) =Uncl.

63 eaTt ] eOTtv S 0 fn
(exc .

1346)
64 TcapaxpTiiia. ] add eXvOt] D

2 : 8 (puXaxaQ ] Tag (pvXaxjXQ D

3: 2 eni^ ] TCpoQ A- �28
17 auTou^ jom bo D it

Total number; 2 readings (1:57, 65) can be

excluded from consideration, making the corrected total

number as below.

With Alexandrian supports 5

With Caesarean supports 4 : PC 2
C 5

M 1

With Western supports 5

With Byzantine supports 1

Luke : nbaps. 7 - 19.

10:35 6r)vapta]p eScoKSV P*^^ B P^^
arm

av ]eav p'^^ B P^^ fn

56 nXr)aiov ]p yeYovexat fl( syr^�^
exc.

118

209)3y^pal
12:58 yap arm syr *



Book Verse T. R.

19:51 biaxL

Xevexe

OUTWQ
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TABLE III - 2 (continued)

Origen Alex. Caes. West . Byz

]tl (167-5=
] HeusTE TOV �''�'-''^^al

Unc lass . )

TccaXov syr'

] om sa

Total number:

With Alexandrian supports

With Caesarean supports

syr

3

5 PC 5

C 0

Mis 2

With Western suppots 5

With Byzantine support 1

?If an unclassified MS (1675) which is

a member of fam 1424 is taken to be

Caesarean, the number of Caesarean

supports will be 6,

Luke: Chaps. 20ff.

20:25 Totvuv ]

55 TTIQ EH ]

om

TCOV

Total number:

With V/estern support 1

With Byzantine support 1

D

syr^
W



TABLE IV

RELATIONSHIP OF PRE-CAESAREAN AND CAESAREAN

WITH OTHER TEXTS
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TABLE IV

RELATIONSHIP OP PRE-CAESAREAN AND CAESAREAN
WITH OTHER TEXTS

1. Commentary.
Combination Luke Matt. Mark
of texts 1-6 7 -19 20ff Total

:viB+PC 4 4 2
+D 5 5

A'B+C 1 1

+D 0

A'B+PC+C 4 4 1

+D 1 5 4

B+PC 1 1

+D 0

B+C 0

+D 0

B+PC+C 0

+D 0

X+PC 1 1

+D 0

^-U+C 1 1

+D 1 11

A'+PC+C 0

+D 1 1 1

PC 16 7 2

+D 111
C 2 5 5

+D 11 2 3

PC+C 14 5 1

+D 0 1

xTlBC^ifeliO'�ifc"PC & C) 2 1 3'
+D 11

p without PC & C 2 7 2 11 1

?PC- P^^ fam 1 fam 13 28 W; C= 9 565 700.
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TABLE IV (continued)

2. Homilies.

Combination Luke Matt. Mark
of texts 1 - V -19 20ff Total

^'B+PC 1 1

+D 1 2 3 1

7^B+G 0

+]) 2 2

niB+PC+C 0

+D 3 1 4

B+PC 2 2

+D . , , , , , .0

B+C 1 1

+D 0

B+PC+C 0

+D 0

^PC 1

+D 0

A'+C 0

+D 0

2'+PC+C 0

+D .0

PC 11

+D . . . . . . .0

C 1 1

+D 1 1

PC+C 2 2

+D 1 12
D 112



TABLE V

EEEQUENCY OF INDIVIDUAL MSS

1, In Commentary

2. In Homilies,
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TABLE V

PEEQUENCY OP INDIVIDUAL MSS

1� ComineDtary.
Book Num. MSS Versions Fathers

of

_
Preq .

Mark 6 565; D

4 fam 1

3 C 579; 28 700 bo; geo
2 /I'm^^; es fam 15 sa; syr^ it vg
1 B 892; NW 157; arm

W; FMie

Matt. 5 ; D sa; syr^'^
2 B; fam 1 bo; geo; vg Ir Tert

1 C: 565 it

John 1 fam n(652)

Luke ; Chaps. 1 -6.

6 ; D

5 L; W

4 B it

5 C; 565; famn bo

2 55; faml fam 25 arm syr

1071, 157; r ^1^^
1 579 892; NO 700 sa; vg; go Eus Cyr

1604; AFMUQ
? The MS W has two different text-types in Mark.
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TABLE V (continued)

Book Num. MSS Versions Fathers
of

Fre�^
I'^ke ; Chans. 7 -19-

25 D

21 Al

18 P*^^ L

16 B; fam 1

14 arm

12 6

10 157
9 W(as Byz. )A bo; vg

8 S syr^^l; syr^
7 579 1241; fam 15 syr^

700 1604; M

6 fam nur Cyr-^l�^
5 A ; P^^ 1071
^. T ^ ; N it Clem^-*-�^ Tert
5 CQ 33 892; AV sa Eus

2 565: ES go

1 28; KPQ Cyr^�^; Ir

Luke ; Chaps. 20ff.

4 D

3 P*^^ B

2 /I' 579
/� A lex

1 CLT 892; fam 1 bo sa; syr� vg Cyr"" ;

Cyr^�^ Eus
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TABLE V (continued)
2. Homilies.

Book Num. MSS Versions Pathers
of

Preq.

Mark 2 A'BCL AY

1 35 579 892 1542; sa; geo; go

28 157; jD; EP

HSUVYPQ

Matt. 1 A*BL; fam 15(346); bo sa: syr^^"""; Ir

H syr^'�

Luke : Chaps. 1-4.

15 D

8 B

7 /I'W
6 L

5 e

4 A. ; fam 1 fam 15
28 565; A fam H A.

5 E55; 1071; UEGH syr^^^; go Cyr^^�^
2 700 1604; M^ bo

Jer
1 C 579; NS^ 157; aJ^m; it vg Cyr ; Ir

KPS Ath

Luke: Chaps. 7 -19.

7 B

4 /TL

3 P*^^ Y ; P^^ fam 1;
D; fam n

2 E 892; 6 IO7I 1604

1 55 579 1241; N2 28; Cyr"^�^;
PSUA Tert
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TABLE V-2 (continued)

Book Num. MSS Versions Fathers

of
Freq.

LUke; Cha-ps. 20ff.

2 D

1 >'^5,1'BT; W Cyr^l�^; Eus



TABLE VI

RELATIONSHIP OF AND B
IN SUPPORTING ORIGEN

1. In Commentary,
2. In Homilies.



a?ABlE VI

RELATIONSHIP OP >T AND B
IN SUPPORTING ORIGEN

A. a* with B.

Mark 1

Matt. 2

John 0

Luke 22:
B. against B.

Mark 1

Matt. 1

John 0

Luke 7:
C. B against

Mark 0

Matt. 0

John 0

Luke 4

1=4; II = 16; III

1=2; II = 5; III =

I � 0; II = 5; III = 1

2. Homilies.

A. A� with B,

Mark 2

Matt. 0

John 0

Luke 12: 1=7; II = 4; III = 1.
B. ?} against B.

Mark 0

Matt. 1

John 0

Luke 0
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a?ABLE VI-2 (continued)
C, B against /l^

Mark 0

Matt. 1

John 0

Luke ^ : I = 1; II = 3; III = 0.



CHART III

AGREEMENTS AND DISAGREEMENTS OP
INDIVIDUAL MSS

1. In Commentary
A. Alexandrian Text.
B. Caesarean Text.
C . Western Text .

D- Byzantine Text.

2. In Homilies
A. Alexandrian Text.
B. Caesarean Text.
C. Western Text.
D. Byzantine Text.
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CHART III

AGREEMENTS AND DISAGREEMENTS OE
INDIVIDUAL MSS

1. Commentary.

A. Alexandrian text .

MSS Mark Matt . John Luke :

I II III

2,1,5 3,2,8 0,3,5 6, 6, 12 21, 5, 12 2, 0, 2

B 1,1,5 2,1,8 0,1,7 4, ^1 13 19, 3, 17 3, 0, 2

C 5,2,4 1,2,2 0,3,2 5, 7., 5 5, ^, 3 1, 0, 2

L 2,1,5 0,5,6 0,2,4 5, 7. 11 18, 5, 12 1, 0, 2

Q 0, 1,, 0 1, 3, 1 0, 2, 0

T 0, 4 1, 0, 5
W � � � � � � 0,0,4 5, 0, 12 � � � � �

Z 0,0,1
A 2,1,5 0,7,0 0,3,2 0, 5 5, 11, 1 0, 2, 0

� � � � � � 0 9 0 4, 4, 4 8, 2, 4

? 0,0,2 0, 1, 5 5, 3, 2

35 2,1,2 0,2,4 0,1,1 2, 3, 2 ^, 0, 7 0, 0, 0

579 3,2,5 0,0,1 1, 1, 5 8, 0, 4 2, 0, 1

892 1,0,4 0,1,5 1, 1, 1 3, 1, 1 1, 0, 0

1241 0,1,1 0,0,1 0,1,0 0, 1, 5 8, 0, 6 0, 0, 0

bo 3,1,2 2,2,4 0,0,1 4, 4, 6 9, 6, 9 1, 0, 0

sa 3,1,3 3,2,4 0,0,2 1, 0, 4 3, 0, 7 1, 0, 5

^ Alex
Cyr 0,1,0 0,1,2 1, 2, 5 5, 0, 0 1, 0, 0

Ath 0,0,1 0, 1, 0

0, 0, 2

p75 0,4,4 0, 0, 1 18, 1,15 3, 1, 2

0,5,5

?* The f igure s are given in the orders as follow:
1. Numbers of agreements in Origen's variants

from the T , R .

2. Numbers of agreements when both Origen and
the T. R. agree each other.

5. Numbers of disagreements when he agrees with
the T. R.
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CHART III - 1 (continued)

B, Caesarean Text.

MSS Mark Matt. John Luke :

T II III

0,1,1 0,0,3 5, 0, 3

Fam 1 4,3,1 2,5,4 0,8,0 2,15, 7 16, 9, 3 1, 3, 0

Fam 13 2,1,2 0,7,4 0,7,1 2, 15, 6 8, 8, 10 0, 2, 1

28 3,0,3 0,2,1 1, 0, 3 1, 1, 3
W 1,1,5

e 2,2,4 0,6,7 0,4,5 3, 1^, 8 12, 10, 7 0, 2, 1

565 6,1,2 1,1,0 3, 0, 5 3, 0, 2

700 3,1,1 0,3,1 0,0,1 1, 0, 1 7, 0, 3

N 1,4,1 0,2,1 0,3,2 1, 7, 5 ^, 5, 3 0, 1, 0

0 1, 2, 5
S 2,3,1 0,3,3 0, 0, 2

Q 0,3,1 0,4,2 0, 0, 2

157 1,1,0 0,3,1 2, 0, 1 10, 0, 8 0, 0, 0

1071 0,1,3 2, 0, 3 5, ^, 2

1604 0,1,4 1, 0, 2 7, 0, 2 0, 0,. 0

arm 1,0,1 0,3,5 0,1,0 2, 5, 1. 1^, ^, 6 0, 1, 0

geo 3,0,1 2,2,3 0, 4, 0

syr^^l 0,0,1 0,0,3 2, 1, 0 8, 1, 4 0, 0., 2

Eus 0,0,4 0,1,0 1, 3, 1 1, 1, 1 1, 0, 1

� Jer
eyr 0,0,1 0, 2, 6 1, 1, 0 1, 0, 0

** The individual members of fam 1 and fam 13 are not
listed on this table senarately, though they were

se-oarately listed and counted on the chart I and II
when their readings are different from that of the
main body of that "^family. The numbers listed under
"Fam 1," and "Fam 13" are those sunoorted by the
entire family or by the majority of that family.

** "0,0,0" should be read that that MS has some dis-
agreeraent(s) with Origen when he disagrees with
the T.R. from which the MS itself differs.
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CHART III - 1 (continued)

C. Western Text,

MSS Mark Matt. John Luke:
I II III

D 6 ,1 �6 3,1, 11 0,5,7 6, 11, 16 21, 2, 31 ^, 0, 4

W 1 �o ,2 (Mk, 1 - 5:30)
syr^ 3,1, 5 0,0,1 1, 0, 4 8, 4, 12 1, 0, 2

syr^ 2. ,1 3,1, 6 0,0,3 1, 0, 1 7, 0, 7 0, 0, 1

it 2,.0, 2 1,1, 2 0,0,1 ^, 3, 6 4, 1, 9 0, 0, 0

a 2, 1. 0 1,0, 2 0,0,2 0, 1, 2 0, 7 0, 1, 0

b 2, 0, 2 1,0, 3 0,0,2 1, 1, 4 5, 1, 4 0, 1, 1

c 1,�o,,1 0,0, 3 0,0,2 1, 3, 1 2, 0, 6 2, 0, 3
e 5,.0,�o 0,0, 1 0,0,3 0, 2, 2 3, 1, 8 1, 1, 1

f 0, 0 0,1, 1 1, 3, 2 2, 3, 1 0, 1, 1

ff 0,.0,,2 1,1, 2 0,0,1 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 0

ff^ 2,�o, 0,0, 1 0,0,1 1, 1, 1 5, 0, 5 0, 1, 2

i 2,�o,,2 4, 0, 5 0, 0, 1

k Oi 0, 2 2,0, 1

1 0, 1 1,1, 1 0,0,2 1, 0, 3 0, 4 0, 0, 2

1,�o, 3 0,1, 1 0,0,1 0, 1, 2 6, 4, 2 0, 1, 1

r2 0,0, 1 1, 0, 0 2, 0, 2

2,.11,2 2,4, 2 0,0,1 2, 7, 6 9, 4, 6 1, 1, 1

Aug 0.

Clem

�o.,1 0,0,
0,2,

3
2

0,1,0 2, 0, 0

3, 0, 5

Cyp
Ir

2,0,
2,0,

2

0 0, 2, ^, 2, 1, 2

Tert 0,2, 0 0,0,1 0, 0, 2 5, 2, 0

?* Not all of the individual members of it are listed in
this table, though the statistical count of all the
individuals was made as far as they appeared in this

study.
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CHART III - 1 (continued)

D. Byzantine Text.

MSS Mark Matt. John Luke :

I II III

A 0,3,1 0,1,0 0,4,3 1, 11, 7 3,11, 5 0, 2, 0
E 0,2,0 0,5,2 0,3,0 0, 2, 2 2, 6, 1 0, 0, 0
P 1,2,0 0,3,0 0,1,1 1, 0, 0 0, 0, 0
G~ 0,3,0 0,5,0 0,2,1 0, 3, 1 0, 1, 4 0, 0, 0
H 0,3,0 0,3,0 0,2,1 0, 2, 1 0, 6, 4 0, 0, 0
M 1,3,0 0,7,0 0,0,4 1, 2, 2 7, 5, 4 0, 0, 1
P 0,0,1 0, 2, 0 1, 5, 3 0, 0, 1
S 0,2,0 0,8,0 0,3,0 0, 3, 1 2, 6, 1 0, 0, 0

U 1,3,0 0,7,1 0,3,1 0, 2, 3 6, 6, 1 0, 0, 0
Y 0,3,0 0,6,1 0, 2, 2 3, 6, 0 0, 0, 0

W (Lk. 8:13ff). . . . 9, 2, 2 0, 0, 0

Y 0,3,1 0,3,0 0, 0, 1

r 0,4,0 0,7,0 0,2,4 2,15, 4 8,13, 3 0, 2, 0

IL 0,4,3 0, 15, 1 9,12, 3 0, 2, 1

Q 1,2,0 0,4,0 1, 0, 0 1, 0, 1

Pam n 0,10,0 0,5,1 3, 1^, 6 7,11, 3 0, 1, 1

n 1,4,1
K 1,3,1 0, 2, 2 1, 3, 0

go 0,0,0 0,1,1 1, 2 2, 0, 2

?* The individual members of the fam n are not listed
on this table separately, though they were separately
listed and counted on the chart I and II when their
readings are different from thatof the main body of
that family.
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CHART III (continued)

2. Homilies .

A. Alexandrian Text.

MSS Mark Matt. John Luke :

I II III

Pi 2,0,0 1,0,2 7, 6, 4 ^, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
B 2,0,0 1,0,3 8, 2, 9 7, 0, 1 1, 0, 0

C 2,0,0 0,0,1 1, 7, 2 0,. 0, 0

L 2,0,0 1,1,0 6, 5, 9 3, 0, 0 0, 0, 0

T 1, 0, 0

W (Luke 1-8: 12: John) 7, 1, 11

Z 0,0,1
2,0,1 0,0,1 0,0,1 ^, 7, 1 0, 0, 0 0, 0, 0

5, 1 2, 0, 0

2,0,0 2, 0, 2 3, 0, 0

33 1,0,0 0,1,1 3, 0, 2 1, 0, 1

579 1,0,2 0,0,1 1, 0, 5 1, 0, 1

892 1,0,0 0,1,1 0,0,1 0, 0, 1 2, 0, 0

1241 0,1,0 0,0,1 0, 0, 4 1, 0, 0

1342 1,0,1

bo 2,0,0 1,0,2 2,2,7 3, 0, 0

sa 1,0,0 1,1,0 0, 0, 6 1, 0, 0

Ath 0,0,1 1, 0, 0

Cyr^^�" 3, 1, 1 1, 0, 0

pl 0,0,1
P^ 0, 0, 4

p66 0,0,2
p75 0,0,1 3, 0, 0 1, 0, 0
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CHART III - 2 (contimied)

B.

MSS

Caesarean Text.

Mark Matt. John Luke :

I II

p 3, 0, 0

r Fam 1 0,2,1 0,0,2 4, 11 � 4 5, 0, 1
e

C Pam 15 0,1,0 4, 9, 2 0, 0, 2

a 28 1,0,0 0,1,0 4, 0, 0 1, 0, 1
e

s
W 1,0,0

C 0,2,1 0,0,1 5, 8, 4 2, 0, 0,
a 565 0,0,0 4, 0, 2
e

s 700 0,0,0 0,1,0 2,� 0, 1

N 1, 4, 2 1, 1, 0

0 0, 1, 0

0,0,0 0,0,2 li 0, 0 1, 0, 0

1,0,0 0,0,1 1, 0, 0

157 1,0,0 0,1,1 1, 0, 2 0, 0, 1

1071 0,0,0 0,0,1 5, 0, 2 2, 0, 1

1604 0,0,1 2, 0, 1 2, 0, 0

arm 0,0,0 0,1,0 0,0,1 1, 5, 0 3, 0, 0

geo 1,0,0 0,1,0
1,0,0 2, 0, 0 2, 0, 0

CyrJ" 1, 1, 0 1, 0, 0

Eus 0,0,2 4, 2, 1

III

**The individual members of fam 1 and fam 15 are not
listed on this table separately, though they were

separately listed and counted on the charts I and II
when their readings are different from that of the
main body of that family. The numbers listed under
"Pam 1," and "Fam 15" are those supported by the
entire family or by the majority of that family.
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CHART III - 2 (continued)

C. Western Text.

MSS Mark Matt. John Luke :

I II III

D 1,0,1 0,0,1 0,0, 1 15, 7, 10 3, 0, 0 2, 0, 0

2,1,0 0, 1, 3 ^, 0, 1 1, 0, 0

syr^ 0,0,0 2,1,0 0,0, 1 0, 0, 4 3, 0, 1

it 0,1,0 0,0, 1 2, 2, 1 3, 0, 0

a 0,0,0 1, 0, 1 1, 0, 0 1, 0, 0

b 0,0,0 1, 1, 2

c 1,0,0 1,0,0 1, 1, 1 2, 0, 1

e 0, 0, 1 1, 0, 0 1, 0, 0

f 0, 1, 3 1, 0, 0

ff^ 0,0,0 2,0,0 1, 1, 2 2, 0, 1

i 0,0,0 1, 0, 1 1, 0, 0

k 2,0,0 1,0,0
1 0,0,0 1, 1, 1 2, 0, 0 1, 0, 0

q 1,0,0 1,0,0 0, 1, 2 1, 0, 1 1, 0, 0

r 1,0,0 2, 0, 2

0,0,0 1,1,0 1, 6, 0 1, 0, 0

Aug 0,1,0
Clem^-^�^ (Fone )
Cyp 0, 0, 1

It 1,1,0 1, 2, 2

Tert 1,0,0 0, 0, 0 1, 0, 1

** Not all of the individual members of it are listed in
this table, though the statistical count of all the
individuals was made as far as they appeared in this

study.
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CHART III - 2 (continued)

D, Byzantine Text.

MSS Mark Matt. John Luke
I II III

A 0,0,1 ^, 7, 3 0, 0, 2 0, 0, 0

E 1,0,0 0,1,0 3, 0, 1 0, 0, 1

P 1,0,0 1, 1, 0 1, 0, 1

G 0,0,0 3, 0, 1 0, 0, 1

H 1,0,0 1,0,0 3, 0, 1 0, 0, 1

M 0,0,0 0,1,0 2, 0, 0 0, 0, 1

P 0,0,1 1, 0, 0 0, 0, 0

S 1,0,0 0,0,1 1, 0, 0 1, 0, 1

U 1,0,0 1,1,0 3, 0, 1 1, 0, 1

V 1,0,0 0,1,1 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 2

W (Matt. ; Luke
8:15ff )

0,0,1 2, 0, 0 1, 0, 0

Y 1,0,0
r 1,0,0 0,1,1 2, 7, 2 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 0

JL 7, 1 1, 0, 1 0, 0, 0

Q 1.0,0 0, 0, 0 0, 0, 1

Pam n 0,1,0 ^, 11, 2 3, 0, 2

n 0,0,0
K 0,0,0 1, 0, 0 0, 0, 0

go 1,0,0 3, 2, 0
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CHART III (continued)

3. Main unclassified MSS.

MSS Commentary:
Luke Matt. Mark John

Homilies
Luke

�
�

Matt. Mark

1, 6, 2 1,0,0 0,1,0 2,1,2
B� 1, 2, 1 0,2,0 0,1,0
C^ 0, 2, 1 1,0,0 0,0,1 0,0,0
R 2, 7, 4 3,2,1
X 8, 18,11 0,3,1 0,5,1 0,0,5 2,3,3 1,0,0

2, 5, 2 0,1,0 0,3,0

aeth 5, 9, 9 1,1,3 1,0,1 0,0,1 2,2,1
syr

hmff
syr �

0,
5,
12, 6

1, 3
0,3,1 1,1,1 0,5,3

0,0,1
0,0,2

syr^ ^, 8,11 0,5,2 1,1,2 0,0,1 0,3,5 1,0,0

4. Jerusalem-Colophon M^S

262 1, 0, 0 1,0,0 0,1,0 0,0,3 0,0,1
300 1, 0, 1 1,0,0

5, MSS of the fam 1424.

1424 3, 1, 4 0,0,2 0,0,1
71 1, 2 0,1,2 1,0,1

115 0,1,0
179 1,0,1
185 0,0,1
267 1, 0, 1 0,0,1 0,0,1 0,0,1
349 1, 0, 0 0,0,1 0,0,1 1,0,0

?* Among the Jerusalem-colophon MSS, the MSS 164, 215,
376, 428, 686, and 718 did not appear in this study.
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CHART III - 5 (continued)

MSS Commentary:
Luke Matt. Mark John

Homilies
Luke Matt. Mark

517 1, 0, 0 0,0,2 5,0,1 1,0,0 0,0, 1 1,0,0
659 2, 1, 0 0,0,1 1,0,0
692 1, 0, 0 0,0,1 1,0,1
945 1, 0, 2 0,0,1 1,1,1 0,0,1
954 2, 0, 1 0,0,2 1,0,1 0,0, 1
990 ^, 0, 4 5,0,2
1010 0,0,1
1188 2, 0, 0 0,0,2 1,0,0
1194 6, 0, 2 0,0,1 0,0,1
1207 2, 0, 3 0,0,0 1,0,0 0,0,1 2,0,0
1223 1, 0, 2 0,0,1 1,1,2 1,0,2
1293 (John: 0,0
1391 0,0,1
1606 0, 0, 3 0,0,1 0,1,0 0,0,0
1675 2, 1, 1 1,0,2 5,0,2

*** Among the family 1424, the MSS 7, 27, 160, 827, 1082,
1402, and 2191 did not appear in this study.
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